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Abstract 
A certain class of naked singularities, related to = 2 pure super Yang-Mil ls 
theory, are resolved in string theory w i t h the enhangon mechanism. We study the 
properties of the enhangon in supergravity. In i t ia l ly we consider the stability of the 
supergravity solutions. We study small perturbations of these solutions, construct-
ing a sufficiently general ansatz for linearised perturbations of the non-extremal 
solutions, and show that the linearised equations are consistent. We investigate l in -
earised perturbations of the horizon branch and the extremal solution numerically. 
We show that these solutions are stable against the perturbations we consider. This 
provides further evidence that these latter supergravity solutions are capturing some 
of the true physics of the enhangon. We show that the shell branch solutions violate 
the weak energy condition, and are hence unphysical. We extend the investigation 
of nonextremal enhangons, f inding the most general solutions w i t h the correct sym-
metry and charges. There are two famihes of solutions. One of these contains a 
solution w i t h a regular horizon found previously; this previous example is shown to 
be the unique solution w i t h a regular horizon. The other family generalises a pre-
vious nonextreme extension of the enhangon, producing solutions w i t h shells which 
satisfy the Weak Energy Condition. We argue that identifying a unique solution 
wi th a shell requires input beyond supergravity. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Our current understanding of the physical laws governing nature is based on two 
main theoretical frameworks. One is Quantum Mechanics and its sibhng Quantum 
Field theory, which describes the microcosm w i t h great accuracy. Electromagnetic, 
weak and strong forces are described by Quantum Field Theories, and their suc-
cess in explaining physics of molecules, atoms, nuclei and elementary particles is 
tremendous [4]. The other one is Einstein's General Relativity which describes 
the macrocosm. This is a geometrical theory of gravity which explains very weU 
phenomena of cosmological scale down to one millimetre [5,6]. I t expanded our 
understanding of the universe and its expansion, of its constituent galaxies, stars 
and their evolution. 
Gravity is a very weak force compared w i t h the other three, so we do not in 
general take i t into account when studying phenomena in the microcosm. There is 
a point though, where gravity becomes important. For length scales of the order of 
the Planck length Ipianck ^ 10~^^ m, gravity as a force becomes significant to the 
description of physical phenomena and must be taken into account. This is also 
the regime when gravity ceases to function as classical theory. We need a quantum 
theory of gravity in order to describe the physics correctly. 
Since gravity is more relevant to much larger scales do we really need such a 
description? There are two physical arguments in favour. The first is that classical 
GR is not a complete theory. I t allows spacetirne singularities which can be found 
inside black holes and of course the ini t ial singularity in the Big-Bang theory [7-
1 
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9]. Quantum gravity is needed in order to understand their physics. The second 
argument is that i t is expected that all the forces of nature can be described by 
a unified theory. There is already a successful electroweak model in ciuantum field 
theory and various suggestions to incorporate the strong forced but as long as a 
quantum theory of gravity eludes us we can not have a complete understanding of 
fundamental physics. 
There are various approaches towards a quantum theory of gravity. There are 
many difficulties t ry ing to merge quantum mechanics and general relativity. The 
usual methods of quantum field theory do not apply in this case. 
One of the main candidates is string theory. String theory is a theory of one-
dimensional extended objects. I t contains gravity and one can see that i t can be 
quantised using the perturbative methods of quantum field theory. I t also contains 
gauge bosons in the spectrum w i t h a gauge group large enough to include the cur-
rently known interactions (electromagnetic, weak and strong). On top of that i t 
knows how to treat certain kind of singularities. Unfortunately these theories live 
in more than four spacetime dimensions and there are five of them (superstrings) 
which are consistent at the quantum level. 
In the last ten years there was a great advance in understanding string theory. 
There is a unified way to look at the theory, connecting the existent five theories 
together w i t h eleven dimensional supergravity through various dualities. I t was 
found that there are new objects, D-branes, which are very important [12]. D-branes 
opened a window to the non-perturbative regime of string theory. They helped 
understand the properties of black holes and spacetime, by describing mechanisms 
of singularity resolution. 
These are the first steps in order to understand the quantum structure of space-
time. There are s t i l l difficulties and open questions but the road is open although 
not verv clear. 
'For more details, standard textbooks ou Quantum Field Theory [10,11], can be consulted. 
1.1. C las s i ca l gravity 
1.1 Classical gravity 
Gravity is the force that is binding the universe together and governs the dynamics 
of the various objects in i t . I t is its driving force. I t is very weak, its range is infini te 
and because in large scales the net charges are zero, i t is the dominant force in the 
universe. 
Gravity is very well described by Einstein's General Relativity^. General Rel-
a t iv i ty is based on two principles. The first principle is the equivalence principle 
which states that all bodies are influenced by gravity and they fal l precisely the 
same way in a gravitational field. The second is Mach's principle which states that 
i t does not make sense to speak about an accelerating mass in an empty, absolute 
space. 
The theory Einstein derived f rom these principles states that the intrinsic and 
observer-independent properties of spacetime are described by a spacetime metric. 
The curvature of this metric causes the physical effects ascribed to a gravitational 
field. The curvature of spacetime is caused by the existence of matter (or energy) 
and the relation is given by Einstein's equations. In simpler words matter tehs 
spacetime how to curve and spacetime dictates to matter how i t should move. 
Although this theory has given many predictions which have been found to be 
w i t h agreement w i t h experiment, i t is not complete. There appear solutions contain-
ing curvature singularities, where curvature is infini te. Classical curvature singular-
ities are defined through geodesic incompleteness: a test particle wi l l reach in finite 
proper t ime regions of spacetime beyond which its evolution is not defined. There 
are theorems due to S. Hawking and R. Penrose [7-9] which prove that singularities 
are inevitable and they are generic features of cosmological and collapse solutions. 
A n important goal in extending General Relat ivi ty is to understand the resolu-
t ion of singularities. This can be done by classical extensions of the theory. Some 
of these singularities can be resolved by adding higher curvature interactions in the 
Einstein-Hilbert action, or higher derivatives of the metric and matter fields. These 
have a negligible contribution for ordinary gravitational fields but become important 
" [1.3,14] for more full presentations of the theory. 
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in regions of large curvature, modifying the nature of the solutions. This happens 
because adding these extra terms spoils some of the local energy conditions needed 
in order to prove the singularity theorems so one may hope that a singularity free 
theory of gravity may be constructed [15,16]. There are also examples of singular 
solutions which become regular if they are thought of in terms of higher dimensional 
theories [17 . 
1.2 Quantum gravity 
The above treatment uses entirely classical tricks to avoid singularities. When space-
time curvature is of the order of the Planck length, the nature of gravity changes. 
This happens because quantum phenomena related to gravity are important and 
must be taken into accoimt. The formation of singularities can not be correctly 
described by classical gravity. One needs a quantum formulation of gravity in order 
to understand the physics for curvature scales smaller than the Planck length. One 
could draw an analog w i t h the renormalisation program of quantum field theory, and 
say that there might be quantum corrections which smooth out the singularities. 
Not all singularities can be resolved by quantum gravity. I n [18] i t was shown that 
there are certain k ind of singularities whose resolution would lead to contradiction. 
In the example i n [18] the negative mass Schwarzschild is studied. This solution 
does not have a horizon, so the singularity is naked. I f quantum gravity smooths 
out the singularity and replaces i t w i t h another finite-sized object, then this object 
should have negative mass. This would render the vacuum unstable. 
Unfortunately one can not obtain quantum gravity by straightforwardly merg-
ing of quantum mechanics and general re la t iv i t j ' . The theory can not be formu-
lated perturbatively in a way similar to the program of quantising (gauge) field 
theories [19-21]. I t is non-renormalisable, meaning that we have to add infinite 
counterterms in the action to cancel resulting infinities, thus losing predictability. 
One can extend general relativity using supersymmetry, wr i t ing down a super-
gravity theory [22]. In general, supersymmetric theories have bosons and fermions 
related to each other through supersymmetry. I t is well known that in supersym-
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metric theories boson loops are cancelled by fermion loops^ and this improves the 
convergence of the perturbations series. Al though perturbative quantum supergrav-
ity has milder problems than general relativity, i t remains a non-renormalisable 
theory [23,24 . 
A definite proof is s t i l l missing, mainly because of the very complicated algebraic 
structure of the Feynman rules for quantum supergravity, but i t is today widely 
believed that perturbative quantum field theory approaches to quantum general 
relativit) ' , or its supersymmetric extensions, are not going to provide us w i t h a 
theory that we can entirely trust. 
Al though a quantum extension of general relativity is not available, there are 
some ghmpses of the world of quantum gravity. S. Hawking showed using semiclas-
sical techniques'* that black holes, objects that have a gravitational field so strong 
that even light can not escape, radiate [25]. Hawking radiation is a result of quan-
t u m particle pair creation in the vicini ty of a black hole. One of the two falls in 
the black hole while the other may escape and reach an observer at infini ty. The 
energy of this particle comes f rom the black hole and gradually the black hole may 
evaporate^. There was also a proposition by Bekenstein that a black hole has an 
entropy which is proportional to the area of its horizon [27-29]^. This is a very 
interesting result because entropy is in a way a measure of the degrees of freedom of 
a theory. In ordinary quantum field theory entropy scales w i t h the volume of space. 
I t seems that in quantum gravity the entropy scales w i t h the area of the boundary 
of space, so the degrees of freedom of the theory are characterised by a field theory 
w i t h one fewer space dimension'^. 
There are various approaches to quantum gravity. A widely pursued approach is 
loop quantum gravity or quantum geometry reviewed in [36-38], euclidean quantum 
•^Infinities come ft'om calculations of quantum loop corrections. 
''Spacetime is treated classically, while matter fields quantum mechanically. 
•'^ There are some issues concerning vmitarity and information loss not compatible with quantum 
mechanics, [26] for a review. 
[30,31] for reviews. 
"This is the idea of holography elevated to a principle by G. t 'Hooft [32] and L. Susskind [33], 
[34.3.5] for reviews. 
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gravity [39,40], lattice quantum gravity [41] and other more unorthodox approaches 
hke Topos theory [42], Twistor theory [43] and Causal Sets [44 . 
1.3 String theory 
There is another approach to quantum gravity, which is more widely accepted than 
the others. I t started in the late 60s as a candidate for a theory of strong interac-
tions, eventually dropped because of the advent of Quantum Chromodynamics and 
reappeared because i t included gravity. The theory of one dimensional extended 
objects, strings*. 
In order for string theory to be consistent one has to include super symmetry^. 
Bosonic strings suffer f rom the existence of a tachyonic state in their spectrum, which 
renders the vacuum unstable. There are five distinct superstring theories type I , 
I I A / B and the two heterotic theories w i t h gauge groups 50(32) and Es x Eg [48,49 . 
One of the nice features of string theory is that their spectrum contain gravity and 
Yang-Mil ls interactions, unifying these two types of theories in the same object. 
Af te r 1994 i t was realised that all five superstring theories and eleven dimen-
sional supergravity are related to each other by various dualities. This led to the 
conjecture that there is a fundamental theory, caUed M-theory. The five known 
superstring theories and eleven dimensional supergravity are just effective pertur-
bative descriptions near different inequivalent vacuum solutions of this mysterious 
theory [50-52] 
String theory contains gravity i n two ways. Massless string excitations include 
among others a spin two particle (the graviton). Consistent propagation of the 
strings requires the spacetime to satisfy supergravitj ' equations at low energ^^ Ac-
tually the effective low energy l imits of the five superstring theories are described 
by their respective supergravities [55 . 
One can cjuantise string theory in a flat spacetime background using the pow-
*For a fu l le r t rea tment we refer the reader to [4-5,46]. 
|47] and Vol . .3 of [10] for a review of supersynnnetry. 
I5.3..541 for reviews. 
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erful techniques of conformal field theory. There is also a consistent perturbation 
expansion to study interactions. The corresponding Feynman diagrams are finite at 
least at first order but this result is expected to hold at all orders. This is due to 
the nature of the fundamental objects which are now extended and not point- l ike 
particles. Since string theory contains gravity, this means that string theory is a 
consistent quantum theory of gravity. 
1.4 Singularities in perturbative string theory 
Since string theory is a consistent theory of quantum gravity, i t should give us some 
insight in the problem of curvature singularities [56]. The first th ing to note is that 
spacetime singularities differ f rom general relativity, even in the classical level. In 
general relat ivi ty we use particles to test geodesic incompleteness. In string theory 
the fundamental objects are strings so these are the test objects that we should use. 
I f there is a singular space and a string propagating in that space and its physics 
is not singular, then this singularity does not really matter. The spacetime metric 
is simply a lower energy manifestation of the stringy physics and the singularity is 
a sign that some degrees of freedom were omit ted at that approximation of the f u l l 
theory. 
A n example of this is the propagation of strings on orbifolds [57,58]. A n orbifold 
is a quotient of spacetime by a discrete group. We w i l l use an orbifold of flat space as 
an example. I t has vanishing curvature everywhere but i t is geodesically incomplete; 
there is a conical singularity at the origin. Al though the propagation of particles on 
this space is problematic, this is not the case w i t h strings. In string theory new light 
states, the twisted states, are present. They are confined at the conical singularity. 
Taking these additional states into account the physics of the propagating strings is 
non-singular and consistent. 
There are also examples of curvature singularities that are resolved by string 
theory (flops [59-61] and conifolds [62-64]). These occur in conipactifications of 
string theory on Calabi-Yau manifolds. I t is possible that the metric of the compact 
Ca]al:)i-Yau manifold varies slowly leading to a change in topology. This can be 
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viewed as topologically non- t r iv ia l 5^ or 5^ spheres shrinking or growing. When 
they shrink to zero area a curvature singularity is formed. A t this point new degrees 
of freedom become massless and if included in the analysis, the physics becomes 
non-singular. 
The fact that there is a certain class of singularities that are resolved^^ by string 
theory is encouraging, since this is a property that we expected f rom a quantum 
theory of gravity. I t would be nice i f one could extend this to other classes of 
singularities such as Big-Bang or Big-Crunch like setups. There has been some 
work towards this direction [69-84], but we w i l l not pursue i t further. 
1.5 D—branes and gauge/gravity correspondence 
There are also other extended objects in a string theory. These are the D-branes [12 . 
A Dp-brane is a p-dimensional object which sweeps a p+l~dimensional worldvplume 
as i t moves in t ime. Dp-branes are the natural charges of the R - R Qp+i) fields in 
string theory. They have a very important property namely that open strings can 
end on them. D-branes are dynamical objects and their dynamics are dictated by 
the open strings attached to them. Their low energy effective action is the gauge 
theory that lives on the worldvolume of the branes. 
D-branes conserve half of the supercharges of the in i t ia l backgrormd and they 
are BPS objects. This means that the net force between various parallel D-branes 
is zero and we can move them around wi thout spending energy, i f this procedure is 
slow enough. 
There are black p-brane solutions of the low energy supergravity actions [85 
which in the extremal l imi t have the properties of A'' Dp-branes s i t t ing at the ori-
gin. They carry A'^  fundamental Dp-brane charge. These solutions have non- t r iv ia l 
metric, di laton and R-R (p + l ) - f o r m field. 
Supergravity solutions can be described as being made by D-branes. One can 
combine them in various ways, such as intersecting them [86], wrapping them on 
^ 'There is aLso an art icle [6-5] discussing the problem f rom the s t r ing f ie ld theory [66-68] ]>oint 
of view. 
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compact manifolds, to 'create' spacetimes w i t h various fields and amounts of con-
served supercharges^^. 
We gave two descriptions of D-branes. One based on open strings ending on 
them and another one as objects w i t h non- t r iv ia l spacetime curvature described by 
a supergravity solution. The supergravity description is valid when the curvature is 
weak. For this regime i t should be QSN 1, where gs is the string couphng constant 
and A'' is the number of the branes. I n this regime open string perturbation theory 
breaks down^^. The supergravity p-brane is the correct description. When ggN <C 1 
the curvature is very large and supergravity is not valid. Here one can use the D -
brane description, w i t h the effective gauge theory on the worldvolume. 
There is a complementarity between the two descriptions. Prom the supergravity 
point of view, the equations of motion are found f rom string perturbation theory 
Qs < I so we can work w i t h the supergravity p-brane solution w i t h the assumption 
that N is large, such that the curvature is small. In the BPS case, one can work wi th 
arbitrary A'^ , use the D-brane description in weak coupling and extrapolate at strong 
coupling. Then one can compare w i t h the curved supergravity solution. This can be 
done because of the BPS property. In case some supersymmetry is preserved, there 
are non-renormalisation theorems which apply, and protect quantities like charge 
and tension f rom quantum corrections^'*. 
1.5.1 Gauge/gravity correspondence 
These two descriptions of the dynamics of a D-brane (gauge theory on the world 
volume and f rom closed string theory lower energy effective action) can be used in 
order to get information f rom the one concerning the other. This is the basis for 
a gauge/gravity correspondence. One example in which the supergravity descrip-
^^Sometimes this technique is not ent i re ly t rus twor thy . We w i l l see later t h a t this naive way of 
const ruct ion may ignore ex t ra l igh t degrees of freedom coming f r o m the f u l l .string theory and give 
the wrong result. 
'•^A t j ' p i c a l s t r ing diagram has a fac tor of g^N and there is a trace over A'' Chan-Pa ton factors. 
^''One can successfully calculate the entropy of a black hole by count ing microstates using this 
technique [87]. [88-92] for reviews. 
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t ion decouples completely f rom the gauge theory description and there is a duality 
between the two, is the A d S / C F T conjecture [93-95]^^ 
In the prototype example by Maldacena [93], type I I B string theory is considered 
wi th A'' parallel D3-branes si t t ing together. Taking a low energy l imit^^, the theory 
describing the physics of the D3-branes is pure N — ^ supersymmetric Yang-Mil ls 
in 3 + 1 dimensions, w i t h gauge group U{N), which is known to be a conformal 
field theory. Prom the point of view of the D3-branes as massive objects having a 
spacetime solution, in the appropriate l imit^^, their geometry is AdSs x S^. The 
conjecture states that when the Yang-Mil ls is in the l imi t (A^ ^ oo, A = NQYM 
large^*) i t is equivalent to classical type I I B supergravity theory on AdS^ x S^. 
The remarkable result f rom this conjecture is that one can do calculations in the 
classical, weakly coupled supergravity theory and have results about the strongly 
coupled gauge theory. 
1.6 The correspondence and singularities 
The prototype example by Maldacena is very interesting in its own account, but the 
gauge theory {Af = 4, f / ( N ) S Y M ) is preserving too much supersymmetry and is not 
very relevant to the Standard Model Physics. We need to study theories w i t h less 
supersymmetry and non-conformal, which have more interesting properties, such as 
confinement and chiral symmetry breaking, using the correspondence. 
Supergravity backgrounds have been found by deformations^^ of AdS^ x and 
by considering the near horizon l imits of supergravity solutions constructed by more 
complicated D-brane configurations. The supergravity solutions dual to gauge the-
ories preserving less supersymmetry are generically singular in the interior, corre-
sponding to the infrared regime of the gauge theory^°. 
[96-98] for reviews. 
^' 'Keeping the energy and all the dimensionless parameters fixed whi le .sending Q;' - + 0. 
' ' T h i s is the near horizon l i m i t wh ich focuses on the region near the brane. 
' ^ T h i s is the f o r m of the correspondence most accessible to the ca lcula t ion technicjues tha t are 
available. 
''•^This is dual to adding relevant per tu rba t ions in the A ' = 4 gauge theory. 
'^'^For reviews of the gauge/gravi ty correspondence in less supersymmetric backgrounds [99.100]. 
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I t is important to understand which of these singularities are acceptable [101 . 
I t is expected that there is a mechanism coming f rom the f u l l string theory which 
explains why these singularities are not really formed. This comes as a hint f rom 
the dual gauge theory picture; the infrared regime in the gauge theory is the weak 
coupling regime and the behaviour is known to be non-singular. 
Such resolution mechanisms are known to exist, covering a range of singular 
spacetimes. I n the case oi N = 1* Yang-Mil ls theories, obtained by mass defor-
mations of the TV = 4 gauge theory, the supergravity dual contains a singularity. 
In [102] Polchinski and Strassler resolved this naked singularity using a manifestation 
of the Myer's dielectric effect [103]. Very naively the DS^branes used to construct 
the geometry are polarised to a D5-brane, because of a five-form flux present. The 
final spacetime is not singular, although we do not know its exact metric. 
Another M = 1 { [104] for a review) example is the resolution of a naked singu-
lari ty [105] in the Klebanov-Tseytl in spacetime [106]. I n this setup supersymmetry 
is broken by put t ing D3-branes on a conifold and conformal symmetry is broken 
by adding fractional D3-branes. This supergravity solution suffers f rom a naked 
singularity. In [105] i t was found that the naked singularity is resolved by deforming 
the conifold. Similar approaches to the Polchinski-Strassler and Klebanov-Strassler 
where used in [107,108 . 
I n the case of A/" = 2, supergravity duals have been found in different ways such 
as by mass deformation of the N = A theory [109-112] fractional branes at orbifold 
singularities [113-121], M5-branes wrapped on Riemann surfaces [122,123], five-
branes wrapped on non- t r iv ia l two-cycles of a Calabi-Yau manifold [124-126] and 
by wrapping D-branes on KZ [127]. A l l these descriptions are related to each other 
by duality transformations [128]. The naked timelike singularities that arise, seem 
to be resolved by the enhangon mechanism [127 . 
1.7 The enhangon mechanism 
Supergravity duals of certain U{N) gauge theories conserving eight supercharges, 
have a naked singularity known as the repulson. A brane configuration wi th such a 
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supergravity solution was first considered in [127], This singularity is not compatible 
w i t h the physics of the gauge theory and should be unphysical. One can use D -
branes as probes of the geometry and t ry to construct i t using a large number of the 
constituent objects. This procedure shows that, in the case of wrapping D{p + 4 ) -
branes on K3 manifolds, the branes used to construct the geometry cease to be 
localised at the enhangon locus and expand out into a (4 — p)-sphere surrounding 
the would be singularity. This is due to extra massless degrees of freedom f rom 
string theory which are not included in the supergravity effective action. These 
enhance the gauge symmetry, hence the name enhangon. The interior geometry is 
excised and replaced by flat space^^ 
I t is quite remarkable that, although supergravity can not describe the physics of 
the enhangon correctly, i t supports the excision. The source at the excision surface 
behaves exactly as a shell of wrapped branes [129]. We w i l l see later on that the 
enhangon is stable under a particular set of linear perturbations. This is something 
expected f rom supersymmetry, since we are dealing w i t h BPS objects and i t adds 
to the validity of the construction f rom the point of view of supergravity. 
The enhangon physics is known to be connected to monopole physics in the 
case p = 2 [130], [131], [132]. There are also solutions of enhangons w i t h non-
spherical shapes [133] and of rotat ing enhangons [134]. One can also include ori-
entifolds leading to cases w i t h S0{2N + 1), USp{2N), S0{2N) gauge groups [135 . 
The enhangon is also crucial to black hole physics. I n certain cases the enhangon 
mechanism prevents branes that would reduce black hole entropy f rom entering the 
horizon [134,136,137f^. 
There are many related studies of the enhangon in the literature. The setup 
of D-branes on K3 is T -dua l to fractional D-branes [139, 140]. The enhangon 
mechanism can be seen, for the fractional brane picture, for non-compact orbifolds 
CVr [114-116,119,120,141] and on the compact orbifold l imi t r ' / Z s of K3 [142 . 
I t is also considered on a conifold [141] and in heterotic string tlieory [143]. Some 
analogues of the enhangon mechanism have been considered in the context of com-
^ ' W e w i l l provide more details about the mechanism later i n the thesis. 
•^^For a review of the aljove [1-38]. 
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pactifications of eleven dimensional supergravity on Calabi-Yau spaces [144] and 
in a non-supersymmetric setup [145,146]. There is also a study of the enhangon 
mechanism incorporating f rom the beginning non-abelian fields and the monopole 
physics i n [147 . 
1.8 Non-extremal enhangon 
Generally, one of the simplest questions to consider f r o m the bulk spacetime side of 
the A d S / C F T correspondence is the finite-temperature behaviour of the theory. One 
would expect that the theories w i t h reduced supersymmetry should have interesting 
phase structures. A t high temperatures, one would expect to find that the par t i t ion 
funct ion is dominated by a black hole solution, and there may be some symmetry-
breaking phase transitions as the temperature decreases. Attempts to investigate 
these issues by studying black hole solutions on the AdS side were made in [148-154 . 
Since the enhangon provides an example where there is a simple supergravity solution 
describing the singularity resolution, i t is interesting to study these issues in this 
case. 
Regarding the non-extremal enhangon generalisation of the enhangon, i t was 
found in [129] that i t has two branches of solutions. One has a horizon and it 
appears at a finite value of the non-extremahty parameter. We call this the horizon 
branch. The other always has a shell of branes outside the horizon and in the 
extremal l imi t give the known extremal solution of [127]. This is the shell branch. 
A similar structure is found in the case of fractional branes [155 . 
The shell branch of solutions has a few peculiar properties. First of all i t depends 
on a free parameter which we can not set to a particular value wi thout some extra 
information f rom the physics of the f u l l string theory on the background. This 
is too diff icul t to do, because we do not know the behaviour of string theory in 
non-extremal, or equivalently in this case, finite-temperature situations. Another 
problem slightly more important is that, in the case of wrapped D6-branes on K3, 
taking the compactification volume to infini ty does not give the usual non-extremal 
D6-brane. 
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The two branches of solutions seem to be valid i n different regimes of the non-
extremality parameter. Shell branch is valid for small non-extremality, while the 
horizon branch is definitely the solution for large non-extremality. This suggests 
that there might be an instabili ty in the two solutions signalling a phase transit ion 
in the gauge theory side. 
Part of the motivation for the research described in this thesis was based on t ry ing 
to find such an instability. The horizon branch was found to be stable throughout 
the range of the non-extremality parameter. The shell branch on the other hand was 
found to be unphysical. By excising the interior to the enhangon radius, singular 
region, replacing i t w i t h smooth geometry and by matching to a smooth exterior 
over a shell, this shell has negative energy density, thus violating the Weak Energy 
Condition. 
This is all f r o m the supergravity point of view and i t seems that although su-
pergravity could grasp some of the physics of the extremal case, i t fails for the 
non-extremal case. Further support is given f rom finding the families of general 
enhangon solutions, extremal and non-extremal. Here, again using supergravity, we 
find that the extremal solutions and the horizon branch of solutions are unique and 
are completely determined f r o m the boundary conditions we impose to the general 
solutions. When i t comes to the shell branch of solutions, there is a family of gen-
eralised solutions, which can help overcome the problem of Weak Energy Condit ion 
violation. Unfortunately f r o m supergravity alone we can not decide which of these 
solutions describe the correct physics of the sheh branch. In order to do that we 
have to know explicit ly the degrees of freedom describing the physics of the sheU, 
which is beyond the supergravity regime. As long as this is lacking we can not model 
the shell correctly. 
We must stress here that using supergravity to model the th in shell in the ex-
tremal case, we succeed in describing the physics of the shell, especially when we 
studied its stability under linear perturbations. We expected that we would be 
equally successful w i t h the non-extremal case, but unfortunately after we found the 
more general solutions, we realised that supergravity is s t i l l very limited in cases 
whicli break all supersymmetrj^ 
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1.9 Outhne of the thesis 
We w i l l study the physics and the properties of enhangons using supergravity tech-
niques. The plan of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we wi l l review some 
essential tools necessary for our study. We wi l l give a brief overview of string the-
ory and we wi l l focus on D-branes. We w i l l describe how one can use D-branes to 
construct spacetime solutions. 
In Chapter 3 we give a review of the enhangon mechanism. We w i l l use the 
case of wrapped D6-branes on K3 as an example. Since we are interested on the 
supergravity description we w i l l discuss the consistency of the excision in some 
detail. This w i l l be useful i n our calculation later. We also present the non-extremal 
generahsations and describe what happens when one adds extra D2-branes. 
In Chapter 4 we study the perturbation ansatz we use in order to study the 
stability of the enhangon solutions under linearised perturbations. We write down 
the ansatz and find the differential equations that the perturbation modes are sat-
isfying, using some difi:eomorphism invariance left. Before we continue in the study 
of stability we give an example w i t h a mode that is uncoupled and we can study the 
problem analytically. 
In Chapter 5 we study the stability of the extremal enhangon. We use the model 
of wrapped D6-branes as a t h in shell in order to calculate the boundary conditions 
at the shell. Again some diffeomorphism invariance left , helps us in simplifying the 
problem considerably. Finally we give a brief description of the numerical technique 
used, and study the problem. We find that the extremal enhangon is stable under 
the perturbation ansatz we used. Al though this ansatz is very restricted, we believe 
that the extremal enhangon is stable on the ground that i t is supersymmetric. 
In Chapter 6 we extend the program to the non-extremal enhangon. We find 
that the shell branch of solutions is unphysical because i t violates the Weak Energy 
Condition. The horizon branch is stable throughout the range of parameters. This 
is the expected behaviour for i t , since i t looks like a Schwarzschild black hole for 
very large mass and we know this to be stable. 
In Chapter 7 we t ry to find more general solutions of the enhangon, solving 
supergravity equations. In the extremal case we find that tlie solution is the one we 
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had before, once we specify the model for the shell and its constituents. We also 
find that the horizon branch of solutions is the unique solution. When i t comes to 
the shell branch of solutions, we find a family of them. There is a way to avoid the 
violation of the Weak Energy Condition by adding 'hair ' in the solutions but this 
needs extra information f rom the string theory that we do not have. 
Finally in the Appendices in the end of the thesis, we present some facts about 
the K2) manifold, type I I A supergravity equations of motion in Einstein frame, a 
more detailed description of the numerical method we used for the stability analysis 
and a more detailed analysis of the calculation of the temperatures of the black hole 
in the two branches of the non-extremal enhangon solution. 
Chapter 2 
Strings and branes 
This chapter w i l l provide some introductory material concerning string theory. I t 
is not meant to be a f u l l review but just provide the reader w i t h the essential 
information in order to understand the main subject of the thesis. 
We w i l l start w i th a brief discussion of string theory. I n the bosonic case, we 
wi l l wri te down the action and describe the spacetime field content of the theory 
for open and closed strings. Then we w i l l expand this discussion to the case of the 
superstring. 
Next we give a brief discussion on D-branes. We sketch their string theory origin 
and wri te down the action that governs their dynamics. We w i l l also have a quick 
look over anomalous couplings that are the result of non- t r iv ia l curvature. 
Next we w i l l talk about supergravity p-branes and how they connect w i t h D -
branes. We w i l l give the non-extremal solutions of p-branes and discuss the extremal 
l imi t which we w i l l connect to D-branes. Due to their nice properties we can use 
them as building blocks to construct a supergravity solution. 
2.1 String theory 
We w i l l give a very brief introduction to string theory. We w i l l present an overview 
of the formulat ion and the field content of the theory, since we are mainly interested 
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in D-branes^. 
2.1.1 Bosonic strings 
We w i l l start w i t h the bosonic case. A one dimensional object w i l l sweep out a two 
dimensional worldsheet, which can be described by a set of two parameters r and 
a. The simplest invariant action is proportional to the area of the worldsheet. This 
is the Nambu-Goto action: 
SNG[X] = ^ drda {~det {daX^dkX,)f • (2.1) 
a' is the universal Regge slope parameter. I t has dimensions of [length]^ and i t is the 
only dimensionful parameter in string theory. I t is related to the fundamental string 
tension T = (27rQ;')~^ and i t also sets the string length a' = l"^. The coordinates 
r, a parametrise the string worldsheet E. are the D-dimensional spacetime 
coordinates of the string and are treated as fields f rom the worldsheet point of view. 
We can simphfy the Nambu-Goto by introducing an independent world-sheet 
metric / i " ^ which depends on r , cr. The action for a string moving in flat spacetime 
is 
Sp[X,h] = — I drdaV- det hh^^d^X^'dsX^'r]^^ (2.2) 
47rQf' JY. 
This is the Polyakov action [159]. The equivalence to the Nambu-Goto action can 
be seen by varying (2.2) w i t h respect to the metric 
hSp[X,h] = - - ^ [ drdaV- det M / i " ^ (daX^d^X. - lKbh''^dcX^'ddX,)\ . 
(2.3) 
Setting this variation equal to zero, we can use i t to eliminate h°-^ f rom the Polyakov 
action. The result is non other than the Nambu-Goto action^. 
This Polyakov action has symmetries which we can use in order to gauge fix and 
get simple equations of motion. These are spacetime Poincare invariance, worldsheet 
(two-dimensional) diS'eomorphisni invariance and Weyl invariance. Af ter gauge fix-
' M o r e complete reviews can be found in [4.5,46,1.56-1.58]. 
^More details can be found in the s t r ing theory reviews mentioned earlier. 
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ing, the equations of motion that we get for the spacetime fields are 
This is the two-dimensional wave equation. Depending on the kind of strings, we can 
impose different boundary conditions. I n the case of closed strings the worldsheet 
is a tube and we have to impose periodic boundary conditions 
A ' ^ ( r , O ) = X ' ' ( r , 0 , 9 , X ^ ( r , 0 ) = a ,X"(r ,0, (2.5) 
in coordinates where —oo < r < o o , 0 < a - < / . 
For open strings the worldsheet is a strip and there are two kinds of boundary 
conditions. Neumann boundary conditions 
— X ' ' ( r , 0 ) = 0, —X''{T,1) = 0 (2.6) 
and Dirichlet boundary conditions: 
-X^{T,0)=0, —X^{r,l) = 0. (2.7) 
Neumann conditions imply that no momentum flows off the end of the string. The 
Dirichlet condition imphes that the end points of the string are fixed in spacetime. 
They wi l l be relevant when we discuss D-branes. 
Af te r quantisation we can find the states in the string spectrum. For the closed 
string, we have a scalar field $ , the dilaton, the graviton g,j_i, and an antisymmetric 
tensor field also called the Kalb-Ramond field. The graviton is the background 
spacetime metric. The dilaton sets the dimensionless string couphng through = 
g<'i>> These are the massless states. There is also a tachyon field and an infini te 
tower of massive states. 
For the open string the spectrum is slightly different. There is a massless state 
which is a U{1) gauge boson A^,. Again there is a tachyonic state and an infinite 
tower of massive states. 
•^The open s t r ing Neumann boundary condit ions (2.6) and the closed s t r ing periodic boundary 
conditions (2.5) are the only possibilities consistent w i t h D-d imens iona l Poincare invariance. Re-
laxing this condi t ion admits the occurrence of Di r ich le t boundary conditions which are i m p o r t a n t 
when discussing D-branes . 
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The bosonic theory has a few problems. First i t can only live in twenty six 
dimensions. Second and most important i t has a tachyonic state, which may render 
the theory unstable. T h i r d i t contains no spacetime fermions. 
2.1.2 Superstrings 
One solution to this problem is to add worldsheet fermions in (2.2) as supersymmet-
ric partners of the worldsheet bosons. Supersymmetry constrains a lot the way we 
can formulate theories. There are actually only five consistent superstring theories: 
type I , type I I A , type I I B and two heterotic w i t h £"0(32) and Es x gauge groups. 
These theories live in ten dimensions, have no tachyon in their spectrum and they 
contain spacetime fermions [160,161 . 
We are mainly interested in type I I A string theory. This is a theory of closed 
strings and has J\f = 2 supersymmetry in ten spacetime dimensions. The states of 
this theory come f rom two sectors, the Neveu-Schwarz-Neveu-Schwarz (NS-NS) and 
the Ramond-Ramond (R-R) . In the NS-NS sector the massless bosonic states are 
the same as in the bosonic string, the dilaton, the graviton and the Kalb-Ramond 
field. I n the R - R sector the massless bosonic fields are p - f o r m gauge fields: C(i), C(3) 
and their magnetic duals C(7) and C(5). Type I I B string theory is similar w i t h the 
difference that i t contains chiral spacetime fermions. The massless bosonic states 
are the same in the NS-NS spectrum, while in the R - R sector the gauge fields are 
now C(o), C(2), C(4), C(6), C(8) and the self dual C(4). 
2.2 D-branes 
Now let us tu rn to the Dirichlet boundary conditioirs (2.7). We mentioned earlier 
that when these boundary conditions are satisfied, the endpoints of the string are 
fixed. Imagine that we impose Neumann boundary conditions on time and p spatial 
directions, and Dirichlet boundary conditions on the rest D — p-l spatial directions. 
The ends of the string are fixed in the D — p — 1 directions and can move freely 
to the rest p directions and time. When one imposes Dirichlet boundary conditions 
the momentum is not conserved in these directions. This leads us to the conclusion 
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that the hypersurface to which the strings are attached is a dynamical object. This 
dimensional object has a p + 1 worldvolume and i t is called Dp-brane [12,162]'*. 
Open strings can end on a D-brane and we can use them to determine its dy-
namics. We can get the most important contribution f rom the massless states of 
the strings attached to the branes. These are for a Dp-brane, a p-dimensional U(1) 
gauge field A"", a = 0 . . . ,p and D — p — 1 scalar fields $V These scalars corre-
spond to the transverse oscillations of the brane. Their vacuum expectation values 
correspond to the position of the brane in the transverse space. 
A n important and relatively easy generalisation is to have A'' parallel D-branes. 
Then there are additional open strings that stretch between different branes. The 
spectrum of these strings is massive and the mass is proportional to the separation of 
the D-branes they connect. As the branes approach each other, these states become 
lighter. When the D-branes coincide they become massless. These extra massless 
states enhance the symmetry f rom the in i t ia l U{1)^, when all the branes are apart, 
to U{N) in the adjoint representation, when all of them coincide [171]. This is just 
like the Higgs mechanism of symmetry breaking. The distances between the branes 
correspond to the Higgs expectation values and the masses come f rom the stretched 
strings. 
Especially in the case of superstrings, D-branes have a very natural interpre-
tat ion. Perturbative string states can not carry charges w i t h respect to the R - R 
potentials. Dp-branes are actually the sources for these potentials. They should be 
included along w i t h the corresponding open string sectors in type I I theories, w i t h 
p even for I I A and odd for I I B . 
Again the dynamics of a Dp-brane are determined by the open strings attached 
to i t . The leading contribution comes f rom the massless states. These correspond 
to the dimensional reduction of pure Af — 1 ten-dimensional Super Yang-Mil ls to 
p-dimensions. In the case of N coinciding D??-branes, the massless states have the 
spectrum of the dimensionally reduced U{N') Super Yang-Mil ls . 
Before we continue we should stress a property of D-branes that is very useful. 
' 'Fur ther references on D-branes can be found i n [163-170]. 
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D-branes interact with each other through closed strings (gravity and scalar attrac-
tive forces) and open strings (gauge repulsive forces). The sum of these forces is zero 
between parallel Dp-branes. In supersymnietric models, D-branes preserve half the 
supersymmetries of the initial background. This is a sign that D-branes are BPS 
objects. 
2.3 D—brane action 
One can write down an action that describes the dynamics of the D-branes. For 
slowly varying field strengths^ and for arbitrary supergravity background this is [173-
175 
S=SDBI + SWZ, (2.8) 
where 
SDBI = - T p j dP+'xe-'^V-det{Gab + B^b + 2Txa'Fab)QDBU (2.9) 
is the Dirac-Born-Infeld action and 
Swz - -Mp / V C(p+i) A 6^'^-'^-+^- A Gwz, (2.10) 
is a Wess-Zumino type action. The x" are independent coordinates on the world-
volume of the brane. Tp is the tension of the brane and Hp its charge^. Gab is the 
induced metric on the brane and and Bab is the induced Kalb-Ramond field on the 
brane 
dX^dX^ ^ 
Gal, = -^^Q^GMN. 
dX^'^dX^ 
- g^ag^b ^MN- (2.11) 
Fab is the field strength of the brane worldvolume gauge field. C(p+i) is the {p + 1)-
form R-R potential which is sourced by the D-brane. 
•^Tiieie are corrections from derix-atives of Fai, which can be suppressed for slowly varying 
fields (i72]. 
''One can calculate the tension and charge of the Dp-brane fi'oni the amplitude of an exchanged 
closed string and comparison of this result with a backgrovnid field computation [163]. 
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The DBI action describes the Dp-brane couphng to the massless NS-NS fields 
of the bulk closed string theory. This is a generalisation of the action of a moving 
massive particle. 
D-brane interactions with the massless Ramond-Ramond fields are incorporated 
in the generalised Wess-Zumino-like term. This is again a more general form of the 
coupling of the charge of the particle to a gauge field. From (2.10) we can see that 
a Dp-brane can couple with lower rank potentials apart from the bulk C(p+i). 
Before we continue, we should note something about the DBI action (2.9). Ear-
lier we claimed that the dynamics of the D-branes can be deduced from the open 
string leaving on the brane. The effective action of this string in lower order is 
the dimensional reduction of ten dimensional Af = I super Yang-Mills. This is the 
leading order if we expand the DBI action in a flat background. The DBI action is 
true to all orders in a' with the limitation we mentioned above. The effective gauge 
theory action is just the leading order term. 
2.3.1 Anomalous couplings 
For a dynamical object such as a D-brane, which couples to the background space-
time and to gauge fields, i t is expected that in order to describe its dynamics we 
should be able to incorporate the influence of these couplings to its action. 
Both DBI and WZ terms receive corrections from background curvature. The 
DBI actioii gets several corrections [176,177] but the set of curvature-squared terms 
that we are interested are given by 
(2.12) 
where a,. .. , d are the tangent space indices running along the brane world-volume, 
while Q', (3 are normal indices, running transverse to the world-volume. Also Rab, 
Rc,0 are obtained by contraction of the pulled-back Riemann tensor. 
We are mamly interested in the corrections imposed by wrapping branes on a 
special manifold called . For the case of K3, which is Ricci-fiat, everything with 
' A few technical details al:)out this manifold can be found in Apjiendix A . l . 
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normal indices vanishes and we have only R"-'"^'^Rabcd appearing, which is computed 
in (A. 1.1). After integrating over the K3 the action becomes 
SDBI = - J d^^'xe-^ {T^VKS - T^^A) V-det{Gab + B^b + 2Tra'Fab). (2.13) 
Notice that the tension of this composite object has changed. It involves the cor-
rection imposed by the curvature of the KS. As for the WZ part [178,179], the 
geometric term reads 
e . . - - 1 - ^ t o ( « T ) - +0(a'«) (2.14) 
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where A is the 'A-roof' or Dirac genus, RT, RN are the curvature two forms of the 
tangent and normal bundles and pi is the first Pontryagin class. For the case of K3 
we take the normal bundle to be trivial and the first Pontryagin class is 
Pi{K-3) =—^TrRAR = i8. (2.15) 
The additional term can be written as 
/ C(P-3)Api(7e) (2.16) 
and since fip = {2TT)-Pa'-^P+^^/^, TZ = in^a'R it is equal to 
- A * p - 4 y Cp_3 (2.17) 
on the unwrapped part of the worldvolurae of the Dp-brane. 
There is an important lesson from this setup. When a Dp-brane wraps a manifold 
with non^trivial curvature, its tension may change and most importantly it may 
seem as carrying an effective charge under a R-R field of different rank. These facts 
are going to be used to describe the enhangon mechanism later. 
2.4 Supergravity and p-brane solutions 
2.4.1 Ten dimensional supergravity 
In the low energy limit a' 0 one can focus on the massless sector of string theory 
and descril)e the physics using a low energy effective action. It turns out that these 
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effective actions are ten dimensional supergravities [55]*. 
Since we are interested in Type I I A / B string theory, their effective low energy 
limits are Type I I A / B supergravity respectively. The bosonic part of the Type IIA 
supergravity action in string frame is 
SUA = a / d ^ ° x ( - G ) i / ' e - ' * f i? + d$ A *c/$ - F 3 A ^ H^] (2.18) 
/ ( ^ 2 A * F 2 + F4 A*F4 + 52 AF4 AF4^ , (2.19) 
where 
F4 = Fi-CiAHs , F4 = dC3 , F2 = dCi. (2.20) 
Similarly the bosonic part of type I IB supergravity^ can be written as 
1 / • / „ „ ^ ^ 1 ^ 
+ ^ 4 ) A / / ( 3 ) AF(3)Y (2.21) 
where 
F{5) = F^^) - -C(2) A i f ( 3 ) + -S(2) A F(3) 
F{3) C(o) A //"(s), 
F{i) = dC\o), F(3) = dC(2), F{5) = C?C(4). (2.22) 
Gpj., $ and i / 3 = dB(^2) are the fields from the massless bosonic sector of Type 
I I string theory. The F(p+i) fields are the field strengths of the respective R-R 
potentials C(p) for each theory. The gravitational coupling K is set by 
2K' = {2nya''gl (2.23) 
and Qs is set by the asymptotic value of the dilaton at infinity QS = e'^'^^^. 
^For more details the reviews on string theory mentioned earher can be consulted. 
75) = *F(r,)-^Type I I B supergravity has a problem due to the self dual field strength F(   / s. There is 
no covariant action for sucli a field, so we have to impose this constraint by hand in the equations 
of motion. 
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2.4.2 p-brane solutions 
There is a family of ten dimensional solutions which are charged imder R-R fields 
and have p translational isometrics. These are the black p-branes [85]^° and they 
can be described by the metric 
ds' = Z;'/\r) (^-K{r)de + E ^ ^ ? ] + Z'Ar) + r^d^t , ) , (2.24) 
where dQ.1_^\s the metric on a unit sphere, dilaton 
e^"" ^ Z,{r)"-^ (2.25) 
and R-R gauge potential 
= g:\Zp{r)-^ - l)dx^ A • • • A dx^. (2.26) 
The functions 
Z,{r) = l + a , ( ^ ) ' " ' , (2.27) 
K{r) = (2.28) 
are harmonic in transverse space and 
= d,{2'.Y~'gsNa''^, d, = 2^-^P7r^r . (2.30) 
These solutions represent the non-extremal p-brane solutions. They are resembling 
black hole solutions (if we compactify them accordingly) and have a horizon at 
r = TQ. These solutions do not conserve any supercharges. The important thing is 
that they describe objects that carry N units of the basic Dp-brane R-R charge. 
Extremal limit and D-branes 
We can take the extremal limit of the above p-brane solutions. This is ?'o = 0. 
The extremal p-branes are BPS solutions of the ten dimensional supergravity and 
10 180.1811 for more details 
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conserve half supercharges. In this case the above p-brane solution simplifies con-
siderably. Again it carries A'' units of a Dp-brane R-R charge 
= ( 2 7 r ) - ^ ( a r ( 2 . 3 1 ) 
The tension of this solution consists of N units of a Dp-brane tension 
Tp = p ;Vp- (2.32) 
This is not a surprising result. These solutions have the right charge and tension so 
as to say that they are made of coincident Dp-branes sitting at the origin. Thus, 
these p-branes solutions provide a description of the D-branes in the supergravity 
regime. 
There is a systematic way [182-184] for construction of supergravity solutions 
corresponding to intersections of BPS branes called the 'harmonic function rule'. 
One simply superimposes the harmonic functions of the various branes. This ansatz 
works for both parallel and perpendicular intersections. There is one restriction, 
that the harmonic functions depend only on the overall transverse directions. 
2.5 Summary 
String theory apart from its ordinary perturbative states, it has other objects in 
its spectrum which are charged under the Ramond-Ramond fields. These objects 
are like p-brane solutions and they have the property that open strings can end 
on them. They are dynamical objects and interact with spacetime (using closed 
strings) and with each other (open and closed strings). Their name is D-branes. 
We described their dynamics using the action (2.8-2.10) and we studied the way 
this action gets corrected from anomalous curvature and gauge couplings if we wrap 
a D-brane on a compact manifold of non-trivial curvature. These we will use later. 
We also wrote down the supergravity black p-brane solutions. These have a 
horizon at /• = ro. We studied briefiy their extremal limit and saw that we could 
think of them as being N parallel Dp-branes sitting at the origin. 
We can use this technology in order to construct supergravity solutions by com-
bining numbers of D-branes in various ways. As we will see this is not always the 
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case even when supersymmetry is preserved. There are geometries like the repulson 
geometry which has R-R charges but we can not really say that it is made naively 
of D-branes, since it has a naked singularity. This situation will be considered in 
detail in the rest of the thesis. 
Chapter 3 
The enhangon mechanism 
In this chapter we wiU review the enhangon mechanism. Many facts needed later 
in this thesis, such as the details of the supergravity solutions, extremal and non-
extremal, the junction conditions on the shell and the cases with extra, unwrapped 
D2-branes will be discussed here. 
There is a class of supergravity solutions with eight supercharges which have 
an unwanted feature. These solutions have a naked curvature singularity which is 
repulsive. This means that a particle feels a repulsive force as it moves near it . This 
kind of singularity is called 'repulson' in the literature. 
There are brane configurations in string theory which appear to give rise to such 
a singularity. The example we consider in the first section of this chapter is wrapped 
D6-branes on a K3 manifold. The curvature of this manifold induces a negative 
D2-brane charge. The naive supergravity solution has a naked singularity of the 
repulson type. Using a constituent brane as a probe for this geometry reveals a 
different situation. The branes expand into a sphere forming a shell around the 
would-be naked singularity, leaving a flat geometry inside. The constituent branes 
are delocalised in the transverse directions and form a shefl, the enhangon shell, as 
they approach a special value of the radius. We will review the probe calculation 
and see that there are extra degrees of freedom which come from the full string 
theory and cannot be grasped from supergravity. 
It is not very difficult to extend the problem by adding extra D2-branes. Their 
tension is constant and they can move freely past the enhangon shell, in the interior. 
29 
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Some of the wrapped D6-branes can be attached to them and be removed from the 
shell to the interior. The interior is not flat anymore because it can have D2 and 
D6-branes which curve space. 
We then proceed to study the enhangon at finite temperature. In this case 
supersymmetry is broken and it is very difficult to study them using string theory. 
There are two branches of non-extremal solutions, arising from an ambiguity of a 
choice of sign in the solution of the supergravity equations. One branch joins on to 
the extremal enhangon solution, and always has a shell of branes outside the horizon. 
The other branch appears at a finite value of the non-extremality parameter and 
has a horizon. Again we can generafise by adding extra D2-branes. The discussion 
is similar to the extreme case. These D2-branes can fall in the interior and help 
some or the wrapped D6-branes to fall inside. A similar two branch structure is 
observed. 
As we will review in Section 3.4 supergravity is not so ignorant about the con-
figuration. We carry out the procedure of removing the interior space and replace it 
with flat space. The surface where the exterior and the interior spaces meet is the 
enhangon shefl. There is a discontinuity on the exterior curvature of this surface. 
This discontinuity can be interpreted as a 5-function source of stress-energy located 
at the surface. Calculating this stress-energy tensor shows that it correctly catches 
the content of the shefl. We are able to exactly match this stress-energy tensor, 
with a stress-energy tensor for wrapped D6-branes distributed uniformly over a 
two-sphere. A very similar discussion can be made for the case of extra D2-branes 
present. 
We also calculate the stress-energy tensor of the shell in the shell branch of the 
non-extremal enhangon using Israel's junction conditions. Unfortunately here we 
do not have a model that can describe the physics of the shell, as we have in the 
extremal case. 
Finally we briefly discuss some of the features of the non-extremal enhangons. 
There are some differences to the two branches of solutions and some concerns about 
the shell branch solution. 
There is no original material in this chapter. The original paper on the enhangon 
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mechanism is [127]. A non-extremal extension also appeared in the same article. 
The discussion of the consistency of the enhangon in supergravity the addition of 
extra D2-branes and the more general non-extremal solutions appeared in [129 . 
3.1 The repulson geometry 
3.1.1 Wrapping branes on KS 
We would like to describe a supergravity solution consisting of D-branes which pre-
serves eight supercharges. Brane configurations with this amount of supersymmetry 
can be constructed with an amount of Dp and D(p + 4) branes with p spatial direc-
tions parallel. Another way is by wrapping a D-brane on a manifold which breaks 
half of the supersymmetry. Such a manifold is the four dimensional K3 manifold. 
Wrapping a brane on a compact manifold means that part of the worldvol-
ume of the brane resides on this manifold. If we wrap a D6-brane, which has 
a seven-dimensional world volume, on a four-dimensional K3, we have four of its 
spatial worldvolume directions wrapped on the K3, while the other three remain 
unwrapped. 
K3 is not a flat space, so wrapping a D6-brane on it will alter its dynamics as 
we saw in the previous chapter. This can be seen from the Wess-Zumino part of 
the D-brane action which gets an additional term. 
/ C(3)Apl(7^) (3.1) 
on the D6-worldvolume. Since I^Q = (27r)-^a'~^/^ = {27r)-^a'-^/^, TZ = in^a'R 
and for the K3 manifold 
p,{R) = ^ R A R ^ i 8 , (3.2) 
This is equal to 
-M2 / Cs, (3.3) 
on the unwrapped part of the worldvolume of the D6-brane. N D6-branes wrapped 
on K3 induce N units of negative D2 charge. 
We will try to give a description of this object. A D6-brane carries a Ramond-
Ramond charge which couples to a C^j) seven-form R-R potential. The wrapped 
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brane also couples to this potential. The wrapped brane also induces a D2-charge 
which couples to a C(3) R-R potential. This wrong sign D2-branes conserves the 
same amount of supercharges as a correct sign D2-brane with the same orientation. 
For this reason it is not an a.nti-D2-brane. We can think of i t as an effective bound 
state of a D2-brane within the unwrapped part of the D6-brane worldvolume and 
delocahsed in the K3 directions. 
The effective tension of the composite object is also affected from the curvature 
couphngs. As we saw in Section 2.3.1 the effective tension is for the case of D6-
branes wrapping K3 
r = TeVK3 - T2. (3.4) 
3.1.2 The geometry 
We can write down a supergravity solution if we consider a large number of wrapped 
branes. The form is determined by the harmonic function rule for p-brane solutions. 
The string-frame metric is 
ds^ = Z^'/^Ze'%,,dx''dx'' + 7 I / 2 7 I / 2 ^ 2 '^6 
_ -iry 1/2 7 - 3 / 2 
<^(3) = {ZigsY^dx^ A dx^ A dx^ 
(^(7) = {ZeOsy^dx^ A dx^ A dx"^ (3.5) 
where the harmonic functions are 
^6 = 1 + - , Z2 = l + - , (3.6) 
r 
the parameters are related by 
1^6 = , r2 = - y r ( i . (3.0 
/ i , f run over the directions 0,1, 2 tangent to all branes and t over the directions 3, 4, 5 
transverse to all branes. ds\-2 is the metric of the unit volume A'3. K = {271 \/a')'^ 
is a special value of the volume of K3. It is significant for the physics of this 
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configuration as it will be revealed later. V is the volume of K3 as it is measured 
at infinity and the solution adjusts itself in such a way that 
V{r) = . (3.8) 
is the volume of K3 in radius r. 
We can see from the above solution of the wrapped D6-branes on the K3, that 
there is something wrong. There is a naked singularity at r = - r 2 . This singular-
ity is known as the repulson, because for small enough r it represents a repulsive 
gravitational field. The curvature diverges at this radius and, as it can be seen from 
(3.8), the volume of the K3 goes to zero. 
3.2 The extremal enhangon 
It is very important to see if the above solution can be trusted. Just the fact that 
it has a naked repulsive singularity gives us a hint that it cannot. In order to check 
the solution we will try to construct it from its constituent wrapped D-branes. The 
fundamental building blocks of this construction is the wrapped D6-brane which we 
have described earlier. These objects are still BPS, the net force on them is zero, 
and we can move them slowly around without spending energy. We would like to 
see if by bringing them one by one from infinity, we can make a geometry described 
by (3.5)1. 
3.2.1 Brane-probes 
In order to understand the physics of the repulson, we will probe^ the geometry 
(3.5) with a single D6-brane wrapped on K3. The effective action of such a probe 
in string frame is 
S=- [ f / '^e-*(T6l/(70-r2)(-detG', ,) i /2 + ,^e / C(7)-M2 / C^s)-. (3.9) 
JM2 JM2XI<3 JM2 
M'Ve must stress here that in order to remain BPS the branes nnist be moved very slowl)'. 
-Using a D-l:)ra,ne as a probe is a very helpful technique [185-189]. For a description of the 
method we refer U> [163]. 
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where G^ j^^  is the induced string-frame metric and M2 is the unwrapped part of 
the worldvolume. The flrst term is the DBI action with the position-dependent 
tension taken into account (3.8). The second and third terms are the Wess-Zumino 
terms and are the couplings of the brane charges to the background R-R fields. 
Remember that the composite object we use as our probe, carries D6-brane charge 
and D2-brane charge which is induced from the wrapping of the D6-brane on the 
K3. 
We choose a static gauge, where we ahgn the worldvolume coordinates with the 
first three spacetime coordinates ( t , x^x^ ) and then allow the transverse location 
of the brane-probe to depend only on time. Next we substitute the background 
(3.5) in the action (3.9), expand it in terms of velocity in and keep only terms 
of quadratic order. This gives the effective Lagrangian density for the problem of 
moving slowly the brane-probe in the background produced by all the other branes: 
gsZ2Ze zg2 5 5 ^ 2 gsZe 
= ^{lieVZ2- ^l2Zey• (3.10) 
So we see that in the effective Lagrangian density the term which plays the role of 
potential energy vanishes and only the kinetic term remains. This is expected from 
supersymmetry since our objects are BPS. Prom the kinetic part we can read the 
effective tension of the probe which can be written as 
U7 7 ^ l^eZefZ2 VA 
9s 9s yZe VJ 
where we have used fJ.2/1^6 = K- The tension is changing as the probe is moving in 
the transverse space. We want the tension at spatial infinity to be positive and to 
suppress higher order corrections so we assume that the asymptotic volume V^^V^,. 
As the probe moves towards the origin its effective tension is decreasing. It can be 
seen from (3.11) that it becomes zero when 
V . I ^ ^ . V (3.12) 
This is exactly the radius where the geometry becomes repulsive [129]. Furthermore, 
for radii smaller than that the effective tension of the probe becomes negative. At 
this radius the running A''3 volume takes the special value V'(re) = V*. 
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From (3.12) it can be seen that the radius where the effective tension becomes 
zero is strictly larger than the radius of the singularity. Below the brane tension is 
negative, which is something quite exotic yet unphysical. The interpretation of the 
process is that as the brane-probe moves towards the origin, its tension decreases 
up until it reaches zero. At that point the brane-probe ceases to be pointhke in the 
transverse directions and smears around over a two-sphere with radius re. 
3.2.2 Enhanced symmetry 
The wrapped D6-branes are BPS objects. Prom the six-dimensional point of view, 
they are higher dimensional reahsations of magnetic monopoles. They carry a mag-
netic charge under a ?7(1) form potential. Compactification of type I IA string theory 
on K3 produces twenty four one-form fields in six dimensions. Among others, the 
direct descendant of the ten-dimensional C'(i) R-R potential and one coming from 
the C(5) potential wrapped on a four-cycle of the K3. In ten dimensions the D6-
brane charge couples magnetically to C(i), while the D2-brane couples similarly to 
C(.5). Prom the six-dimensional point of view, the BPS monopole is charged under 
a diagonal combination of these two form fields. 
Apart from magnetic monopoles we have W-bosons and Higgs fields. The former 
are D4 and anti-D4-branes wrapped on the K3. From the six-dimensional point of 
view they are pointlike objects. The Higgs field is related to the running volume of 
the K3. This is a setup of SU{2) monopoles. 
When the tension of the wrapped D6-brane is zero, the wrapped D4-brane is 
massless, because /i2//^6 = y^ o/A*4 = K- This happens exactly at the same radius 
r — ?'e, or equivalently when V{r) = K , for both objects. Since wrapped D4-branes 
are non-abehan bosons in this setup, when they become massless the broken SU(2) 
symmetry is restored. The D4-brane combines with an anti-D4-brane along with 
the ?7(1) R-R field into an SU{2) gauge field. Due to this enhancement of S3'mmetry 
from broken U{1) to unbroken SU{2) we name the resulting geometry the enhangon. 
The mass of the SU (2) monopole is proportional to the mass of the corresponding 
W-boson. Its characteristic size is inversely proportional to the mass. When W-
bosons are massless and SU(2) is restored, the monopole becomes massless and 
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grows in size. Thus it ceases to be localised. This means that the probe that we 
use, cannot be localised within the enhangon radius. As it approaches the enhangon 
radius it starts to expand and it smears out reaching that radius, where it forms a 
shell. 
It is interesting to try and construct the repulson geometry by bringing slowly 
wrapped D6-branes one by one from infinity. As they approach the enhangon radius, 
each of them behaves as the probe mentioned earlier. They grow and they smoothly 
smear into the shell already at the enhangon locus. The shell grows in size as it 
depends from the number of the D6-branes. 
Since we cannot move the branes inside the enhangon radius, there are no brane 
sources in the interior. This means that the interior must be flat to a first approx-
imation. The geometry inside is modified and the repulson singularity excised and 
replaced by a smooth geometry. Although supergravity tells us that the geometry 
is singular, the ful l string theory does not see any singularity; it is impossible to be 
formed. 
Repulson geometry (3.5) represents the naive supergravity description of a solu-
tion with the correct asymptotic charges. In this solution the volume of the K3 is 
decreasing as it approaches the core of the configuration and becomes zero when it 
reaches the origin. This is the cause of the singularity. However at finite distance 
from the singularity, at the enhangon radius, something interesting happens. The 
running volume of the K3 takes the value V = V^,. At this volume there is an en-
hancement of symmetry from U{1) to SU{2), which is a stringy phenomenon. This 
cannot be described by the supergravity. There are extra light degrees of freedom 
which the supergravity misses. However, the supergravity seems to understand more 
about the solution than this statement suggests as we will see in Section 3.4. 
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3.2.3 Worldvolume gauge theory 
One can study the system of A'^  wrapped D6-branes from the point of view of the 
gauge theory that lives on the worldvolume"^. There is an SU{N) gauge theory 
with eight supercharges on the (2-|- l)-dimensional unwrapped world-volume of the 
N D6-branes. The gauge multiplet consists of a gauge field A^^ and three scalars 
{i = 3,4,5), transforming in the adjoint representation of SU{N). These scalars 
encode information about the positions of the D6-branes in the transverse directions 
x\ The gauge theory has a scalar potential of the form Tr[$ ' , $-^]^, and the moduli 
space of supersymmetric vacua is parameterised by the vacuum expectation values 
of the scalars. To make the potential vanish, the vacuum expectation values live 
in the Cartan subalgebra of SU{N), breaking the gauge symmetry from SU{N) to 
U{1)^. This is known as the "Coulomb branch" of the moduli space since there are 
generically U(l) 's unbroken. 
The moduli space parameterised by the three scalars $' is 3(A — 1) dimensional, 
but in 2 -1-1 dimensions we can duahse the abelian gauge fields to give A — 1 more 
scalars. Therefore the classical moduli space of the theory is 4(A^ — l)-dimensional 
MS ^ (3.13) 
JN-1 
where the factors represent the periodic scalars resulting from duahsing the gauge 
fields, and SN-I is the Weyl group of SU{N) permuting the A' — 1 eigenvalues of 
the The U{1)^~^ is the gauge symmetry of A wrapped D6-branes at arbitrary 
positions in the transverse dimensions. The extra U{1) corresponds to the overall 
centre of mass of the system. 
Now we take all the wrapped D6-branes to be coincident (meaning all the vacuum 
expectation values of adjoint scalars are given the same value in the gauge theory), 
except for a single brane, which has a complete multiplet of four scalars giving its 
location in the background of all the others. We can use this single wrapped D6-
brane to probe the resulting subspace of the moduli space. In fact, we have already 
\ \ detailed study goes beyond the scope of this thesis. More details can be found at [127,130, 
138,16.3]. 
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done the probing. Because probing the moduh space in gauge theory corresponds 
to probing the geometry in the supergravity picture. 
Looking our previous probe calculation results (3.10) there seems to be one im-
portant bit of data missing. Our supergravity probe was moving in three transverse 
directions r,6,(j), but as we have established just before, the gauge theory relative 
moduli space (i.e. the moduli space corresponding to the motion of a single brane 
in the background of others) must be four dimensional. 
In general a (2 + 1)-dimensional theory with eight supercharges has a moduh 
space which is hyper-Kahler [190], requiring a dimension multiple of four. There is 
an extra modulus which is missing from our probe calculation which is related to 
the 2 + 1-dimensional gauge field on the worldvolume of the branes. This can be 
dualised to a periodical scalar. This feature is specific to the p = 2 case. 
To get the coupling for this extra modulus right we should augment the previous 
probe calculation to include A^^. The DBI part of the action is modified by an extra 
term in the determinant 
-detG^^ ^ ~det{G^^ + 27ra'F^^), (3.14) 
where F^ ,^ is the field strength of yl^. In the presence of the worldvolume gauge field 
there is a coupling to the WZ part of the probe action 
- 2 W / Ci A F, (3.15) 
JM '  
where C'l = C^dcp is the magnetic potential produced by the D6-brane 
= -'^cose. (3.16) 
9s 
Instead of operating with a Af^ we would like to exchange it with a scalar s, Hodge 
dual to a vector potential in three dimensions. The trick [191,192] is to introduce 
an auxiliary vector field v^, and replace 2na'Fi_,^ by e'^'^{iJ.sV{r) — 1^12)'"^Vi/u^ in the 
DBI part and add the term 2iTa' F Av overall. 
Integrating out v will give an action inA'olving F as the one we started with. 
Treating F ,^^  as a Lagrange multiplier enforces 
e-'"''d,{l^i,C\ + vx) = 0. (3.17) 
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C'A are the components of the pullback of C'l to the probe's worldvolume. The 
solution to the above constrain is 
^i2C,+v^ = d,,s, (3.18) 
where the scalar s is the fourth modulus. We can now replace by — /.i2Qt 
in the action. Using a static gauge we can calculate the effective lagrangian of the 
probe 
£ = F{r) (r + r'tl') + F(r)-> - n^C,^ , (3.19) 
where 
F{r) = ^{f,eV{r) - f,,) (3.20) 
and 0^ = + sin^Oct)^. Notice that this effective lagrangian still vanishes at r = re. 
One can separate the gauge theory data from the rest of the bulk physics by 
taking the decoupling limit [93] Q' —> 0, while holding the gauge theory coupling 
9YM ~ 9YM,6^~^ ~ and the energy scale \J = rjol fixed. 
In this limit we can extract from the kinetic lagrangian (3.19) the following 
metric for the moduli space of the gauge theory: 
ds^ = f{u) (f/2 + + / ( ( 7 ) - i (da - ^Aphdci^ , (3.21) 
where 
The U{1) monopole potential is = ±1 — cosO and a — a's. This metric is 
meaningful only for U > Ue which corresponds to the enhangon radius. 
This metric is the hyper-Kahler Taub-NUT metric and it is singular. I t has 
the interpretation of tree plus one-loop result [127]. The singularity warns that 
the moduli space metric is still incomplete. However, it does not receive any more 
perturbative corrections from higher loops, but gets fixed non-perturbatively by in-
stanton corrections. This proof goes beyond the scope of the thesis and the references 
mentioned earlier can be consulted. 
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3.2.4 Extra D2-branes 
Adding M extra real D2-branes in the extremal solution of (3.5) has the effect that 
it increases the D2-brane charge from —N to M — N. In the exterior solution this 
shift is accomplished by modifying accordingly the harmonic function Z2. r2 in (3.7) 
is now 
with re remaining as it is in (3.7). The enhangon radius is also modified and it is 
now given by the expression 
2V.re M\ 
The exterior solution (3.5) with the modified scale (3.23) applies for r > re- I t can 
be seen from (3.24) that for increasing number M of extra D2-branes the enhangon 
radius is decreasing. Actually for M > 2N, there is no enhangon shell at all and 
the D6-branes and D2-branes can coalesce on the origin. 
We will briefly discuss the physics of the above configuration. We will assume 
that M < 2N so that there is an enhangon shell. A single D2-brane encounters no 
obstacle to moving past the enhangon radius and finally to the origin, because its 
tension is constant. We would expect that in a system with M extra D2-branes, 
they could all be at the origin, while all A'' wrapped D6~branes remain at the sheh. 
In this case, the six-brane harmonic function in the interior is simply a constant 
He = Zeir,). Prom (3.30) 
//2 = 7 + ^ (3.25) 
with 7 a constant and r'^ positive for N' — 0. This grows as r decreases. The volume 
of K3 is given by 
Vir) = = V 2 ± { ^ , (3.26) 
where the constants are fixed hy the condition \^('re) = K.. The volume increases 
as the r increases. This means that there is no obstruction for some wrapped D6-
branes from the shell to move to the origin. It is easy to check if there is a limit to 
how many D6-branes can we move this way. We require that the maximum number 
N' of D6-branes we can move to the origin, is achieved when the running volume 
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of the K3 at the origin is equal to the special volume K 
'^c- - « ' ^ - = • f^'^^' 
This is satisfied when A '^ = M/2. What this means is that, having A '^ = M/2 
D6-branes in the origin along with the M D2-branes, a wrapped D6-brane probe 
cannot move past the enhangon radius and has to stop there. 
There is a mechanism that can allow for even more wrapped D6-branes to move 
in the interior. This can be achieved by carrying some of the D2-branes back 
out to the enhangon shell and binding them to an equal number of wrapped D6-
branes. This composite unit can move past the enhangon radius since the negative 
tension induced from the K3 is cancelled by the tension of the instantonic D2-
branes, smeared over the worldvolume of the D6-branes. The threshold bound 
state becomes a BPS state for r < and can move in the interior. Using this 
mechanism we can form configurations with up to A'^ ' = M wrapped D6-branes in 
the origin. This is the maximum we can have since for A'^ ' > M , r2 < 0 so there is 
a repulson singularity in the interior. 
In this limiting solution it can be seen that the interior solution has zero net 
D2-charge. One also finds that the /CS volume shrinks below the stringy scale V*. 
One should notice that the enhangon radius (3.24) does not change by the migration 
of D6-branes from the shell to the origin. 
The interior will be described by the metric of M D2-branes and N' D6^branes 
placed at the origin. The interior geometry is given by 
g]'' = H^'/'H^'%,dx^dx'' + Hi"Hi" {dr' + r'dn) + V"hI"H^'^ds],, 
(3.28) 
in Einstein frame. The non-trivial fields are 
6 
-3/2 
C'(3) = i9sH2)~^dt A dx' A dx^ , 
C'(7) = {g.Hey^dt Adx^ Adx^ AVEKS ^ (3.29) 
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where 
/ / 6 = 1 + ^ — + ^6 = ^ 6 ^ = - ^ ^ . (3.31) 
The constant terms in the harmonic functions are chosen in such a way that it 
ensures continuity with the exterior solution at the incision radius. 
3.3 The non-extremal enhangon 
A non-extremal solution can be written using again the harmonic function rule for 
non-extremal p-brane solutions. Such a solution was first written down in [127 . 
In [129], it was found that there are two branches of non-extremal solutions, arising 
from an ambiguity of a choice of sign in the solution of the supergravity equations 
for the usual ansatz. A non-extremal generahsation^ of the exterior geometry in the 
Einstein frame is 
gl"ds^ = Z^'"z-'"{-Kdt' + dxi + dxl) + Zl"zl"{K-'dr' + r'dnl) 
+V'/'zl"z^'"dsl, , (3.32) 
the dilaton and R-R fields are 
2* _ 2 - 7 I / 2 7 - 3 / 2 
C{3) = {gsa2Z2)~^dt A dx^ A dx^ , 
C(7) = {gsaeZe)-^dtAdx^ Adx"^ AVSKS , (3.33) 
and the various harmonic functions are given by 
K = 1 - ^ . 
r 
^ 2 = 1 + - Ze = l + ~ . (3.34) 
''Thi-s comes from a general rule of writ ing non-extremal .solutions as we saw in the pre^'ious 
chapter. We soh'e the equations in more generality in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 3.1: The two branches of the non-extremal enhangon solution as they look in the 
transverse space. On the left the horizon branch, which looks like a black hole, and on the 
right the shell branch with the enhangon shell outside the black hole horizon. 
Here 
(3.35) 
and ae = f^/rQ. There are two choices for consistent with the equations of motion: 
and a2 = f2/r2. Here, r2 and re are still given by (3.7). The repulson singularity, if 
there is one, is at r = —f2. 
There axe two branches of solutions. In Figure 3.1 one can see these two branches 
as they would look in the transverse space. 
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Horizon branch 
For the upper sign in (3.36), f2 > 0, so there is no repulson singularity^. The 
solution has a regular horizon at r = ro- It looks Uke a black hole with R-R 
charges. For large values of the non-extremality parameter ro, the R-R charges are 
negligible so the solution looks like an uncharged black hole. Actually it approaches 
a four dimensional Schwarzschild metric smeared over the K2> and longitudinal , 
directions. We refer to this as the horizon branch. 
Shell branch 
For the lower choice of sign, however, the repulson singularity always lies outside 
the would-be horizon, |f2| > ro, and the geometry will be corrected by an enhangon 
shell. We refer to this as the shell branch of solutions. 
The shell branch exterior solution is cut off by an enhangon shell at 
= y_y^ • (3-37) 
As in the extremal case, this shell will contain A'' D6-branes, while the interior 
solution is 
g]'^ ds' = H^"^H^''' f - ^ L d t ' + dx\ + dxi] + hI^'Hl'\L-'dr' + v^dQ) 
\ ^(^ej / 
^V'l'Hl"H-'/'dsl, , (3.38) 
with accompanying fields 
2* _ 2^ [7-1/2 H-3/2 
1/2 f Kir ^\ ' 
^(3) = -77^] {gsa'2H2)-'dtAdx' Adx\ 
f Kir U '^'^  
^(7) = T 7 ^ {gsa'M~'dtAdx'Adx^AVe^^, (3 
^The volume of the A'3 is still running and there is an enhangon radius when it reaches K-
This means that there can be an enhangon shell inside the horizon. In the case when M extra, 
D2-branes are present, there can be a shell outside the horizon for an appropriate value of ?'o. For 
M > 2N there is no enhangon shell at all. More details can be found at [129]. 
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where 
L = 1 -
r 
H2 = 1 + 
He = 1 + 
fe (3.40) 
Note that we have introduced an independent non-extremality scale for the in-
terior solution. Implicitly T'Q < in order that the interior black hole actually fits 
inside the shell. We have taken the horizon branch for the interior solution. 
This parameter T'Q, is not determined by the asymptotic charges of the solution. 
We expect that it will be fixed by the physics of the enhangon. Currently we lack 
such an understanding so we will keep it as an undetermined parameter. 
3.3.1 Extra D2-branes 
As in the extremal case, the addition of extra D2-branes in the non-extremal case 
causes an increase in the D2-charge. This increase is the same as in the extreme 
case (3.23). The presence of the D2-branes causes the enhangon radius to shrink 
and so for a large number of D2-branes there will be no enhangon shell at all. 
The addition of the extra D2-branes does not change the two branch structure 
of the initial solution. Again there is a horizon branch solution and a shell branch 
solution. 
In the case of the shell branch, the extra D2-branes can move past the enhangon 
radius, as in the extremal case, and fall into the black hole in the interior. They can 
also help some of the wrapped D6-branes from the shell to fall into the black hole. 
3.4 Junction Conditions 
3.4.1 Extremal case 
We saw that the repulson geometry is replaced by a space with a shell of D-branes 
at a radius larger than the repulson radius. We also conjectured that the spacetime 
inside the shell is fiat. We would like to check if this is consistent from the point 
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of view of supergravity. This can be done by using standard General Relativistic 
techniques [193]. We can calculate the stress-energy and charges of the shell match-
ing the exterior repulson solution and the interior flat space. This calculation first 
appeared in [129 . 
The .standard procedure is as follows. We would like to join two solutions of 
Einstein's equations on a surface E. There may be a discontinuity in the extrinsic 
curvature at the surface. We can interpret this discontinuity as a 5-function source 
of stress-energy located at the surface S. In the following we will describe how to 
derive the stress-energy of the shell of branes. In the next section we will show that 
it is consistent with the model of the shell constructed from wrapped D6-branes. 
First of all we must stress that in order to be able to interpret the discontinuity in 
the extrinsic curvature as a stress-energy tensor, we must perform the computation 
in Einstein frame. In ten dimensions one gets the Einstein frame metric from the 
string frame metric by the conformal rescaling 
dsl = e-'^'^dsl, (3.41) 
so in the Einstein frame the repulson metric is 
g]/^ ds' = Z^'/'z^'/%,,dx>^dx'' + Zl^'z'fidr' + r^dQl) + ^^2^3/8^-1/8^^^^ 
(3.42) 
where Z2 and Ze are given by (3.6). The dilaton and the RR gauge fields remain as 
in (3.5). We will denote the components of the metric tensor as GAB-
We perform an incision at arbitrary radius r = r; and replace the solution for 
r < r j by a flat spacetime. Since we make a radial slice, we can define unit normal 
vectors 
where r]+ (?]_) is the outward pointing normal for the spacetime region r > r[ 
{r < r\). Now we can write the extrinsic curvature of the junction surface E as 
' < i s - \ ' ^ ^ . O c G . B ^ ^ ^ ? ^ (3,44) 
We define the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature across the junction as 
lAB = KXB + K:^B- (3-45) 
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We can write now the stress-energy supported at the junction as 
SAB = -^hAB-GABl''c), (3.46) 
K 
where K is the ten-dimensional gravitational coupling. In our conventions it is 
2^2 ^ i67rGiv = {2ny{a'ygl 
We want to match the exterior metric (3.42) with the RR and dilaton fields (3.5), 
with a flat geometry 
gl" ds^ = H^'"{r,)He'"{n)v^M''dx'' + Hl'\n)Hl'\n){dr'' + r^dQl) 
V'"Hl'\r-;)H-'"{r{)dsl, 
e^ * = glH2"\v:)H,-"\v,) , 
^ ( 3 ) = {H2{ri)gs)~^dx° A dx^ A dx^ , 
C(7) = {H^{n)g,)-^dx''Adx'Adx^ AVsK^ . (3.47) 
The interior solution (3.47) is written in such coordinates, so that all fields are 
continuous through the incision. 
We can now compute the discontinuity tensor 7^5 
- i 6 v / a ; v ^2 zj'^^''' 
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to r, and aU quantities are eval-
uated at the incision radius r^. ji^u are for the directions along the brane, i,j the 
two angular directions transverse to the brane and a, b the four I'd directions. The 
trace is 
15 VGrr \ Z2 ZQJ 
Now we can put everything together and compute the stress energy tensor at 
the discontinuity 
1 fZ'^ , Z'^ 
S,, = 0, (3.50) 
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The result is quite interesting. The last line, which gives the components of the 
stress-energy tensor along the K3 directions involves only the harmonic function 
of the D6-brane. This is consistent with the fact that there are only D6-branes 
wrapped there. The middle line shows that there is no pressures in the direction 
transverse to the branes. There are no forces between the branes to support the 
shell in the transverse space and this is consistent with the fact that the branes are 
BPS. 
Another result from (3.50) is that the stress-energy of unwrapped part is pro-
portional ^ + which vanishes at r = re. This is the radius where the probe 
has zero tension and the supergravity starts becoming repulsive. So the probe cal-
culation and the above calculation which was done using only supergravity come to 
the same result; at the enhangon radius there is a shell of zero tension branes. 
Por values for r j < re we would get a negative tension from the stress-energy 
tensor. This is a situation that can not be allowed, since in supergravity the Weak 
Energy Condition should be satisfied for physical solutions. On the other hand, 
the computation shows that there is no obstacle to choose any other radius for the 
incision, larger than the enhangon radius, and place a shell of branes of positive 
tension. This is due to the fact that the constituent objects are BPS and experience 
no potential, so we can place them at any position outside the enhangon radius. 
The enhangon radius works as a limit as to where we can place the branes. This is 
obvious both from the probe and junction conditions calculations. 
When extra D2-branes are present the discussion does not change much. The 
difference is now that the extra D2-branes can move in the interior and some of 
the wrapped D6-branes can migrate with them. The internal geometry is no longer 
fiat since H2 and He are not constants but they are given by (3.30,3.31). We can 
again compute the stress-energy tensor using the Israel junction conditions as we 
did earlier. In this case it is 
Q - 1 f ^ _i_ ^ _ 1^1 _ ^ \ r 
= 0, (3.51) 
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Again the pressure in the shell directions vanishes in agreement with the fact that 
the system is still BPS. I t is trivial to check that this stress-energy tensor is exactly 
the same as the stress-energy of N — N' wrapped D6-branes distributed uniformly 
on the sphere. 
A model for the shell 
We saw earher that there is some agreement between the supergravity calculation 
(3.50) and the notion that the shell consists of wrapped D6-branes. We will now 
see that the stress-energy of the shell is exactly the same as the stress-energy of N 
wrapped D6-branes distributed uniformly on the sphere. 
The stress-energy should be given by 
r ( 
= / ^fG^rdr -SAB = / ^Grrdr J] | 5(r - rO, (3.52) 
where G is the determinant of GAB and the sum means that we include the contri-
butions from all the constituent branes in the shell. The term in the parentheses 
is the standard definition of the stress-energy tensor. The source coming from the 
shell of branes is a distribution so the integral is included to eliminate the radial 5 
function. 
Sbrane IS the actlou wliich describes the dynamics of the brane. The metric 
appears only in the DBI part of the D-brane action (3.9). The action for N wrapped 
D6-branes in Einstein frame is 
SDBI = -N I d'^e-^/'iiiee^VEir) - i,2){-detG,,)'/' (3.53) 
JMe 
where 
Vsir) = f d ' x ^ T ^ , 
JK3 
is the volume of the Ar3 in the Einstein frame and is the pull back of the 
Einstein frame metric to the effective membrane worldvolume. Now using (3.52), 
(3.53) and the fact that the iV D6-branes are distributed over a two-sphere 5^, the 
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stress-energy of the source branes can be written as 
]Yg-*/4 
= V,Vol{S^) ' 
5,, = 0, 
Sab = y^/^^iy^fiCab. (3.54) 
Using the identities Nfi^ = ^ r g and NiJ,2 = we can see that the above 
stress-energy is identical to (3.50). 
We can follow the same procedure in order to calculate the discontinuity to 
the rest of the fields. Regarding the Ramond-Ramond fields, the argument is easy 
since the interior is just flat space. The exterior geometry contains A'^  units of C{j) 
flux and — A'^  units of C(3) flux, while the interior has none. Thus the shell carries 
the charges of A'^  wrapped D6-branes. Regarding the dilaton things are a bit more 
complicated but similar to the calculation of of the stress-energy tensor. The dilaton 
discontinuity is given by 
where e is a small number. We can compute from (3.53) the source term for the 
dilaton 
^ \ Shell / 
which is equal to 
AT / 1 —^  
It can be shown again quite easily that this is exactly equal to (3.55). 
As another check of this interpretation, we can expand the results in (3.50) 
for large r j . Up to an overall sign, the coefficient of the metric components in the 
stress-energy tensor, gives the eflective tension in the various directions. The leacUng 
contributions are 
l ^ i i - ^.2 ,.2 y 
^ (^^ - = ^i-'^y - ^ 2 ) 7 ^ (3.58) r27 r )6 (a - ' ) ^ /2 .g / *^ ^r^r^V 4n7-fV 
1 rg A' 1 1 
TK3{r;) = -^-i = ,^ -—r, = A ^ T G - — ^ (3.59) 
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which is in agreement with what we expect. In the A"3 directions, the effective 
tension matches that of A'' fundamental D6-branes. The additional averaging factor 
1/(47rrf) indicates that the branes are smeared over the shell in the transverse space. 
In the unwrapped x^'^'"^ directions we have an effective membrane tension which 
matches that of A'' D6-branes and includes the —N units of D2-brane tension, 
which is a result of the wrapping on the K3. 
The above discussion can easily be extended to the case of extra D2-branes 
present. Using the same arguments we can see that the shell can be modelled by the 
remaining wrapped D6-branes smeared over a two-sphere at the enhangon radius. 
Al l the above results provide a verification of the argument that the matching of 
the exterior 'repulson' geometry with a flat interior geometry at any radius has the 
interpretation of introducing a shell of wrapped D6-branes as the source. This is 
just a small indication that even supergravity which cannot describe the 'repulson' 
geometry correctly, understands that it is not correct and grasps some of the physics 
that string theory was used to unveil. Unfortunately when discussing the non-
extremal case, supergravity alone can not help us in understanding the shell. We 
find that physics beyond supergravity is essential in order to write down a physically 
acceptable solution. 
3.4.2 Non—extremal case 
As we did in the extremal case we can calculate the stress energy of the shell from 
the Israel junction conditions. We will perform this only for the shell branch since 
only then we have a shell. The techniques are the same as in the extremal case. We 
will use (3.32) as the exterior metric and (3.38) as the interior and insert a shell at 
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a radius The stress tensor becomes: 
V Grr \ Z2 ZQ 7 i 
2^2g ^ 1 I 5^ :?6_^:^_:^ 
\ /Grr \ Z2 Ze 
TO; yK L\l K r 
^ ( i + ^ - t / I + ^  I ' - 1 1 < ^ - ^ ' " 
where run over the x^ and directions, and Grr is the radial component of 
the exterior metric (3.32). With respect to the extremal stress-energy tensor (3.50), 
there is a difference. Now there are stresses in the transverse directions, since Sij is 
non-zero. 
Note that the stress-energy tensor depends on the extra parameter r'g through the 
function F(r) . We can try and constrain this parameter by examining the transverse 
part of the stress-energy tensor. The sign of S^j is completely determined by ro and 
r'^. For ro > ro, the sign is negative, so there is a positive tension in these directions. 
The shell wants to expand in these directions but there is an internal tension which 
holds it in place. For r'g < ro, the sign is positive so there is a positive pressure 
in these directions. The shell wants to collapse but there is an internal pressure 
which prevents that. Since the gravitational attraction of the black hole in the 
interior causes this imbalance of the forces, we restrict our attention to the later 
case ro < ro. This also means that rg is always smaller than the enhangon radius so 
that the interior black hole fits inside the enhangon radius. 
A rather exceptional case is r'g = ro. For this choice the stress-energy tensor 
simplifies and Sij = 0. Its form is very similar to the BPS configuration (3.50). As 
in the BPS case we can calculate the effective tension of the branes in the various 
directions. The leading contributions are: 
' men) \ ' \ ) 
N - N' 
47ir?V 
N - N' 
= 4^.^,2 ^6 , (3.61) 
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where f e = sjL{r-^aQ,T^ and f 2 = \/L{r-^a2T2- The results are essentially the same 
as in (3.58) with modified fundamental tensions. One could follow the procedure 
of Sections 3.4 and 3.4.1 and model the source, as a sheU of wrapped six-branes 
distributed over a two-sphere, with an appropriate action, as in (3.53) but with 
modified tensions. It can be verified that these tensions do not correspond to those 
of a wrapped D6-brane for any value of r;. There is no object which looks like a 
six brane, and has such a tension in string theory. Supergravity configurations with 
TQ = ro are unlikely to be physically relevant. 
By using some physical arguments, we managed to constrain the T'Q parameter. 
It is quite difficult to fix it completely. This is an unphysical degree of freedom and 
it requires a better understanding of the physics of the non-extremal enhangon. I t 
could then be determined uniquely in terms of the asymptotic mass and charges of 
the configuration. Since supergravity provides a very crude description of the shell 
and string theory is not very illuminating in non-extremal scenarios, we will have 
to keep it as a free parameter. 
An almost identical discussion can be made when we have additional D2-branes 
and the enhangon sheU is present. We can calculate the stress-energy tensor of the 
shell using the Israel junction conditions, which is a more general form of (3.60). As 
in the original case we do not know how to model the shell using a shell made of 
D-branes and this leads to the same problems as with the original. 
3.5 Some concerns on non-extremal enhangons 
There are two branches of non-extremal solutions, arising from an ambiguity of a 
choice of sign in the solution of the supergravity equations. One branch joins on 
to the extremal enhangon solution studied previously, and always has a shell of 
branes outside the horizon. The other branch appears at a finite value of the non-
extremality parameter. Above this critical value of the non-extremality, both types 
of solution are possible. At large energies, the effects of the D-brane charges should 
be negligible, so the solution with a horizon, which for large mass is approximately 
the usual uncharged black hole solution, has the right physical behaviour. On the 
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other hand, if we begin slowly adding energy to the extremal enhangon, we will 
obtain a solution on the branch with a shell. 
Notice that the solution does not make a smooth transition between the two 
branches. Consider the limit —> 0. From (3.7), we see that this is equivalent 
to V —* oo. From (3.36) we see that for the horizon branch (upper sign) i t gives 
Z2 = 1, while for the shell branch (lower sign) it gives the non-trivial Z2 — I — 
ro/r. (This discontinuity vanishes for the extremal limit.) The latter behaviour is 
puzzling. V ^ 00 means that the volume of the compactification space K3 goes to 
infinity so in this limit we effectively have an unwrapped non-extremal D6-brane. 
The effective D2-charges are infinitely diluted over the D6-brane worldvolume. In 
the first case (horizon branch) we get the result that we expect: unwrapped non-
extremal D6-branes. In the shell branch we get something different. The three-form 
R-R potential vanishes in this limit but the harmonic function Z2 does not. This 
harmonic function has a non-trivial contribution to the metric components of the 
solution and the dilaton. Hence instead of having the expected result, we have a 
non-extremal D6-brane with additional dilaton hair. 
The shell branch of solutions has these two puzzling features. The first is that 
the exterior solution never contains an event horizon, no matter how large the non-
extremality parameter ro became, in contradiction to our expectation that the sys-
tem would eventually collapse to form a black hole. The second puzzle is that in 
the limit of large K3 volumes, these solutions do not reproduce the expected non-
extremal D6-brane. 
Physically, one expects that adding a small charge to a large black hole should 
not drastically change the physics; therefore, it seems that the horizon branch is 
the physically relevant solution for masses much greater than the extremal value. 
However, there are no horizon branch solutions for small enough mass difference. At 
least sufficiently close to extremality, the same 'smearing out' of the branes seen in 
the extremal case would prevent us from assembling branes to form a simple black 
hole solution. Instead, smeared branes would remain outside the horizon, giving 
rise to a solution with an enhangon shell. Thus, the shell branch solution with the 
shell at the enhangon radius is the physically relevant solution close to extremality. 
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Perhaps another solution is needed to describe the physics near extremahty. Ac-
tually the shell-branch solution is unphysical because it violates the Weak Energy 
Condition, as we will see in Chapter 6. We find more general solutions in Chapter 7, 
which bypass this problem, but we are unable to find the exact solution, because 
information from supergravity is not suflticient to describe the physics of the shell. 
We are interested in understanding the physics of such solutions in more detail 
in supergravity. Taken together, the two statements above imply an interesting 
phase structure, with different solution families providing the physical description 
in different regimes of parameters. There might be a classical instability which 
could provide the mechanism for transitions between them^. This could provide a 
useful example of the kind of non-trivial phase structure we expect to see in similar 
constructions we discussed in Section 1,8. Since we have the explicit solutions, it 
should be possible to understand the phase structure in detail. As we will see later 
on we do not succeed in this goal. We cannot find a unique solution which describes 
the shell-branch and the degrees of freedom of the shell. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter we have provided an overview of the enhangon mechanism. Apart 
from explaining the mechanism of the resolution, we also explained some of the 
techniques that we use in the rest of the thesis. 
We used a configuration which conserves eight supercharges; N D6-branes wrapped 
over a K3 manifold. Because 7^3 space has non-trivial curvature, there are correc-
tions in the brane worldvolume action which induce a negative D2-bane charge on 
the unwrapped part of their worldvolume. We wrote a corresponding supergravity 
solution which has a naked singularity at r = r2 • 
^Since the enhangon is hke a monopole .solution, we expect the physics to be similar to that of 
tlie Einstein-Yang Mills Higgs system (see [194] and references therein). For any given value of the 
as}'niptotic charges, only one of the two solutions should be stable. However, to see this physics, 
it may be necessary to include the effects of the non-Abelian gauge fields, as in [147), which we do 
not do. 
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Next we used a single constituent brane as a probe of the geometry generated 
by the rest of the branes. We found that the effective tension varies with the radius 
in the transverse directions and i t is zero at a radius re > r2. At that point the 
brane-probe ceases to be pointhke in the transverse directions and smears around 
over a two-sphere with radius r^. We made a connection with SU{2) monopoles 
and regarding the probe as a magnetic monopole, and the enhangon radius r = 7'e 
corresponds to the locus where the gauge symmetry is restored from ^7(1) to the full 
SU{2). 
New degrees of freedom become massless at this locus which are not described by 
the supergravity. Since there are no brane sources in the interior of this locus, the 
spacetime must be flat to a first approximation. Therefore, the repulson singularity 
gets excised as it was a remnant of the inability of the supergravity to describe the 
new light degrees of freedom. These are described by string theory and are needed 
in order to determine the correct geometry. 
Actually this excision is consistent in supergravity. We replaced the interior 
geometry with flat space and using standard junction conditions techniques we cal-
culated the stress-energy tensor at the junction surface. This stress-energy tensor 
corresponds precisely to that of a thin shell of wrapped D6-branes. Furthermore the 
shell provides sources for the dilaton and R-R fields, which again match precisely 
to those of wrapped D6-branes. I t is interesting that although supergravity can not 
grasp the string physics needed to describe the enhangon mechanism properly, it 
displays some awareness of the behaviour of the branes that source this geometry. 
This construction is easily extended to adding extra D2-branes in the setup. 
The supergravity argument can be extended to non-extremal generalisations of 
the enhangon solution, which are difficult to study from the string theory point of 
view. I t was found that there are two branches of non-extremal solutions, arising 
from an ambiguity of a choice of sign in the solution of the supergravity ecpations. 
One branch joins on to the extremal enhangon solution, and always has a shell of 
branes outside the horizon, while the other branch appears at a finite value of the 
non-extremality parameter and there is no repulson singularity. The solution has a 
regular horizon at r = ?-o. I t looks like a black hole with R-R charges. For large 
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values of the non-extremality parameter T-Q, the R-R charges are neghgible so the 
solution looks like an uncharged black hole. 
In the former case, the repulson singularity always hes outside the would-be 
horizon, and the geometry wiU be corrected by an enhangon shell. We also computed 
the stress-energy of the shell using standard junction condition techniques. We 
introduced a free parameter T'Q, which is not determined by the asymptotic charges 
of the solution. We expect this free parameter to be fixed by the physics of the 
enhangon. Although we could not fully determine i t we were able to constrain it 
using physical arguments to < ro. 
Finally we discuss some peculiarities of the non-extremal solution. The shell 
branch has two puzzling features, namely the exterior never contains an event hori-
zon and in the large K3 volume hmit it does not reproduce the expected non-
extremal D6-branes. 
We will study the physics of the enhangon further, using supergravity. We will 
confirm that the extremal and the horizon branch of the non-extremal solutions are 
physical and we will also see that the shell branch solutions require a modification. 
Chapter 4 
Perturbations of the enhangon 
In the previous chapter we saw that the enhangon mechanism is consistent in super-
gravity, although supergravity can not grasp the whole physics behind the resolution 
of the singularity. I t is interesting that supergravity sees some of the results of the 
string theory physics. Maybe we can use it in order to have some insight in situations 
where it is difficult to use string theory. 
Such is the case of the non-extremal enhangon. We saw earlier that there are two 
branches of solutions for finite-temperature enhangons. The shell branch and the 
horizon branch. We argued that these two solutions provide physical descriptions in 
two different regimes of parameters. There might be a classical instability providing 
the physical mechanism for transitions between them. A nice test of the validity of 
the supergravity solution would also be the stability of the supersymmetric extremal 
enhangon. 
We would hke to check the stability of the various enhangon solutions against 
small linearised perturbations. The object of this chapter is to introduce the methods 
and the techniques we used in order to iirvestigate this matter. 
Initially we introduce a perturbation ansatz for the problem at hand. We use 
the more general non-extremal exterior solution as the background we would like 
to perturb. We choose a perturbation ansatz which is more general than one used 
earlier in the literature [195] but still one which describes a very restricted class of 
perturbations. Finally we produce the differential ecjuations that the modes in the 
perturbation ansatz must satisfy. 
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This system is overdetermined since there are more ecjuations than unknown 
functions. In the third section we use a very beautiful argument in order to simplify 
our system of differential equations to a set of coupled differential equations. Our 
ansatz does not fix diffeomorphism invariance completely. By exploiting this invari-
ance we are able to write down a reduced system which is not overdetermined and 
can be used for our later studies. 
Before we try to solve the comphcated system of differential equations we will 
discuss the stability of the system under the perturbation mode 54>3 which does not 
couple with any other perturbation mode. This mode also does not couple with the 
shell, so it is relatively easy to deduce the outcome of the stability under this mode, 
using analytical methods from standard gravitational stability literature [196,197]. 
4.1 Perturbation ansatz 
Perturbations of stars and black holes have been one of the main topics of rela-
tivistic astrophysics for the last four decades. They are of importance in gravita-
tional wave astronomy, stellar structure and stability analysis of stars and black 
holes^ The study of black hole perturbations was initiated by the work of Regge 
and Wheeler [199], and continued by Zerilli [200]. Their motivation was to study 
black hole stability. Later Thorne and collaborators [201,202] extended this meth-
ods to relativistic stars, calculating frequencies and energies of gravitational waves 
originating from oscillating bodies. The theory of perturbations of gravitational sys-
tems is reviewed and explained in the classic monograph by Chandrasekhar [196 . 
Recently, there was some work on non-linear perturbations of black holes (see [203 
for a review). We will not use such methods in this thesis as we expect that a 
potential instability will show in the linear case. 
Our main objective is the consideration of the stability of the enhangon solutions, 
extremal and non-extremal. We are interested in studying the enhangon using 
supergravity. One nice test of the setup would be to study the stability of the 
'For a recent review and more detailed references with more astrophysical orientation the reader 
can consult [198]. 
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extremal and non-extremal cases. In the extremal case proof of stability would 
give support to the supergravity description of the sheU as being made of wrapped 
D6-branes. A transition between the two branches of the non-extremal enhangon, 
would signal a phase transition in the gauge theory dual. 
We wish to consider the simplest set of linearised perturbations of the enhangon 
solutions which could provoke such a transition. We consider only perturbations 
which are spherically symmetric in the transverse space and translationally invariant 
along the branes, as we are looking for a transition between two solutions which 
preserve these symmetries. 
We will therefore assume that the perturbations preserve many of the symmetries 
of the background (3.32). Specifically, we assume the spherical symmetry in the 9, (j) 
directions, translational invariance in xi and X2, and the discrete symmetries under 
Xi —Xi, X2 —X2, 4> -~(f> are preserved. By a suitable choice of coordinates, 
the most general perturbation consistent with these symmetries can be written as 
the metric 
dilaton 
and R-R fields 
C(3) — (^ (3) -(- 5C(3), C(7) = C'(7) 4- 5C(7). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Here 
•01 =0-H57 / ; I , = ^ 2 ( 1 + 5 ^ 2 ) , Z 6 = Z6( l - f5Z6) , K = K{l^5K), (4.4) 
the harmonic functions Z2,ZQ,K are as in (3.34), the unperturbed dilaton (p is as 
in (3.33), and the R-R potentials are as in (3.33). The first-order perturbations are 
all functions of ( r , t) only, while the background quantities are functions only of ?•. 
We look for perturbations of the form /(r)e"^*. 
Our ansatz is slightly more general than the ansatz adopted in the study of 
perturbations of the extremal enhangon geometry in [19.5]. We have introduced 
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three new perturbation functions, 6-tjj2, ^ii-i-, and 5K. As we will see shortly, we 
can choose to set 5K = 0 by a gauge transformation. The first-order function 503 
is the only thing that breaks the rotational symmetry between x i and X2- As a 
consequence, it decouples from the other perturbations. We could set it to zero 
without affecting the other modes; instead, we retain i t , and study it independently 
of the others. This provides us with a single simple (but non-trivial) perturbation 
equation, which we study in section 4.4. One might think that (5'02 would also 
decouple, as it breaks the boost symmetry between t and x\, X2 which (3.32) respects. 
However, the assumption that the perturbations depend on t and not on xi, X2 also 
breaks this symmetry, so we will find that 5-02 couples to the time derivatives of the 
other perturbations, and it is not possible to set it to zero. That is, it is necessary 
to consider the more general ansatz containing d'02 to satisfy all the field equations, 
even in the extreme case. 
We must stress here that this ansatz describes only a restricted class of pertur-
bations. I t is not the most general ansatz that we can write, because it respects the 
symmetries of the background. In the non-extremal case we have two branches of 
solutions with the same symmetries. We expect an instability in both branches for 
difi^erent values of the parameters. We do not expect that a perturbation mode which 
breaks the symmetry becomes unstable^, because we expect a symmetry-preserving 
transition. 
We will now consider the full set of linearised equations for the perturbations. 
The R-R gauge field equations give 
a,5C(3) = -\{^5Z2 + 50 - 501)9,0(3) (4.5) 
and 
a,5C(7) = -^(45^6 - 350 + 35V'i)c',C(7). (4.6) 
The R-R fields' perturbations are expressed by the perturbations of other fields and 
obtained just by integrating these equations after we determine the other fields. 
-There are unstable j^erturbations which break the symmetry resulting the Gregory-Laflamme 
instability [204,205]. This is not the instabihty that we are interested in considering; as it seems 
unlikely to mediate a transition between the two branches of non-extremal solution. 
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The linear part of the stress tensor only involves drSC(3) and drdC(7), so we can 
substitute (4.5,4.6) directly into the stress tensor. 
There are seven distinct equations coming from the linearised Einstein's equa-
tions: six different diagonal components, and an off-diagonal [tr] component. With 
the dilaton equation, this gives us eight equations; but with the gauge field pertur-
bations fixed by (4.5,4.6), there are only seven undetermined functions in our ansatz. 
The problem seems overdetermined, so it is important to ask whether there will be 
any non-trivial solutions of the ful l set of equations. We have written down the most 
general perturbation consistent with the symmetries we have assumed, so we expect 
there is sufficient redundancy in the equations to admit non-trivial solutions. 
4.2 Particular Integral 
Actually we can use a procedure described in detail in [196] and explained partly 
in [206]^. In the context that we use it , it has to do with diffeomorphism freedom 
left, which we can exploit in a way that we can simplify our problem. 
We can reduce the system of eight differential equations to four differential equa-
tions. This is achieved by defining two non-trivial radius-dependent linear combi-
nations of the perturbation modes, that can reduce the initial system. Xanthopou-
los [207], [208], gives an algorithm which determines this particular integral and 
which was further utihsed in [206]. Since the hnear combinations which reduce the 
equations are known, we can construct the general solution. 
As in [206], we will argue that the particular integral is a manifestation of the 
fact that the gauge is not completely set by (4.1). We will exploit this fact in order 
to find the particular integral in this section and we will use it in the next section 
in order to reduce the order of the equations. 
Coordinate transformations change the form of the metric but they have no 
physical effect. So a perturbation which can be undone by (or be 'equal' to) a 
'Chandiasekhar in his book [196] cltiims that this procedure has to do with the deeper nature 
of differential equations. This is something that Xanthopoulos showed more generally in [207], 
without any relation to gravity or general relativity. 
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coordinate transformation, automatically satisfies the equations of motion. In fact, 
we can use this insight to see directly that there are non-trivial solutions to the 
linearised equations of motion. We observe that the ansatz (4.1) does not completely 
fix the gauge, as there are infinitesimal diffeomorphisms which preserve its form. The 
infinitesimal coordinate transformation 
t ^ t ' = t + e''^'St{r), r ^r' = r + e"^'6r{r), (4.7) 
changes the unperturbed metric. We must demand that the off-diagonal components 
vanish to preserve the form of the perturbation ansatz. This means that 
drSt = tco^Sr. (4.8) 
If we apply this diffeomorphism to the non-extremal enhangon geometry (3.32), we 
obtain a metric of the form (4.1) with 
= ((p' - f ] s r - l d r 5 r ~ l i i j 6 t , (4.9) 
\ 3?'/ 3 3 
• 4 4 4 
'5^2 = -—6r + -dr5r + --tuj5t, 
3r 3 3 
^ , 2 
Ze r 
5Zt = i ^ + -]5r, 
\ Z 2 3 r / 3 3 
SK'^ = ( ^ + -]sr-2dr5r, 
K r 
dcf)'^ = (j)'5r. 
Since this particular perturbation comes from a coordinate transformation, it must 
solve the equations of motion. Thus, there are non-trivial solutions of these equa-
tions. Of course, we are not interested in solutions which are pure gauge, but this 
serves to demonstrate that there is some redundancy in the equations. 
This diffeomorphism contains an arbitrary function; since we are not interested 
in pure gauge perturbations, we should fix this additional gauge symmetry. We can 
do so by setting one of the perturbations to zero. It is convenient to choose 5K = 0. 
There remain diffeomorphisms which will preserve 6K = 0: these have 
Sr = orA ' i / - (4.10) 
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and 
6t = iua 
V 8 2 ; i - y i f M 
-t- icub 
where a and b are arbitrary constants. The perturbations (4.9) with this 5t, Sr then 
give a two-parameter family of solutions of the linearised equations with 5K = 0. 
We will exploit this remaining coordinate freedom to simplify the equations later. 
Having set 5K = 0, the contributions to the Ricci tensor linear in the perturba-
tions are 
SRf, 
1 
{2Si>2 + 95xPi - 5SZ2 + 36Ze) (4.12) 
32.^2-^6 
r / 2 \ / 2 \ / 2 
16 i^SiP'^ + -5iP'^j - 8 + - 5 ^ ; j - 8 1^5Z'^ + -5Z'^ 
-8 f 5Z'^ + -5Z',) + 1 6 # ; ^ + 45^; f - 1 0 ^ + 5 f + f 
r J K \ K Z2 ZQ 
-8Z' r ^ 2 , -^6 I r ^ / 
^2 ^6 
Z' Z' 
- 3 2 — + 1 5 ^ + 3-^ 
A Z2 Ze 
+ [54^2 - SZ2 - 5Ze) 10 
7/2 
^1 10-
K^Z 
Y z 
2 2 ^ 
= + {5Rn + SR22) = ^ {5ij2 + SSij, - 66Z2 + 26Ze) (4.13) 
r / 2 \ K' 
24 (^5^2 + -Si^'2j + ^ ( 2 4 5 ^ 2 - 32(5^; - 245Z^ -t- 85^^) 32^2^6 
/ 
+ 5V'2 1 5 ^ ^1 
K {6Rn - 6R22) = 6^3 + 
8Z2Z6 
-8 ( 6ip'^ + -6^'^ 
- 8 5 . ^ ^ - + ^ ^ 0 3 ( - 5 ^ + 5 - ^ - ^ + - ^ (4.14) 
45(/;^  + I66ip[ - 86Z'^ + 86Z'^ - 26'iP2^ + 6x1;^ f - 8 ^ + 5^^ 
K \ K Zo 
+ 5Z2{4 
IT 
5 Z'2 
Zo Za 
K' 7' 7' 
+ 6Ze{-44r + 3 ^ - $ -
K Z, Z 
^6 
(4.15) 
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SR„. 
Z2ZQ 
1 
+ 32 
•Sip,+SZ2 + SZej (4.16) 
r^' / 1 tf' 7' 7' 
72Sf; - 2^bZ'{ \ mbZ'l - \^H2~ - + 4 0 ^ - 1 2 # - 2%-; 
K \ r K Z2 / 
dZ' 
16 
r 
15- 3 5 / 
SRm = 
r^Z2Ze 
4K 
r^K 
+ ^ 
+ SZ'2 
-5ipi + SZ2 + 5Ze 
8# ' / - 85Z'^ - UZ'l + (5^; ^ + 8 ^ + 1 2 ! ^ + 2 8 § 
r A Z2 Ze 
(4.17) 
32 
r 
i f ' Z' 
+ SZ' 
32 ^Ziy „ Z ' 
- - 8 — + 9 - ^ + 2 1 - ^ 
r A Z2 Ze 
and 
< ^ i ? m n [ i f 3 ] 
V Z 2 
4 i i : 
W k 
" 32Zfi 
/ 2 
8 + 
(4.18) 
8 ( (5Z '^ - f - (^Z'^ + 8 f5Z' ' + -5Z' 
r J \ r 
K 
+ ^ ^ ^ ( 8 ^ + 9 ^ - 3 ^ 
z ; 
^ + 2 ^ - 2 
Ze /<Z6 
where we have introduced certain combinations which simplify the resulting equa-
tions, ' signifies dt, and ' signifies dr-
The linearised Einstein's equations give seven equations. First, there are the 
simple equations from 5 _ and 5 + , which are respectively 
Z2Z& •• „ I 2 K', 
-^S'iP,-5ij,-5i^,{- + —, 0 (4.19) 
and 
~ ~ {5x^2+8<)>i - 65Z2+25Z6)+m>2 + 3'5V4 (^ + ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  " 3'^ ^6+<5Z.^) ^  = 0. 
(4.20) 
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There are three more independent second-order equations, 
- ' 2 ^ S Z , + 2SZ'^ + SZi { - } . + 2 ~ - 3 | ) (4,21) 
V r ZQJ \r K Za 
- 2 ^ ( 4 5 ^ 1 + 26ij2 + 5Z6) + 6(5Z^' + ^ 5 Z ^ ) + (4.22) 
-3 (50 - 557/'i -h 55Z2 - 35^6) ' ^ ^ 
Z | K Z'i 
and 
-8^ |^(75V^i + 250^ 2 - 35Z2 - f 5^6) + 245^ '^/ 
, , , ; ( l l ! , 4 0 f - 1 2 | i . 3 6 p ) (4.23) 
V r A Z2 / 
24 K' Z' Z'\ (12 K' Z' Z' 
- - 4 — + 3 - ^ - 9-^ + 5Z^ - + 12— - 9 ^ + 27-^ 
r K Z2 ZG J \ r K Z2 Z^ 
-3( -50 + 55i/;i - 55Z2 + 35Z6) 
_ K^Z^ 
Zl K Z2 
Z2 K' ZL 
+ 9 ( - 3 5 0 - 5 t / ; i + 5 Z 2 + 5 Z 6 ) ( ^ ^ - ^ ^ j - 0. 
The remaining Einstein's equations give us two equations which are first-order in 
dr. Integrating the tr equation in t gives 
45V;2 + 165V/i - 85Z^ + 85Z^ - 2 5 0 2 ^ + ( " 8 ^ ^ ^ ^ ) '^^ '^ '^ ^ 
, , Z . ( 4 - 5 f - f ) . . Z e ( - 4 f + 3 f - ! ) + . , ( - ! + 3 f ) ^ / ( . ) , 
V A ^ 2 ^ 6 / V Z2 Ze J \ Z2 J 
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and a suitable combination gives the equation 
^3 7l 
. . Z ; (?H . 1 6 | - 1 2 f . 4 f ) . . Z ; ( - - - : 2 f - 2 8 f 
V r A Z2 Z e y V ^2 -^ 6 
+ ^ Z 6 ( - 3 ^ - f 3 - - - 4 ^ - f 4 - -
/ Z'2 JiT'Z; Z'^ K'Z' [ - 4 - ^ + 4 2 , 24_6 24— — 
Finally, there is the dilaton equation 
(45V'i - SZ', + 3SZ',) f f - 3 
V ^ 2 
Z'' K' Z' 
+3(350 + # 1 - - 5Z2) -
+(5</. - 55V i^ + b5Z, - Z5Z,) - . (4.26) 
These equations are coupled in a comphcated fashion, but we see that as men-
tioned earher, there is one simple equation, (4.19). In fact, this is the free wave 
equation. 
4.3 The reduction of the perturbation equations 
To simplify the other equations, we exploit the remaining two-parameter family of 
diffeomorphisms (4.10,4.11). These can be used to construct a change of variables 
which will simplify the equations: we replace a and b by functions a(r) and 6(r) , 
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and set 
5V i^ = 5iAf(a(r),6(r)), (4.27) 
5-02 = 5^^(a(r) ,6(r))-f *2, 
5Z6 = SZ',{a{r),b{r)) + Ze, 
6Z2 = 5Zl{air),b{r)), 
50 = S<P'^ia{r),b{r)) + ^^, 
with 6K = 0. The first term on the right-hand sides is the diffeomorphism-induced 
perturbation (4.9) for the diffeomorphism (4.10,4.11), but with a and b now func-
tions. Since the diffeomorphism satisfies the equations of motion for arbitrary con-
stants a and b, the finearised equations will only involve derivatives of a{r) and b{r). 
The two first-order equations (4.24,4.25) can then be solved for dra{r) and drb{r). 
Inserting these values into the other four second-order equations (4.20-4.23) and 
the dilaton equation (4.26) gives two equations which are trivially satisfied, and a 
coupled set of three second-order equations for "^2, -^ e and $. 
It is convenient to write the coupled equations so that each one only involves 
second derivatives of one of the functions. Then the equation which involves $" is 
(where ' again denotes dr, and we assume that all the perturbations behave as e" '^) 
^ ( ^ " + + ^ ^ ' ^ ) + ^2 (^2 + 22^) + + Q\'^2 + QlZ, = 0, (4.28) 
with the polynomial coefficients 
D = r^K{Sr^ + 5r f2 + 5rfe + 2f2fe){4r^ + 3rr2 + 3rf6 + 27'2r6), (4.29) 
= -2r^K{-2r^f2 + Gr^h + ^r^h + Sf^fe + fs f^) , (4.30) 
Q\ = _^2^4;-oj52 + 36ror6 + 3f2^-b 6r2f6 + 27f6 )^ (4.31) 
-r(40rof'2r6 + "iflrQ + 30f2'f6^) - Urof'lh - S f f / ' i 
Q\ = r o ( - 2 r 2 f 2 + GrH^e + STryre + S f l f e + fY'i), (4.32) 
Ql = r\8rQf2 + 24rofe + 9n + 10f2f6 + 9rl) (4.33) 
-|-r(24ro/"2rG + Gf-jh + lO'i^'i) + Qroflh - 27-O7-2/'G-
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The equation involving is 
Dm + ^ ^ ' * 2 ) + + PlZ', + + Ql^2 + QlZ, = 0, (4.34) 
where D is as before, and the other polynomial coefficients are 
p | = 64r5 + r ' ' ( -32ro+120f2 + 88f6) (4.35) 
+r^( -76ror2 - 44rof6 -|- 30f2 + ^^^hh + 30f2) 
+r2(-15rof^ - 118rof2f6 - 15rof^ + 44f^f6 + 52f2r2) 
+r ( -28rof^f6 - 36rof2f^ + 8f^f^) - 4rof2f^^ 
Pi = - 8 r V 2 K ( 8 r 2 + 16rf6 + 3f2r6 + 5r^), (4.36) 
Q\ = 4 f2 ( r2 ( -8 ro - 6r2 - Qh) + r(4rof6 - 7f2f6 - f 3 f^ ) + Qrohh + '^hrl), (4.37) 
Ql = - 2 r o f 2 ( 8 r ' -t- lerfg + 3r2f6 + 5f2), (4.38) 
Ql = 47^2(r^(16ro + 18?-2 + 2fQ) + r{l2roh + "^Ihh - f l ) - Srohh + Srof^ -f- ersf^). 
(4.39) 
The equation involving ZQ is 
DiZ'^ + ^ ^ ' Z e ) + P^^'2 + P^Z', + Ql^ + Ql^2 + QlZe = 0, (4.40) 
where D is as before, and the other polynomial coefficients are 
Pi = -2r^K{Qr^f2 - 2r^h + Srfsfe + r^h + ^hrl), (4.41) 
= 64r^ + r^(-32ro + 64r2 + 96f6) (4.42) 
+r^(-20ror2 - 52rof6 + 30r| -|- 76r276 + 30f2) 
+r^{-15rorl - 22rof2h - 15rof^ + 28r^f6 + 20f2r^) 
+r(-12ro7~'2r6 - ^rohrl + 8f^f^) - 4ror^f^, 
Ql = 7'2(12rof2 + 12roh + ^rj + lOfafe + 9rl) + liSrohh + Wrlh + Ghfl) - Aroflfe, 
(4.43) 
Ql = ro{Qr^f2 - 2r^fe + Srfsre + fjre + Sfafg), (4.44) 
Ql = - r2(24rof2 + 8rof6 + 27/i + 6f2f6 + 3f-,^ ) (4.45) 
-r(24rof2'r6 + 307-^ 1^ 6 + 2f2ri) + 2roflro - 67-o7'2rc- - 87'.^ ;-^ )^ 
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We have now reduced the perturbation problem to these three second-order equa-
tions plus the equation for the uncoupled mode (4.19). We w i l l use these equations 
in the remainder to study the stability of the enhangon solutions. 
4.4 Perturbations of gravitational systems and their 
stability 
Before we discuss the boundary conditions at the shell for the coupled mode, we 
w i l l very briefly discuss the standard lore concerning perturbations of gravitational 
systems^ and use the uncoupled perturbation mode of the non-extremal enhangon 
solution as an example. We would like to investigate the non-extremal enhangon 
stability under small perturbations of the metric and the rest of the fields. What we 
are looking for is the following; given any in i t ia l perturbation confined to a finite 
interval of the radial coordinate, w i l l i t remain bounded at all times (which is a sign 
of stability) as i t evolves or not? 
For the case at hand we w i l l use the differential equation (4.19) of the uncoupled 
mode. The most general form of these differential equations can be wri t ten as 
for the exterior and 
dl^^ + ( ^ + - ) a,^3 
4-tc;^*3 = 0. (4.46) 
for the interior. The standard method for investigating stability is to translate the 
problem to a one-dimensional bound state problem. This can be done by introducing 
the tortoise coordinate 
l [ ^ d f r > r e . 
''The standard .source for the following is Chandrasekhar's book [196j. Further references about 
the original contributors can be found in there. The method we describe is not original but the 
example we use in order to show it is. Another nice article reviewing the methods one can u.se in 
order to find instaJ)ilities is [197]. 
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This coordinate runs f rom —oo at r 
variable 
Then (4.47) becomes 
ro, to +00 at r --
(Z2Ze)V4 
1 1p r > Te 
oo. We make a change of 
(4.49) 
i)+uj'^^ + Wtl) = 0, (4.50) 
where for r > re, 
W{r) = W> 
1 
+ -
1 Z £ 1 : ^ _ _ 5 _ 
4 Z 2 ^ 4 Ze 16 Z2 16 ^6 
1 -^ 2 ^6 
8 Z 2 ^6 
4 V K r K 
while for r < re, 
H^(r) = i y < = 
i^(re 
1 / i / ^ 
"4 
4 i / 2 ^ 4 i f e 16 V ^^ 2 16 V ^6 
2 
i / 2 
L ' I L ^ 
(4.51) 
1 -^2 -^6 
8 -f^ 6 
(4.52) 
The criterion for stability is that there are no solutions to equation (4.50) which grow 
exponentially w i t h t ime. Prom the form of the time-dependent ansatz that we used, 
61^3(1,r) = 'I'3(r)e"^*, we can deduce that solutions that grow exponentially w i t h 
time are the ones w i t h imaginary frequencies LU or stated differently w i t h negative 
eigenvalues of w^. 
Since we have wr i t t en the problem as an one-dimensional bound state problem, 
we can use the well known techniques of quantum mechanics. The problem of finding 
perturbations w i t h negative eigenvalues of cj^ is equivalent to the problem of finding 
negative energy bound states as solutions of the Schrodinger-hke equation in the 
potential W. The existence of a number of bound states w i t h negative energy is 
enough to prove that the system is unstable. Of course the value of the negative 
energy is important if we would like to investigate a bi t further the properties of the 
system. 
From the fo rm of the potential W we can have a hint about stal^ility. I f W 
were positive throughout the range of r, then the problem could not support bound 
states wi th negative energy and i t is stable. I f the potential VV had the form of a 
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well, there could be bound state solutions of the differential equations. I f the bound 
state energy is negative (which means that to is imaginary) then this is a sign of 
instability. 
Plugging in the functions f rom ( 3 . 3 4 ) , we have 
= Y ^ ^ { [ 8 ( r 2 + r6) + 1 6 r o ] r - ^ + [ 3 f 2 ' + 3fe ' + 30f2r6 + 20ro(r2 + r 6 ) K ' 
+ [12f2? '^6(r'2 + re) + 9ro(?"2 + h?]r~^ + [4r2^6 + 8rof2 ' f6( ' '2r6)]r"^ 
+4roflflr-'}. ( 4 . 5 3 ) 
The general fo rm of W< is complicated, but i n the case of no extra D2-branes, where 
we have simply an uncharged black hole inside the shell, 
W, = - ^ ( 4 5 4 ) 
Z2(re)Z6(re) L(re) r3 • ^ ^ 
On the horizon branch, where f 2 > 0, > 0 everywhere, and there can be no 
instabihty associated w i t h this mode. This is as we would expect; the horizon 
branch looks like a normal charged black hole solution, and the free wave equation 
has no non-constant solutions regular both on the horizon and at infinity. However, 
on the shell branch, there may be a region w i t h i y > < 0. (Since we take the horizon 
branch for the solution inside the shell, VF< is always positive.) The leading t e rm is 
always positive, as 
r2 + f6 + ro = iy4^iH^±^y4JiT^> 0, ( 4 . 5 5 ) 
since | r 2 | < r^. On the other hand, W> is always negative near r = — r 2 . As 
I f we considered just the pure repulson solution, this divergence would lead us to 
suspect the solution is unstable to a perturbation by Sip3. Al though one would 
need to consider the issue of boundaa^y conditions at the singularity, VVy diverges 
sufficiently quickly that there could be bound states supported away f rom r ~ —f2-
The question, then, is whether the enhangon excises this instability, along w i t h the 
various other undesirable features of the geometry. 
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Figure 4.1: r^W plotted against r^ / rg for (left) = lOrg, V = lOOOK, M = 0, 
(right) ro = rg / lO, V = lOOOK, M = 0. 
In figure 4.1, we plot the potential for some representative values of the parame-
ters. We see that there is a substantial region outside the sheh where the potential 
is negative, and might suspect that this signals an instability. 
However, there is a general argument which says that there can never be an 
instabili ty in this case [209]. First, we note that as (4.46) is simply the free wave 
equation in this background, i t always has 5ip3 = constant as a solution. I n terms 
of the bound state problem (4.50), this translates into the statement that there is 
a zero energy {oj = 0) eigenmode ipo of (4.50), which is of the same sign and is 
bounded everywhere; we can take i t to be always positive. This zero mode •0o does 
not vanish at the boundaries, so i t is not a physical perturbation but i t is s t i l l an 
acceptable mathematical solution of this equation. 
Now assume there is a discrete spectrum of bound states ijj^ w i t h negative energy 
These are our hypothetical unstable modes w i t h < 0. We can see f rom the fo rm 
of (4.50) that they go to zero as ± o o . This means that they are bounded 
solutions and physical perturbations of our problem. The standard 'node rule' for 
the number of nodes of the eigenfunctions of the discrete bound states says that in 
order of increasing energy, the n t h eigenmode has n — 1 nodes (without including 
the boundarj ' ones). Thus, the lowest negative mode 0^,„„^ must have no nodes in 
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the sense of the above rule: we can take i t to be everywhere positive. 
Both 'Xpo and •ipu?„,„^. are solutions of the wave equation (4.50). By mul t ip ly ing the 
equation for each mode by the other and taking the difference, and integrating over 
7%, we can obtain the equation 
/
oo 
i^u.ma.i^odr* (4.57) 
-oo 
The left-hand side is the difference of the Wronskians calculated at the boundaries. 
Since the eigenmode ipo approaches a positive constant at the boundaries r* = ± o o , 
while the eigenmode ipuirr^a^ goes to zero, the Wronskian vanishes at each boundary. 
Hence, the left-hand side is zero. On the other hand, since both •i/'oj^ ax V'o 
are supposed to be everywhere positive, the right-hand side cannot be zero unless 
'^max = 0. Thus, assuming the existence of eigenmodes I/J^ w i t h o;^  < 0 produces 
a contradiction. Hence there can be no such modes, implying that the geometry is 
stable to perturbation by Sips. 
4.5 Summary 
I n this chapter we derived the equations that we we w i l l use in the study of the 
stability of the enhangon solutions. In i t ia l ly we introduced the perturbation ansatz 
for the problem at hand. We used the most general ansatz that preserves the 
symmetries of the background. This ansatz is s t i l l very restricted but since we 
expect to find an instabihty signalhng a transit ion f rom the shell branch to the 
horizon branch, we do not expect that such an instabili ty w i l l break the symmetries 
of the background solutions. Finally we produce the differential equations that the 
modes in the perturbation ansatz must satisfy. 
This system is overdetermined since there are more equations than unknown 
functions. In the th i rd section we used a very beaut i ful argument in order to sim-
pl i fy our system of differential equations to a set of coupled differential equations. 
Our ansatz does not fix diffeomorphism invariance completely. By exploiting this 
invariance we are able to write down a reduced system (4.19, 4.28, 4.34, 4.40). 
Before we embark to the more diff icul t problem of solving numerically these 
equations we study the stability of the shell under the uncoupled mode -Wn. We also 
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use this as an example of the techniques used in studying stability. We find that 
the shell is stable under this particular mode. 
For the horizon branch of solutions, we w i l l need to solve the f u l l equations w i t h 
appropriate boundary conditions on the horizon, since there is no shell. For the 
extremal case and the shell branch we w i l l need to formulate appropriate matching 
conditions at the shell. The determination of these conditions and the numerical 
investigation of their properties wi l l be the subject of Chapter 5 and Section 6.2. 
Chapter 5 
Stability of extremal enhangon 
shell 
In this chapter we w i l l discuss the stability of the extremal enhangon. I n the first 
section we introduce the perturbation ansatze for the exterior and the interior to the 
shell regions. Following the general technique explained in the previous chapter, we 
give a few details regarding the diffeomorphism invariance of our ansatze and how 
this can be used to reduce to the system of the differential equations which govern the 
dynamics of the small linearised perturbations. For the exterior geometry these have 
a rather complicated form and must be solved numerically, while for the interior, 
which is flat space, they can be solved analytically. 
Next we discuss the boundary conditions at the shell. Since we can solve the 
equations in the interior analytically we are interested in the boundary conditions 
for the exterior perturbations at the shell. To obtain these we work out the stress-
energy tensor of the perturbed shell f rom the Israel junct ion conditions and keep 
terms in linear order in the perturbed modes. We can model this shell by a collection 
of BPS wrapped D6-branes and calculate the stress-energy tensor of the perturbed 
shell. The matching conditions for the perturbation modes are obtained by setting 
this brane stress-energy tensor equal to the stress-energy tensor calculated f rom 
supergravity. The same can be done w i t h the dilaton discontinuity. Using these 
equations relating interior and exterior functions at the shell, the boundary condi-
tions of the interior functions at the shell and exploiting the extra diffeomorphism 
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freedom we find the in i t ia l boundary conditions for the exterior functions at the 
shell. I t is remarkable that although the location of the shell is also perturbed, we 
can use some of the diffeomorphism freedom to fix the coordinate position of the 
shell at the enhangon radius. 
Now we have everything we need in order to study the problem numerically. 
Before we start, we describe briefly the numerical method ("Relaxation Method") 
we use in order to solve the system of differential equations. Using this method we 
can see that our system of differential equations has no solution respecting the set 
of boundary conditions appropriate to i t . This means that the extremal enhangon 
is stable under this l imited set of small radial perturbations. 
Finally we close this chapter w i t h a survey of the situation when there are extra 
unwrapped D2-branes included. We again describe briefly the perturbation ansatz 
for the interior. The exterior is roughly the same as the exterior for the case w i t h no 
extra D2-branes; the only difference is the value of which now includes the extra 
contribution f rom the unwrapped branes. The most important result comes f r o m a 
discussion of the Israel junct ion conditions of the shell. There is some extra structure 
in the shell which is not obvious f rom the in i t ia l no-extra-D2~branes setup. I t seems 
that in the shell there is a certain number of D2-anti-D2-branes pairs which also 
contribute to the shell stress-energy tensor of the shell. 
5.1 Perturbation equations 
I n this section we w i l l describe briefly how we find the system of differential equations 
which we need in order to study the stability of the extremal enhangon. Since the 
procedure was explained in detail in the previous chapter we w i l l just point the 
differences w i t h the more general case. 
5.1.1 Exterior 
We use again the ansatz (4.1) but w i t h the background fields taking their extremal 
values (3.5-3.7). We can analyse the perturbations and use diffeomorphism freedom 
to reduce to a system of three coupled differential equations plus one which is not 
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coupled to the others. The diffeomorphisms preserving the form of our ansatz in the 
extremal case are 
Sr = ar, (5.1) 
6t = aa Q r ^ + (rs + r6)r + rsre In + ab, (5.2) 
where a = iu. 
We can now reduce the system following exactly the same procedure as in the 
previous chapter. There is an equation involving 
D ( $ " + - Z^Zea^^) + P^{% + 2Z^) + Q } $ + QlZe = 0, (5.3) 
r 
w i th the polynomial coefficients 
D = r^{8r^ + 5rr2 + 5rr6 + 2r2r6)(4r^ + 3rr2 + 3rr6 + 2r2r6), (5.4) 
= -2r^{-2r^r2 + 6r + Srrsre + Sr^re + rar^), (5.5) 
Ql = -r\3rl + 6r2re + 27rl)-r{2rlre + 30r2rD-8rlrl, (5.6) 
Ql = r2(9r2 + 10r2r6 + 9r2) + r(6r^r6 + 10r2r^). (5.7) 
The equation involving is 
D{^'^ - ^2^6(7^*2) + Pi% + Pl-Ze + Ql^ + Ql^e = 0, (5.8) 
where D is as before, and the other polynomial coefficients are 
P | = 64r5 + r^(120r2 + 88r6) + r^(+30r2^ + 172r2r6 + 30r^) (5.9) 
+r2(44r2V6 + 52r2r2) + Srr^r^, 
F | -8r%{8r^ + Wrn + Srsre + brl), (5.10) 
g2 ^ 4r2(r2(-6r2 - 6r6) + r(-7r2r6 + Sr^) + 2r2r6'), (5.11) 
Ql = 4r2(r2(18r2 + 2r6) + r(21r2r6 - ?i) + 6r2r2). (5.12) 
Tlie equation involving Z q is 
D{Z;! - Z,Zea'-Z,) + + P^Ze + Q'^ + + ^ 3 ^ 6 = 0, (5.13) 
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where D is as before, and the other polynomial coefficients are 
p 3 = -2r\6i\2 - 2rh6 + Srrare + r^re + 3 r 2 r ^ ) , (5.14) 
p 3 = 64r^+ r^{e4r2 + 96re) + r\30rl + 76r2r6 + 30rl) (5.15) 
+r^{28rlr6 + 20r2rl) + 8rr^r^, 
Ql = r^{9rl + lOrare + 9rl) + r{10rlre + 6r2rl), (5.16) 
Ql = -r^{27rl + Gr2re + 3rl)-r{30rlre + 2r2rl)-8rl7i). (5.17) 
These are the final system of differential equations of motion of the perturbations 
in the exterior. We are going to use them together w i t h the boundary conditions on 
the shell, i n order to investigate the stability of the extremal enhangon shell. 
5.1.2 Interior 
P e r t u r b a t i o n ansatz 
I n the interior space we use an ansatz similar to the one for the exterior (4.1). We 
can write for the metric 
+H'2^'Hl/\dr' + rW2) + V'/'Hl/'H^'^'dsl,] , (5.18) 
dilaton 
and R - R fields 
0 = 0 + 5^, (5.19) 
C(3) = C'(3) + (5C(3), C'(7) = C(7) + 5C(7). (5.20) 
Here 
7 , = (/> + 5 7 1 , H2 = H2{1 + 5H2). He = He{l + SHe)., (5.21] 
and H2, He as well as the unperturbed dilaton cp and R - R fields are constants. 
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P a r t i c u l a r Integral and equations of motion 
We can analyse the perturbations of the interior geometry following the same route 
used above for the exterior geometry. The diffeomorphisms preserving the form of 
our ansatz are now 
5r = cr, 6t - aH2H^cr'^l2 + ad. (5.22) 
We can write 
hi = 5YMr),d{r)), (5.23) 
572 = SYMr).dir)) + T2, 
6He = 5H^{c{r),d{r)) + n6, 
6H2 = 5H^{c{r),dir)), 
5e = S^''{c{r),d{r)) + E, 
and then we find that the equations for the free perturbation functions are all 
d'rf + l^rf - H^Hea^f = 0, (5.24) 
where / = S, Tie- The solution regular at r = 0 is 
/ = / „ ^ , (5.25) 
where a = ^/H^Hlo. 
The above system is very simple, since i t is a system of three decoupled equations. 
This is expected since the interior space is nothing but flat space and we expect the 
modes to decouple. 
5.2 Boundary conditions 
Now we have the differential equations describing the dynamics of the perturbation 
modes in the interior and exterior to the shell regions. Since the perturbation modes 
couple to the shell, we must find how the interior and exterior functions are related. 
In order to do that we have to see how exactly the shell is affected by the perturbation 
modes. We need a model describing the degrees of freedom of the shell. 
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A t the enhangon shell r = r^, the interior perturbations studied above w i l l satisfy 
the boundary conditions 
r j ' i n ) + an coth are)/(re) = 0. (5.26) 
What we really want is boundary conditions for the exterior perturbations <I>, -^ e 
at the shell. To obtain these f rom the above conditions on E,r2,Tie, we need to 
work out the junct ion conditions at the shell for the perturbations, and solve for 
H, He and their first derivatives i n terms of ^ ' 2 , ZQ and their derivatives. 
I n general, the location of the shell separating the interior and and exterior is 
also perturbed. Its equation of mot ion can be determined f r o m the action of the 
wrapped branes 
S = -N [ d'^e-H^^6V{r) - ^2){-detG^,Y/^ + fie [ - M2 [ Q a ) , 
J M 2 J M 2 X K 3 J M2 
(5.27) 
where is the induced string-frame metric, and the string-frame volume ^ ( r ) = 
Ve^-''''ZiZ^^. I n static gauge t = x^-^ = ^^'^ the position of the shell is 
parametrised by r = f j = re -b 5ri{^^). The effective action of the shell up to second 
order in 5r (^°) is in Einstein frame 
S = -N ! d^ie^^^-^^^Zl^Zf" { ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ \ (1 - \{5uf-Z,Z,e-A 
J \ Ze Z2 J \ Z J 
+ f d 3 ^ ( / ^ 6 C ' ( 7 ) - / " 2 C ( 3 ) ) , (5.28) 
where" denotes differentiation w i t h respect to From this effective action we can 
deduce the equation of motion for the position of the shell. 
We can use some of the remaining diffeomorphism freedom in the ansatz to 
fix the coordinate position of the shell to be r; = re, the enhangon radius of the 
unperturbed metric. We can substitute (4.9) in the differential equation which 
minimises (5.28). We see that i t depends on the undetermined constants a, b in 
(4.10),( 4.11). The dynamics of the shell wi l l then find its expression through the 
variation of the perturbed metric at the shell location. This choice greatly simplifies 
the problem of matching the perturbations at the shell. 
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Continuity of the metric and fields at the shell imphes 
S4>{re) = 5 ^ ( r e ) , Sijiire) = 5-fi{re), 6^2{re) = 572 (7e ) , 
SZ2{r,) = 5H2ir,), SZe{r,) = SHe{r,). 
[5.29) 
To relate the first derivatives, we compute the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature 
at the surface r = re when we patch the two geometries together. This allows us 
to infer the stress tensor of the perturbed shell f rom the supergravity point of view, 
w i t h the result 
Stt = 
1 
2K^^r 
1 
iS - 2S - 4 ^ i - 5i.'2 - 2 f + 2 f + 4 7 ; + 5^', 
ZJ2 ^6 n.2 lie 
9tu (5.30) 
Z'r, ^ZL 
2 ^ - 2 -
^ 2 
1 
1 H' H' 1 
Z , 
Z! 
4 ^ i + - 5 ^ 2 - 2 ; ^ + 2 - ^ + 47'i - i^5i2 
Z'a 
- 3 - ^ 
Z2 ZQ 
Sab = 
1 
Z2 
Z2L _ 2-^ ^ 
' z . 
4V '^i 
n2 Jnte 
Hn Ha 
^ + 2 - ^ ^ + 4 7 ; 
-"2 -ne 
gab 
9pa, 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
2/^ 2 
(coordinates p, a run over 1, 2, i,j over 9, 0, and a, b over the K3) . We w i l l assume 
that this shell stress tensor is s t i l l sourced by a collection of BPS branes. Using the 
worldvolume action for a wrapped D6-brane 5.27, one easily obtains the Einstein-
frame stress-energy for a single brane in the exterior geometry, 
5brane o30/4 a6 — ~ ^ fJ'69ab 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(where u run over t,l,2). I f we use this to calculate the stress-energy of the shell, 
we find that the value the stress tensor should take can be wr i t t en as 
7' - 7' 
Z2 ZQ 
s. shell 0, 
C'shell 
^ab 
g3<p/4+i/-i/4 2;' 
2 ^ 2 ^ £ 1 / 4 ^ - 3 / 4 2^  
•9ab-
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
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The matching conditions for first derivatives of the metric are then obtained by 
setting this brane stress tensor eciual to the stress tensor calculated f rom the super-
gravity point of view above. Similarly, matching the discontinuit}' in the dilaton to 
the brane source gives 
g3«i/4+t/.i/4 
Z2 Ze 
(5.39) 
Taking the first-order part of all these equations gives us five equations relating the 
derivatives of 64>,6ipi,Sip2,SZ2,SZe to the corresponding interior quantities. 
We then have ten matching equations at the shell. However, we only have nine 
quantities to specify: we want to solve for the three free interior functions S, r2,He 
and their first derivatives at the shell in terms of $ , ^ 2 , -^ e and their first derivatives, 
and we also have three undetermined constants in the diffeomorphisms to f ix (since 
we already fixed one to satisfy ri = TQ)} Remarkably, this over-determined system 
has a solution, and substituting into the boundary condition (5.26) gives us, after 
considerable algebra, the relatively simple expressions 
0 = -2fe{v^ + l)^'{re)-fe{v^ + 4v-l)%{r,) + 4re{v + l)Z'(,{r,) (5.40) 
0 = -8fe{v + l)^'{re)+4f6{v + l)%ire) (5.41) 
-|-[4CTreC0th(a-re)(t'^ - 1) - v'^ - 6v + 7]$(re) 
+ [-2areCoth{are)iv^ - 1) + 2i;^ - 2]^2(re) - 3(^; - l ) ^ Z 6 ( r e ) , 
0 = 4fe{v + l)^'{r,) + 4re{v + l)Ze{r,) (5.42) 
+ [-2are coth{are){v'^ - 1) + v'^ + 2'^  - 3]$(re) 
+ [-2are coth(are)(t;^ - 1) + 3^ ;^  - 2v - l ]Z6( re ) , 
where v = V / K and a = s/H^Heo. 
'We have also checked exphcitly that we get the same boundary conditions at the sliell for the 
physical degrees of freedom even if we work in a coordinate system where tlie coordinate location 
of the shell is not fixed. 
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Before we continue to the numerical investigation we should stress an assumption 
regarding the perturbation of the shell. We assume that the perturbations are small 
enough so that the branes constituting the shell are not excited and remain BPS. I f 
the system remains BPS, we can use the machinery developed in this section without 
any problems. We can model the shell by wrapped BPS D6-branes smeared over a 2 -
sphere, as we did. In case the branes would go non-BPS we would have to complicate 
things by introducing another model for the shell. Tha t would be dangerous since 
we could not be really sure that this model could describe the physics of the sheh 
correctly 
5.3 Numerical investigation 
5.3.1 Relaxation Method 
We w i l l very briefly describe the 'Relaxation Method'^ [210] for solving boundary 
value problems. 
I n relaxation methods we replace the ODEs by approximate finite-difference 
equations on a grid of points that spans the domain of interest. A t r ia l solution 
consists of values for the dependent functions at every gr id point, not satisfying the 
finite-difference equations. I t is not necessary for the t r i a l solution to satisfy the re-
quired boundary conditions. The procedure is to iteratively adjust the values of the 
dependent functions on the grid so as to successively bring them into closer agree-
ment w i t h the finite-difference equations and at the same t ime w i t h the boundary 
conditions. 
A good in i t ia l guess is essential for the method to be efficient. The biggest 
advantage of this method comes when you want to solve the problem many times 
w i t h slightly different values of the parameters. Most of the time the previous 
solution is a very good choice for an ini t ia l guess solution. For a slight change of 
•^This is a standard metliod for solving two point boundary value problems and can be found 
on most books on Numerical Analysis. A more detailed description of the method can l:)e found at 
the Appendix. 
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the parameters the new solution usually does not differ a lot f rom the old one so the 
method converges ciuite fast. 
5.3.2 Results 
The problem of finding instabilities of the extremal enhangon solution reduces to 
looking for solutions of the equations of motion for $ , ^^2, -Ze for some a which sat-
isfy the boundary conditions (5.40), (5.41) and (5.42) at the shell and fa l l off at 
large distance. We have searched for such solutions using relaxation techniques as 
described briefly in Section 5.3.1. The iteration procedure does not converge at all. 
This means that there are no eigenvalues a which satisfy the desired boundary con-
ditions. Since the fo rm of the ansatz for the perturbations was such that i t described 
unstable modes, the non-existence of solutions of this fo rm implies that there are 
no instabilities. We studied these equations numerically for a wide range of the pa-
rameters r2 and re, and failed to find a solution which rendered the shell unstable. 
We could claim that at least for radial perturbations, the extremal enhangon shell 
is stable. 
This result is, of course, what one would expect on the basis of supersymme-
try. A solution which satisfies the BPS bound may have flat directions—it may be 
marginally stable to some perturbation—but one would not expect that i t w i l l have 
any t ru ly unstable perturbations. 
This result strengthens the argument of [129] for the consistency of the excision 
procedure [127]. This excision is accomplished by the introduction of a shell of 
wrapped D6-branes at the enhangon radius. The fact that this solution is stable 
is another argument in favour of the excision and of the idea that the solution is a 
sensible construction f rom the point of view of supergravity. 
5.4 Additional D2—branes 
I f we add extra D2-branes in the extremal solution the situation does not change 
much. We saw in Chapter 3 that the extra D2-branes can move in the interior and 
they can help some of the wrapped D6-liranes to migrate inside the shell. Al though 
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the solution in tlie interior is no longer flat, in principle we can solve the problem 
since we can model the shefl using the remaining wrapped D6-branes. We can then 
calculate the boundary conditions for the perturbation modes on the shell. 
It would be interesting to examine another extremal solution. We start with the 
'horizon' branch of solutions and we add extra D2-branes. Then we take the non-
extremality parameter ro = 0. This solution is not exactly the extremal solution 
with additional D2-branes. I t would be helpful to study this solution, since it wil l 
help us understand the difference of the two branches of the non-extremal solution. 
We will not complete the stabihty analysis in this case. Instead, we will focus on 
explaining how the model for the shell changes and exploring the influence of this 
on the matching conditions for the perturbations. 
The difference with the case of the extremal enhangon with extra D2-branes , 
reviewed in Section 3.2.4, is that now r2 is 
r 3 ^ . . - ( l - - ) , (5,43) 
for the case M < N. The exterior solution of the extremal limit of the above can 
be described by (3.5) and (3.6) with r2 described by (5.43). The interior wifl be 
described by (3.28), (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31). 
The enhangon radius is at 
2Kr6 2N-M ,^ , 
As we remember from Chapter 3, for M > 2A^ there is no enhangon radius. So we 
consider that M < 2N. Another thing is that an unwrapped D2-brane can move 
past the enhangon radius to the origin without an obstacle. N' = M in total D6-
branes can move in the interior of the shell. Since we want to have some D6-branes 
on the shell we will assume that M < N. 
The stress tensor of the shell from the Israel junction conditions is: 
9M-2 Q - ^ ( ^ > ^  ^ Ek _ ^ \ r 
O^iu — — 7 7 U U I '"^ ' 
5,, = 0, 
2n'S„, = (5.45) 
Grr \ZQ H, 
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Plugging in (5.45) the equivalents from (3.6), (3.30) and (3.31) we can rewrite it as: 
re N'-N ( V^l l_\ 2{M-N)V, 1 n 
Sr, = 0 , 
Its is obvious from the above than something is quite different from what it is 
expected. At the enhangon radius, 5^^ is not zero as it is in the ordinary BPS case 
without extra D2-branes. There is an extra term which depends on M. This term 
is only in the directions associated with the D2-branes. Since we assumed that all 
the D2-branes are in the interior and not on the shell it is strange to have such a 
term in the stress tensor. If we try to model the shell hy N — N' D6-branes then 
from the DBI action one can take only the first term in S^^ and of course the other 
two equations. Another hint could be given from the source of the dilaton: 
\/Grr 4 i / G r r V ^ 2 ^2 V "^ 6 
1 re 
4 ^ / a ; r 2 
A '^ - / K 1 3 \ 2 (M - A )^ K 1 (5.47) 
N \ V Z2 ZeJ N V Z2_ 
Again we have an extra term which can not be modehed by the DBI action. We 
expect the shell to consist oi N — N' wrapped D6-branes and no extra D2-branes at 
all. The evidence from above leads us to the conjecture that we have some number 
2{N — M) of unwrapped extra D2-branes, as it can be seen from their contribution 
as dilaton source and from the stress-energy tensor, which do not couple with any 
Ramond-Ramond field. This indicates that this behaviour might be caused from a 
number of D2 branes with an equal number of anti-D2-branes. This is a plausible 
setup which partly explains the above result. It is by no means a hypothesis based 
on a concise physical argument. We cannot really say how and why these pairs of 
branes and anti-branes show up. We just have an expression in (5.46) and (5.47) 
which could be a result of such a configuration^. We will use this hypothesis later 
•^In fact, in [211] it was proposed that above a finite temperature, pairs of branes and an t i -D-
branes can form from the vacuum. I t was also shown that it is not favourable to annihilate to give 
a closed string vacuum [212-219]. This s.ystem was used to calculate the entropy of p-branes at 
hnite temperature. A similar approach was also used earlier in [220|. 
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in order to calculate the boundary conditions satisfied by the perturbations of the 
fields on the shell. 
5.4.1 Perturbation equations in the interior 
Inside the shell, we will have a perturbed space, 
+Hi/'Hl/\dr' + r'nl) + V'/'Hl/'H;'/'dsl,] , (5.48) 
dilaton 
0 = 0 + (5.49) 
and R~R fields 
As) = "^(3) + 5C'(3), (7(7) = C(7) + 5C(7). (5.50) 
Here 
71 = 0 + 571, H2 = H2{1 + 5H2), He = H,il + dHe), (5.51) 
H2,He are as in (3.30), (3.31) respectively and the unperturbed dilaton (p a.nd the 
R-R potentials are as in (3.29). The difference with the case without D2-branes is 
that now there are D2-brane sources in the interior plus wrapped D6-brane sources, 
which can migrate inside due to the presence of the extra branes. The interior space 
is not flat. 
We can analyse the perturbations of the interior geometry following the same 
route used above for the exterior geometry. The diffeomorphisms preserving the 
form of our ansatz are now 
6r = cr, 5t = acr^H2{r) f + + (^d. (5.52) 
V 2re r J 
We can write 
6li = Sjf{c{r),d{r)), (5.53) 
= 572^(c(r),d(r)) + r 2 , 
5He = dH'Mr),d{r)) + ne, 
6H2 = 8HiMr).d{r)), 
5i = 5C\c{r),d{r)) + E, 
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and then we find that the equations for the free perturbation functions are 
+ V i ) - t - ^Xi = 0 (5.54) 
D(X2 + -X2) +^X2 = 0 (5.55) 
D (x3 + -X's) - lOAx's + (o) - 10B)X3 = 10A{x\ + X2) (5-56) 
where Xi = H + 37^6, X2 ^  '^2, X3 = T^e - 3S and 
V M 
A = 4rGnv{n~2f{nv-v-l), B =-SrGnv{n - 2)'^ 
D = v{n- 2)^[5r6n(n - 2) - 8(1 + - ni;)r][3r6n(n - 2) - 4(1 + -y - nv)r 
Lo = ^ {l-n-3v + 2nv)[ren{n - 2) - {1 + v - nv)r]. (5.57) 
We see that (5.54), (5.55) decouple and can be solved analytically in terms of Whit-
taker functions. The solution regular at ?^  = 0 is: 
where Ci_2 are constants of integration and v in the subscript is: 
.._ rei2-n) / {3v - 2nv + n - 1) 
2 \Jv{l + v-nv){2~n) ^^'^^^ 
5.4.2 Junction conditions 
Again we would hke to match the perturbations in the interior and the exterior at 
the shell in a way similar to the case with no extra D2-branes (Sec. 5.2). We will 
not be able to complete the program with the same success because we cannot solve 
analytically the system of differential equations in the interior. 
Continuity of the metric and fields at the shell implies 
50(re) = (5e(re), Sip,{r,) = 5j,ir,), S^re) = h2{r,), (5.60) 
To relate the first derivatives, we compute the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature 
at the surface r = when we patch the two geometries together. This allows us 
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to infer the stress tensor of the perturbed shell from the supergravity point of view, 
with the result 
Su 
1 
2«;2 2 § + 2 ^ + 47 ; + 5 7 2 
1 
2 f - 2 f - 4 ^ ; -
2 S - 2 S - 4^; + i<5^^ - 2 f + 2 f + 47i - ^57^ 
gu, (5.61) 
1 
Sab — 
I 2 
^2 
2 3 - 6 
^6 -fJ2 -"6 
1 
9rj 
7 2 ^ - 4 ^ i - f + 2 f + 4 7 I 
^2 ^^ 6 .^2 -He 
(5.62) 
(5.63) 
(5.64) 
2 f t 2 y ^ 
(coordinates p, cr run over t, 1,2, %,j over ^,0, and a, 6 over the K3). Considering 
the discussion in the beginning of Section 5.4, concerning the stress-energy tensor of 
the shell, we will assume that the SMN is still sourced by a collection of BPS branes. 
The pair of D2-anti-D2 branes does not couple to the Ramond-Ramond fields and 
so does not contribute to the Wess-Zumino action. Using the worldvolume action 
for a wrapped D6-brane, 
S=- I d3ee-^(/X6V(r)-M2)(-detG'^.)^/2 + A^6 / ^ r ) - A^2 \ C(3), 
J Ml JM2>^K3 J M2 
(5.65) 
where G^ ^^  is the induced string-frame metric, and the string-frame volume V{r) = 
Ve'^~^'^Z2ZQ^, one easily obtains the Einstein-frame stress-energy for a single brane 
in the exterior geometry. 
brane -e^^/^(M6-M2V(r)-^)5,., (5.66) 
S brane ab -e^*^ht^9ab (5.67) 
(where / i , u run over 1.1, 2). In the above action we have to add also the contribution 
coming fi'om 2(M — A'') D2 and anti-D2-branes. As we saw earher, it seems that 
there is such a contribution for the problem at hand. We cannot see a reason why 
these branes do not annihilate with each other but we have to account for them in 
the description of the shell since by including them we can have a successful model 
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describing the microphysics of the shell. These branes contribute to the DBI part 
of the action, while the Ramond-Ramond parts cancel: 
S = ~2{N-M) [ d'ee"V2(-detG',,,)i/2 (5.68) 
If we use (5.66), (5.67) and (5.68) to calculate the stress-energy of the shefl, we find 
that the value the stress tensor can be written as 
Z2 H2 J Ze He 
Qshell 
^" = 0, 
Qskell 
'-'at. 
1 
1/4 ^-3/4 
Z' 
gab-
(5.69) 
(5.70) 
(5.71) 
_Ze He 
The matching conditions for first derivatives of the metric are then obtained by 
setting this brane stress tensor equal to the stress tensor calculated from the super-
gravity point of view above. Similarly, matching the discontinuity in the dilaton to 
the brane source gives 
•Pout 
g3 /^4+i/.i/4 
1/4 ^-3/4 4ZrZe 
Hi 
H2 
Z' 
(5.72) 
Z2 J \ZQ He^ 
Taking the first-order part of all these equations gives us five equations relating the 
derivatives of Sep, 5ipi,6ip2, SZ2, SZQ to the corresponding interior quantities. 
We then have ten matching equations at the shell. However, we only have nine 
quantities to specify: we want to solve for the three free interior functions S, Fs, 7^ 6 
and their first derivatives at the shell in terms of ^'2,-26 and their first deriva-
tives, and we also have four undetermined constants in the diffeomorphisms to fix. 
Remarkably one can solve this system with respect to the exterior functions, their 
derivatives, the position of the shell and two of the diffeomorphism constants. The 
solution is an arbitrary function of the position of the shell. We can substitute in 
the rest of the solution and we have the exterior functions depending only in the 
interior ones and not in the diffeomorphism constants. 
In principle we can solve this problem. This is because we have a microphysical 
model describing the degrees of freedom of the shell. This is something that we 
unfortunately lack for the non-extremal case. We will see in the next chapter that 
in the case of the shell branch, such a model cannot be constructed. 
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5.5 Summary 
In this chapter we studied the stability of the extremal enhangon against small per-
turbations. Following the techniques introduced in the previous chapter we briefly 
sketched how to produce the equations which govern the perturbations, in the inte-
rior and the exterior geometry. Again we used residual diffeomorphism freedom in 
order to reduce the system of differential equations. 
Initially we considered the boundary conditions at the shell. We had to match 
the interior with the exterior perturbations at the shell. We did that by computing 
the stress-energy tensor of the perturbed shell from the Israel junction conditions 
and kept terms in linear order in the perturbed modes. We did the same for the 
dilaton discontinuity. As we saw in the review chapter on the enhangon, the BPS 
shell is modelled by a collection of wrapped D6-branes over a two sphere. The 
natural choice is to use this model in order to calculate the stress-energy tensor of 
the perturbed shell. Of course this is valid as long as we keep the perturbations small, 
so that the branes do not get excited. The matching conditions for the perturbation 
modes were obtained by setting this brane stress-energy tensor equal to the stress-
energy tensor calculated from supergravity. Finally we produced the three boundary 
conditions that we needed at the shell. It is remarkable that, although the location 
of the shell is also perturbed, we can use some of the diffeomorphism freedom to fix 
the coordinate position of the shell at the enhangon radius. 
Having all the ingredients, perturbation equations and boundary conditions at 
the shell, we tried to find an instability using a Relaxation Method. This is a method 
for solving boundary value problems, as the one at hand. The differential equations 
are replaced by finite difference equations over a grid of points. A trial solution is 
used and then corrections are computed and added to it iteratively up until i t finally 
'relaxes' to the true solution, if one exists. 
We studied these equations numerically for a wide range of the parameters 72 
and r6, and failed to find a solution which rendered the shell unstable. Although 
the perturbation ansatz that we used is very restricted and we are far from proving 
gravitational stability of the extremal enhangon we believe that this result can be 
generalised. This is based on the fact that the extremal enhangon is a BPS object, 
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conserving supersymmetry and in general such objects are believed to be stable. 
This result comes in support of the supergravity description of the enhangon shell 
as being made from wrapped D6-branes. 
Finally we studied the ro — i - 0 limit of the horizon branch with extra D2-branes. 
This is not exactly the same as the extremal enhangon with extra D2-branes. This 
can be seen from the stress-energy tensor calculated using the Israel junction con-
ditions. We expect the shell to consist of N — N' wrapped D6-branes and no extra 
D2-branes at all. However, such a model does not agree with the supergravity 
stress-energy tensor for the shell. We made a conjecture that we have some number 
2(A'^  — M) of unwrapped extra D2-branes, which do not couple with any Ramond-
Ramond field. This could be the case if there is an equal number of extra D2-branes 
and anti-D2-branes. Although we can not explain the origin of the anti-D2-branes 
in this setup and the reason why they do not annihilate with the ordinary D2-branes, 
we use this setup in order to model the shell. 
We derived the perturbation equations in the interior space. This time the 
interior was not flat as in the extremal case. Two out of the three modes decoupled 
and could be solved in terms of Whittaker functions. As in the original extremal 
case we calculated the stress-energy tensor using the Israel junction conditions and 
matched it with the stress-energy tensor from a model of N — N' wrapped D6-branes 
plus the additional 2 (M - A'') D2-anti-D2-branes. We could not find an equally 
convenient set of boundary conditions at the shell, mainly because we could not solve 
analytically all of the perturbation equations in the interior. However calculations 
showed that the exterior modes can be written at the shell as functions of the interior 
modes without being functions of the position of the shell. The importance of this 
study is that even at this slightly more complicated version of the problem we were 
able to find a nice model to describe the degrees of freedom of the shell and use it 
to find the boundary conditions on the shell for the linear perturbations. 
Before we continue to the study of the stability of the non-extremal enhangons, 
we must stress that the result from the stability analysis of the extremal enhangon 
does not settle the issue of stability. Although it is expected from supersymmetry 
that it is stable, we did not prove that it is stable. The perturbation ansatz that we 
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used (4.1) is not the most general, so our analysis is incomplete. 
Chapter 6 
Non-extremal enhangon 
In the review of the non-extremal enhangon in Chapter 3, we mentioned that there 
are actually two branches of solutions arising from an ambiguity of a choice of sign 
in the solution of the supergravity equations. One branch joins on to the extremal 
enhangon solution, the repulson singularity always lies outside the would-be horizon, 
and the geometry will be corrected by an enhangon shell; this is the shell branch. 
The other branch appears at a finite value of the mass and there is no repulson 
singularity. The solution has a regular horizon at r = TQ; this is the horizon branch. 
Depending on the number of extra D2-branes it may or may not have a shell outside 
the horizon. 
The shell branch has two puzzling features, namely the exterior never contains 
an event horizon and in the large K3 volume limit it does not reproduce the ex-
pected non-extremal D6-branes. Taken together, the two statements above imply 
an interesting phase structure, with different solution families providing the physi-
cal description in different regimes of parameters. It would be interesting to see if 
there is a phase transition between the two branches. There might be a classical 
instability which could provide the mechanism for transitions between them. 
In this chapter we will investigate further the physics of the non-extremal solu-
tions in supergravity, improving our understanding of their structure. We will try 
to find such an instability extending the methods we used to study the stability of 
the extremal enhangon. 
We will begin by discussing the thermod\-nfuaic aspects of the two loranches. We 
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will compare the entropies of the two solutions, and see that the horizon branch 
has larger entropy at large mass, as we would expect. We can also calculate the 
specific heat for the horizon branch; for the branch with a shell, the ambiguity in 
the division of energy between the shell and the black hole prevent us from obtaining 
a well-defined answer for the specific heat. 
After discussing the thermodynamical properties of the two branches, we con-
tinue by investigating the stability of the horizon branch. Since there is no shell 
present we have only to take regular boundary conditions on the horizon. We will 
study numerically the system of coupled differential equations, describing the per-
turbation modes. We will show that the horizon branch solution is stable throughout 
the range of parameters. 
Finally we turn to the shell branch of solutions. The shell branch of the non-
extremal enhangon violates the Weak Energy Condition. We therefore regard that 
branch as completely unphysical; that is, we conclude that it does not model the 
geometry sourced by some collection of smeared branes for any values of the pa-
rameters, as we expect the fundamental D6-branes always to have positive energy 
densities. Thus we cannot study its stabifity. 
6.1 Thermodynamics 
We would like to briefly compare the behaviours of the two branches. The A D M 
energy density for these solutions is 
E^<2ri±^±M, (6,1) 
where G is Newton's constant. For the horizon branch, this gives 
while for the shell branch. 
'^o , ,„2 , , hi , ,:2 
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The difference between the ?'o = 0 solutions is IS.E = | r2 | /2G^ For M < N, we 
need to add this much energy to the extremal solution before we can get solutions 
on the horizon branch. 
The entropy and temperature on the horizon branch are easily obtained from 
the metric (3.32)^, giving 
Sn, = ^ = '^{ro + hf^'{ro + hy^\ (6.4) 
For the shell branch, we must use the interior solution (3.38), which gives 
Ss^ = ^ = ^mr'or^'He{r',)y\ (6.6) 
^ 4 ^ , [L{r^)H,irl)He{r',)) ' ^^'^^ 
On the horizon branch, we see that the temperature is a monotonic function of ro, 
and hence the specific heat is always negative. For the shell branch, we cannot 
evaluate the specific heat, as we do not know ro(ro). 
The ambiguity in the interior solution on the shell branch prevents us from 
comparing the entropies of the two solutions for most values of the parameters. 
However, we can make a comparison at large energies, when ro r2,r6. Then 
E H , ^ ^ , S , , ^ ^ A-KGEI, (6.8) 
as for an uncharged black hole, while for the shell branch, 
E . ^ ^ . S . . « ^ ^ f J . (6.9) 
Since TQ < ro and V^/V is a small parameter, we conclude that the entropy is larger 
on the horizon branch at large mass. Thus, at least for large fixed mass, we would 
expect the horizon branch to dominate. 
'This seems to fit nicely wi th the result obtained in Section -5.4. 
^More details on the temperature calculation can be gound in Appendix D. 
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It would also be interesting to compare the entropies at fixed low temperature 
(so again ro ^ r2,rQ). Unfortunately, this is not so straightforward. On the horizon 
branch, 
Thb ~ , Shb ~ i c ^ ^ 2 ' (6.10) 
but on the shell branch, 
\ -1/2 
SO 
T , , ^ - — i l - ^ ] , (6.11) 
Thus, whether Ssb is smaller or larger than Shb in this regime depends on how close 
TQ can be to TQ. Surprisingly, if it is sufficiently close, Ssb can be the larger. 
Thus, we see that thermodynamic considerations suggest that at least for large 
masses, the horizon branch should be the preferred one. Detailed investigation of 
the thermodynamics is hampered by the fact that we don't know how T'Q varies with 
ro- Black hole thermodynamics depends on studying the static vacuum solutions 
as functions of the parameters, so the presence of an unphysical one-parameter 
ambiguity in our family of solutions is a serious impediment. 
The thermodynamic structure here fits nicely with an interesting suggestion 
in [149]. In some cases, black hole solutions should exist only for temperatures 
greater than a critical value. We saw that for the non-extremal enhangon, solutions 
with a regular event horizon exist only for values of the non-extremahty parame-
ter greater than a critical value—that is, for sufficiently large energies. There also 
appears to be a maximum temperature for these solutions, but no minimum. 
6.2 Horizon-branch stability 
Let us study the perturbations for the horizon branch solutions. The appropriate 
boundary conditions are then just that the linearised perturbations should be regular 
on the horizon r = ro and at infinity. The solutions of the equations (5.3,5.8,5.13) 
iDehave as 
*2 ,26 ^ (r - r o ) ± ^ a = (ro + r2)'^'('o + fe)"^cJ (6.13) 
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as r —^  To, and they behave as 
<^,<f2.Ze^e^^' (6.14) 
as r oo. We wish to know if there is some a such that we obtain a solution where 
'I'2, -Ze all have decaying behaviour both at infinity and the horizon. 
We have investigated this question numerically, using the same relaxation method 
as for the extremal case, to search for solutions satisfying the boundary conditions. 
We start from a trial solution satisfying the falloff conditions at the horizon and 
infinity, with a smooth interpolation with no nodes (as we are most interested in the 
instability with largest cr, which we would expect to have no nodes). We then relax 
$, \I'2, 2e, (T to see if we can reach a solution of the equations of motion. We have 
explored a wide range of the free parameters f^jf2,1^0 of the background solution, 
and we never find any instability. The relaxation process fails to converge. 
This is the expected result for large non-extremality; in this limit, the horizon 
branch solutions approach a four-dimensional Schwarzschild metric smeared over the 
K3 and longitudinal Xi,X2 directions, and this Schwarzschild metric is known to be 
stable against the kind of perturbations we are considering [196] (note that our per-
turbations are assumed independent of the longitudinal coordinates, so the Gregory-
Laflamme instabihty [204,205] which will appear if the Xi,X2 are non-compact is 
absent from this analysis). 
The non-trivial result is that this stability persists over the whole of the horizon 
branch. Thus, the linearised stability analysis has revealed no sign of any transition 
from this branch of solutions to any other solution as the mass decreases. This is 
very interesting; although it does not rule out such a transition, the horizon branch 
has passed the first test we could subject it to, and provides the best available 
description of the non-extremal enhangon physics in the region where it is available. 
This leads us to suspect that there is no other supergravity solution describing 
enhangon physics for the range of parameters where the horizon branch solution 
exists. In the next Chapter we will find tliat the horizon branch is the only solution 
of the supergravity equations preserving, the appropriate charges and symmetries, 
with a horizon. 
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6.3 Shell branch violates weak energy condition 
When we reviewed the shell branch of the non-extremal enhangon solutions we 
showed that there were two features of this solution which we could not explain. 
One was the fact that when the volume of the compactification manifold went to 
infinity, the solution instead of reproducing the usual unwrapped non-extremal D6-
branes it reproduces a solution of non-extremal D6-branes with additional dilaton 
hair. One other fact was a free parameter TQ which could not be specified by the 
physics of the shell. 
In fact it turns out that it is not just this freedom to specify which is un-
physical: the shell branch solution given above is unphysical for any value of T Q , as 
the stress tensor of the sheU required to match the exterior and interior solutions 
violates the weak energy condition. 
This is easily seen by considering the tt component of the stress tensor of the 
thin shell (3.60), resulting from the Israel junction conditions [129]: 
Z2 ZQ 
Gu (6.15) 
VG: 
This determines the energy density p of the thin shell, which scales as 
, . _a_$^ i f .M_A (6.16) 
The second term is always positive, as fe > 0, implying that Zg < 0 (that is, Z^ 
is decreasing as r increases). We generally assume that TQ < ro, so L[r) > K{r), 
implying that the third term is positive. However, for solutions on the shell branch, 
f2 < 0, so the first term is negative. 
If we consider a shell at large radius, 
P 5 = (6.17) 
and the negative contribution from ?'2 is always balanced by the positive contribu-
tions from the other terms, to give a positive answer. This is just another way of 
saying that the exterior solution has a positive ADM mass (in fact, its ADM mass 
is greater thcui the mass of the extremal solution). 
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However, this is not what we want to consider. The solution is only supposed 
to model physical D6-branes, by the argument reviewed in Chapter 3, if the radius 
of the shell is close to the enhangon radius (3.37). In the non-extremal case, the 
branes feel an attractive force in the exterior geometry [129], so they will again not 
stop until they start to smear out at the enhangon radius. 
When we consider a shell at the enhangon radius, the energy density p will be 
negative. At the enhangon radius, | ^ = ^ , so p in (6.16) can be rewritten as 
On the shell branch, f2 is negative, and |r6/r2 | < V / K , so the first term is negative. 
When V^/V is small, Z2 is small, and the first term will dominate over the second, 
so that the overall energy density of the shell will be negative. Now we need F >• K 
for this supergravity analysis to be relevant; so in the regime where this description 
is supposed to apply, the energy density of the shell is negative. 
One can extend this discussion to consider solutions on the shell branch with 
additional D2-brane charge. The expression for the energy density of the shell 
becomes more complicated in this case, and we have not been able to find a simple 
argument that it will always be negative, but numerical investigation shows that the 
energy density of the sheU is negative for all values of the parameters that we tried 
also in this more general case. 
Thus, the weak energy condition is violated on the shell branch. Since the 
D6-branes which this shell is supposed to model have positive energy densities, this 
implies that the shell branch solution does not correctly describe small perturbations 
away from the enhangon solution. 
One possibihty is that this signals a breakdown of the thin-shell approximation 
for small departures from extremahty. There is some evidence for this interpretation 
coming from the study of probe branes. In the BPS case considered previously, we 
had a moduli space of solutions of the classical equations of motion, and we argued 
that we could choose all the sources to lie at as small a radius as possible, justifying 
the thin sliell picture. In thermal equilibrium at some non-zero temperature, the 
constituent liranes will carry thermal kinetic energy, and it is not clear that the inter-
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brane interactions will be sufficient to restrain the branes within a narrow range in 
r, Near extremality, the average extra energy per brane scales as TQ/N, while the 
typical scale of the effective potential seen by a probe brane in the exterior region is 
Veff ~ •To/'Te ^ 'To/N, SO it is not clear that branes in the enhangon shell wih remain 
confined to a thin layer when we add some thermal energy. 
6.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we have investigated the physics of non-extremal enhangon solutions. 
We have found that the shell branch of non-extremal repulson solutions appears to 
be generically unphysical. The singularity in this solution cannot be removed by 
excising the region inside the enhangon radius and matching to a smooth interior 
across a physical enhangon shell. If we attempt to impose such a matching, the shell 
required to achieve it will violate the Weak Energy Condition. The puzzling features 
of the shell branch reviewed in Chapter 3, have found their explanation through this 
result. Since the supergravity solutions with these features violate the Weak Energy 
Condition, these properties do not represent the real physics of wrapped D6-branes. 
Regarding the horizon branch, the numerical investigation showed that it is sta-
ble under the linearised perturbations described by the ansatz (4.1). Its stabihty 
persisted over a wide range of the parameters r2, re and TQ. This result comes as no 
surprise, just as in the extremal case. The reason is that the horizon branch resem-
bles a four-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole (in the large mass limit) smeared 
over the and the two longitudinal directions. Four-dimensional Schwarzschild 
is known to be stable under linear perturbations [196 . 
There is an interesting point in the stability analysis of the horizon branch. Be-
cause it is stable over the whole range of parameters, there is no potential instability 
which would signal the existence of a new family of solutions which might connect 
to the extremal enhangon. While this is not a proof, it is a plausible scenario. 
What of small perturbations away from the extremal enhangon solution, where 
there is no horizon branch? We do not have a supergravity solution which describes 
them, but we do not feel this implies some pathology in the physics. I t may be 
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that the physics of non-extreme enhangons is not captured hy a purely supergravity 
solution. They could involve non-trivial non-abelian gauge fields [147], or branes 
distributed in a 'thick shell' over some finite range in the radial coordinate. Alter-
natively, it may be that the appropriate solutions lie outside the ansatz we have 
considered here. So we need to find more general solutions describing non-extremal 
enhangons. This will be the subject of the next chapter. 
Chapter 7 
General enhangon solutions 
In Chapter 3 we saw that there are non-extremal versions of the enhangon and it 
was noted that there are two different branches of solutions: the horizon branch, 
which always has a regular event horizon, and the shell branch, which always has 
an enhangon shell outside of the horizon (if any). The horizon branch approaches 
an uncharged black hole at large masses, so it is clearly physically relevant in this 
regime, but no solution on this branch exists for a finite range of masses above the 
BPS solution. Furthermore, the horizon branch solution does not exhibit the same 
physics as the extreme case, as it does not necessarily involve an enhangon shell. The 
shell branch, on the other hand, approaches the BPS solution as a parameter goes 
to zero, and always involves an enhangon shell. It thus represents a non-extremal 
generahsation of the singularity resolution in the BPS metric. 
However, as shown in the previous chapter, this geometry is unphysical, as i t 
violates the Weak Energy Condition (WEC). Thus, to find a non-extremal gen-
eralisation of the enhangon, we must look for more general solutions. A further 
motivation for looking for more general solutions is the confusing two-branch struc-
ture in the existing solutions: near extremality, the only solution is the shell branch, 
which smoothly approaches the BPS solution of [127]. However, far from extremal-
ity, we would expect the horizon branch, which approaches an uncharged black hole 
solution for large masses, to be the correct solution. The transition between these 
two branches is an important unresolved problem. 
In this chapter, Ave will extend our investigation of non-extremal solutions, by 
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finding the most general solution of the supergravity equations of motion with the 
correct symmetry and charges to correspond to a non-extremal enhangon solution. 
We will show that there are two families of asymptotically flat solutions, corre-
sponding to extensions of the horizon branch and shell branch found previously. 
We demonstrate that the only solution with a regular event horizon is the horizon 
branch solution. Considering the shell branch, we will show that the general family 
of solutions we construct satisfies the WEC for certain ranges of parameters. We 
then discuss the additional input that would be required to fix these parameters 
to obtain a physical solution describing a real non-extreme generahsation of the 
enhangon. 
We start by giving a brief description of the supergravity equations. We Kaluza-
Klein reduce to four dimensions and specify an ansatz for the four dimensional 
solution. We write down the equations of motion for the metric components and 
the additional fields. Although it looks Uke a complicated system of differential 
equations, we can solve them analytically. We provide the most general solutions. 
Then we try to see if there are any solutions to these equations that could look 
hke enhangons. By imposing the appropriate boundary conditions we found the 
solutions that describe the horizon branch. Imposing regularity of the solution at 
the event horizon fixes the remaining free parameters, showing that the unique 
solution with a regular horizon is, as expected, the horizon branch solution. 
Then we turn to the shell branch. Initially we study the extremal case. We 
find generalised solutions but they are not physical. We expect that the enhangon 
shell should be modelled by wrapped D6-branes over a two sphere, and studying 
the Israel junction conditions, we find that this model is correct only for the original 
BPS solution. 
Turning to the non-extremal case, we find general solutions with additional hair. 
The freedom to add 'hair' to the exterior solution arises because the form of the shell 
stress tensor is not completely fixed. In this way we can circumvent the violation of 
the Weak Energy Condition that was the case for the original shell branch solution, 
Unfortunately, we need more input from physics beyond supergravity to determine 
the stress-energy tensor, which we do not have available for the non-extreme cases. 
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7.1 Supergravity equations 
Our aim is to extend previous studies of the extreme and non-extreme enhangon 
solutions, by finding the most general solutions of the supergravity equations con-
sistent with the appropriate symmetries. In this section, we will write the metric 
in a convenient way, and reduce the supergravity equations of motion to a simple 
system of equations for the free functions in the metric. 
We want to describe a system built up from excited D-branes wrapped on K3. 
As usual, we will focus mainly on the case of D6-branes, to simpUfy formulae. We 
describe the results of the analysis for wrapped D4- and D5-branes at the end of 
this section. For D6-branes, we should consider ten-dimensional metrics which are 
static and have two flat non-compact directions and a compact K3 factor along the 
branes. We assume that the metric is independent of the non-compact longitudinal 
directions, and that only the overall volume of the K3 varies over the transverse 
space. It is then natural to proceed by Kaluza-Klein reducing from ten to four 
dimensions. 
In ten dimensions, we have the Type I IA lOD supergravity action (in string 
frame) 
5^10 = A - / t ^ ' " 3 ; / ^ ( e - 2 * " [ i ? i o - h 4 ( 5 $ i o ) ' ] - | F ( 2 ) p - | F ( 6 ) P ) . (7.1) 
In Kaluza-Klein reducing, we write the ten-dimensional metric in an ansatz 
dSfo = ^^4' + e^dxj + e^/^dsls, (7.2) 
where dx^ = dxj + dx\ is a flat metric on the non-compact longitudinal directions, 
we assume that F(6) = /2 A e/fs, where eici is the volume form determined by the 
unit K3 metric and we assume that /2 and F(2) are non-zero only in the four 
dimensions contained in c/S'l. Then, following the classic technique of Maharana & 
Schwarz [221], we can obtain an action for the four-dimensional fields, 
•'1 
,B + \ / 2D | 77' |2 
R, + A{d4>,f-\^{dBf-\{dDf ) (7.3) 
F,Y-e-~^-'^\M')., (7.4) 
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where the four-dimensional dilaton ^4 = $10 — B/2 — D/\/2. We can convert this 
4D action to Einstein frame by writing 
g^.^e-^'t'^G^,. (7.5) 
The result is 
S,E = ^ / d ' x ^ . i R . s - \{d^Af - \{dBf - \{dDf (7.6) 
where we have defined $4 = 204 to obtain canonically normalised kinetic terms. 
Henceforth, we will work in Einstein frame for the 4D metric. 
This process of Kaluza-Klein reduction has already led to one striking simplifi-
cation: the dilaton is completely decoupled, 
V 2 $ 4 = 0 . (7.8) 
The other two scalars have slightly more complicated behaviour: 
= e^[ |F2re^^ - f | / 2 p e ^ ^ ^ ] , (7.9) 
V ^ D = ^e%F2\^e^'^ - I M ' e - ^ ^ ] . (7.10) 
v 2 
The equations of motion for the gauge fields take the usual form, 
y^(gf l+v/2D^^. ) = 0, V , . ( e ^ - ^ ^ r ' ^ ) = 0. (7.11) 
We now wish to specify our ansatz for the four-dimensional metric. We assume that 
the metric is spherically symmetric in the three-dimensional space transverse to the 
branes, so the metric and scalar fields will only depend on the radial coordinate r 
in the transverse space. Thus, we take the metric ansatz 
choosing an isotropic gauge for the radial coordinate. Since we wish to consider 
a system of D6-branes, which are magnetically charged under F(2), and carry an 
induced D2-brane charge, which is a magnetic charge under F(6), we take the ansatze 
for the field strengths to be 
F.2 = Q2£s^, / 2 = 92es2, (7.13) 
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where £32 is the volume form corresponding to the unit sphere metric dfig- As the 
D2-brane charge arises from a curvature coupling of the D6-branes wrapped on K3, 
it is related to the D6-brane charge through \q2\ = (K/V^) | ( ?2 | [127]. These ansatze 
satisfy the gauge field equations of motion (7.11). 
With this ansatz, the Einstein equations for the four-dimensional metric reduce 
to (where ' denotes dr) 
2C" + ( C ) ' + - C " = + (B'f + {D')^) (7.14) 
r 4 
l e B-2C 
-(e^^Q^ + e - ^ ^ g i ) , 
4 
{C'f + -{C' + A') + 2A'C' = ]{{^',f + {B'f + iD'f) (7.15) 
r 4 
- i ^ ( e ^ ^ g ^ + e -^%^) , 
A" + C" + iA'f + -{A' + C') = + (B'f + ( D ' f ) (7.16) 
r 4 
and the scalar equations become 
$;' + $:,(- + A ' + c ' ) = o, (7.17) 
r 
9 1 „ S - 2 C 
B" + B'C- + A' + C ) = f-^ie^'^'Ql + e-^'^ql), (7.18) 
and 
D" + D'C- + ^ ' + C") = - L ^ — ( e ^ ^ Q ^ - e -^^g | ) . (7.19) 
We have reduced the problem of finding the general solution subject to the as-
sumed symmetries to solving this system of equations for the five unknown functions 
A, 5, C, D, $4 . This seems like a complicated coupled system of equations, but in 
fact it conceals some remarkable simplifications. If we introduce new functions 
a(r) = .4 + C, c(r) = C + B/2, (7.15) + (7.16) gives 
a" + {a!f + ^-a' = 0, (7.20) 
a completely decoupled equation for a. Similarly, (7.14)-|-(7.15)-|-(7.18) gives 
c + c 
7' 
+ -a' = 0. (7.21) 
7' 
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which can be rearranged to write 
cV^e"]' = - r e " a'. (7.22) 
Similarly, (7.17) can be rewritten as 
^^r^e"]' = 0. (7.23) 
These equations are solvable once we know a. Furthermore, if we define XQ = 
-B - D/y/2 and X2^-B + then -2(7.18) -^/2(7.19) becomes 
We choose to rewrite this as 
r^e^f^r^e"]' = -e^^'^-'^^Qle-^^'. (7.25) 
Similarly, -2(7.18) -l-V^(7.19) can be rewritten as 
r^e^f^r^e"]' = -e^^^-^^gs^e-'"^ (7.26) 
We now have a much simplified system of equations in terms of the functions 
a, c, X2, xe, $ 4 . Before proceeding to solve these equations, let us express our ansatz 
for the ten-dimensional fields in terms of these variables for future reference: 
with ten-dimensional dilaton 
and gauge fields 
F(2) = (32^52, i^ (6) = (72e52 A fiKi- (7.29) 
Note the familiar way in which the functions X2, x^ appear in the metric and dilaton. 
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7.1.1 General solutions of the field equations 
We now proceed to solve the equations. The solution of (7.20) is 
( r i \ 
a = ln 1 - 4 + C i . (7.30) 
Then r^e" = (r^ - r^)e'^i, and we can easily see that the solution of (7.23) is 
$4 = ^1 In f^ ^^ V C2, (7.31) 
and (7.22) is solved by 
c = 2 In f 1 -t- ^ ) + A2 In f ^ ^ ) - f C3. (7.32) 
V rJ \r-Th) 
Then 
{r\rhY\r + rh) \ J \r + rhj 
(7.33) 
Plugging this into (7.25) gives 
ir' - rl)dr{{r' - rl)drX,)e'-^ = -Qje-'^^ '—^ , (7.34) 
and similarly 
/ _ \ 2(^ 2 + 1) 
(r^ - rl)dA{r' - rl)drX,)e'-^ = -qle-'^^ r - ^ ] . (7.35) 
These are non-hnear equations, but nonetheless they have a closed-form solution. 
To solve them, it is convenient to introduce a new independent variable, 
' r — T), z = \n — — , (7.36) 
so that these equations become 
4^ 2 
h 
The general solutions of these equations is 
dlx^e^^- = - M f ^ e 2 ( A 2 + i ) . (7 38) 
Art 
n2p-2C3 
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7.1.2 Other cases 
We can carry out a similar analysis for the cases of D4-branes wrapped on K3 in IIA 
and D5-branes wrapped on K3 in I IB. We wih just briefly state the results, pointing 
out a few minor differences relative to the D6-brane case discussed in detail above. 
For the D4-branes, we write the ten-dimensional string frame metric in the form 
dS!, = - e " e - ^ - ^ d t 2 + e2=e^+^(^ i r2 - f r2c^n^) ^74^) 
and write the ten-dimensional dilaton as 
^ + ^ (7.42) 
and gauge fields as 
i^{4) = Q4^S'i, F^s) = 54654 A 6^3- (7.43) 
We then obtain simple equations for the functions a, c, X4,a;o, as in the previous 
case. Note that the absence of any unwrapped directions along the brane implies 
that there is one less scalar field in the dimensional reduction here; it is the decoupled 
scalar that we lose. 
The general solution is 
a(r) = l n f l - 4 V c i , (7.44) 
2 1 n ( l - f - f j + A , l n | ^ ^ ; ^ ) - f C , (7.45) 
where 
z = \n ~ 1 . (7.48) 
For the case of D5-branes in type IIB, we write the ten-dimensional string frame 
metric in the form 
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where x is the single unwrapped brane direction, and write the ten-dimensional 
dilaton as 
$10 = ^^-1 + 1 (7.50) 
and gauge fields as 
F{3) = Qsesi, F (7 ) = 9 3 6 5 3 A 6x3- (7.51) 
We then obtain simple equations for the functions a, c, 2:5, x i . In this case, the 
combination ip which decouples is not the same as the five-dimensional dilaton. 
The general solution is 
ri 
= A i l n 
a(r) = In ( 1 -
¥?(r) 
c(r) 
xsiz) = In -
21n( 1 + + ^ l n 
Q2g-2C3-C2 
64r^(A2 + ^ 1 + 7 + 1) 
(7.52) 
(7.53) 
(7.54) 
^2iA,+Ar+j+lA _ ^ (7.55) 
r^ + r^ 
^ +C'3 
^2g-2C3-C2 
32(A2+Ai4-K+l)z 
where 
64r4(A2 + A i + ft + 1)2^ 
z = In 
K,Z 
r^ + rl 
(7.56) 
(7.57) 
We see that the solutions obtained in both these cases are very similar in form to 
the case of D6-branes. 
7.2 New enhangons? 
In the last section, we found the general solution of the supergravity equations of 
motion subject to the symmetries associated with an enhangon-like solution. The 
solution has a simple closed form. It generalises the known solutions, introducing 
a number of constants of integration. We would now like to see if this leads to any 
new physical enhangon solutions.^ We will just discuss the D6-brane case; the other 
^Note that we have not introduced any enhaiigon shells, so at this stage we are really looking 
for more general analogues of the repulson solution—that is, wliat we are discussing is the solution 
exterior to any enhancon shell. 
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cases will clearly be very similar. 
We first need to impose the condition of asymptotic flatness, which will fix some 
of the constants. To impose asymptotic flatness, we reqiure that all the functions fall 
off as 1/7' at large r. In the case of $ 4 , this corresponds to a choice of gauge, defining 
the ten-dimensional dilaton so that <3>io(oo) = 0. Examining (7.30,7.31,7.32), we see 
that this fixes Ci = C2 = C3 = 0. Prom (7.39,7.40), we obtain non-trivial equations 
for a and 
16r2(A2 + 7 + l)^a 
= 1, (7.58) 
with solutions 
It turns out to be convenient to rewrite these as 
a = {^MA, - f 7 + 1) ± 7Q^  + 4r^(A2 + 7 + i p ) , (7.61) 
^ = 4r,{A, + K + 1) (^'^'^^^^ + + 1) ± ^Jql + KiA2 + n + iy^ . (7.62) 
Thus, the most general asymptotically flat solution is 
a - l n f l - § ) , (7.63) 
$4 = ^ i l n f ^ ^ V (7.64) 
c = 2 In f 1 + ^ ) + A2 In ( , (7.65) 
xe = ln a ~ i a - l ) ( ^ - ^ ] + ^ l n ! 1 ± I ^ ) , (7.66) 
X2 = hi [ ^ - { ( i - 1) j + . In , (7.67) 
with a and given by (7.61,7.62). 
To l^egin to analyse the physics of these solutions, we note that there are two 
kmds of potential singularities in the solution (7.63-7.67). There is a singularity at 
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r = Tf,, where a —oo, and other functions maj' diverge. Since a —> -co gives 
goo 0 in (7.27), this singularity could correspond to an event horizon, if we choose 
other constants of integration appropriately. However, there is another possible 
singularity; if we choose the lower sign in either (7,61) or (7.62), there wiU be a 
singularity in (7.66) or (7.67) respectively at some r > rn- This type of singularity 
is the analogue of the repulson singularity in the original enhangon story [127]. We 
see that, as in the discussion of non-extreme enhangons in [129], it arises from a 
discrete choice: there are different branches of solutions. Henceforth, we will assume 
that we take the positive sign in (7.61), and we will refer to the solution where we 
take the positive sign in (7.62) as the horizon branch, and to the solution where we 
take the negative sign in (7.62) as the sheU branch. The shell branch solutions will 
only be vahd outside of an enhangon shell.^ 
7.2.1 Uniqueness of the horizon branch 
Addressing first the horizon branch, we will see that the only solution where the 
coordinate singularity at r = rh is a regular event horizon is the horizon branch 
solution found previously in [129]. For r = r/j to be a regular horizon, we clearly need 
the ten-dimensional dilaton $io to remain finite at r = r / i . We should also require 
that the volume of the two-sphere and K3 components of the metric remain finite 
there, to avoid any diverging curvature invariants. Furthermore, we must require 
that the factor in froirt of the dx'j directions remain finite: as argued in [222], a 
divergence of such a component may not lead to diverging curvature invariants, but 
it does cause a divergence in components of the curvature in a suitable orthonormal 
frame. Taken together, these conditions require that c, $4,X2 and xe are finite at 
r = r / j . That is, they impose Ai = A2 — ^ — K = 0. 
^Solutions on the horizon branch do not liave a repulson singularity, but they may nonetheless 
have a non-trivial enhangon shell appearing in them, if the K3 volume in (7.27) reaches string-scale 
outside the horizon (see [129] for details). We wi l l ignore this issue in what follows; similar general 
remarks to those we make for the non-extremal solutions on the shell branch will apply in this 
case. 
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Thus, we have a unique solution with a regular horizon. It has 
In l - ^ J , < I > 4 = 0,c = 2 1 n ( l - f (7.68) 
X6 = ln a _ ( a _ l ) ( — — ) = In \ T r n f J ' ^ 
X2 = l n | / 5 - ( / ? - l ) ( ^ ) | = l n ' ' - ' - ^ J , (7.70) 
where in the above we have used the values of a, (3 from (7.61,7.62), taking the 
positive sign in both equations. Using (7.27), this can be easily shown to be identical 
to the horizon branch solution (3.32) written in isotropic coordinates. 
Thus, we find that the unique solution consistent with the symmetries we expect 
the enhangon to have possessing a regular event horizon is the horizon-branch solu-
tion found before. This is perhaps not a surprising result, but it is quite satisfying 
to be able to extend the analysis of a particular ansatz undertaken in [129] to a 
consideration of the most general form of non-extreme enhangon metric. 
7.2.2 Shell branch: Extremal solutions 
We turn now to a discussion of the shell branch. As usual in discussions of the 
enhangon mechanism, it is useful to first consider the extreme case, and then extend 
this to non-extreme solutions. Let us therefore consider what happens to the general 
solution (7.63-7.67) if we take = 0. 
This will depend on how we take the limit. If we take r/, —+ 0 with A i , >l2, ^, 7 
held fixed, then we recover the usual extremal solution. We will get a = $ 4 = c = 0, 
4 r , ( y l 2 + 7 + l ) ' ^ 4r ,(A2 + ft + l ) ^ ' ' ' ' ^ 
(recalling that we are considering the shell branch, so we take the negative sign in 
(7.62)), which gives 
X, « 1„ I 1 + fl^'i^^i^^iil^'l In (1 - 1*1 , (7,73) 
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which gives us the exterior metric of the BPS enhangon solution of [127 . 
On the other hand, we could take the limit 7\ —> 0 with Ai = AiVh etc held 
fixed, which will give a more general extremal solution. This still has a = 0, but 
now 
2A2 
r 
(7.74) 
$ 4 = ^ , (7.75) 
and 
xe = In (a - (a - l ) e ^ ^ ^ ^ ) + 2^ (7.76) 
X2 = In (/3 - (/? - l ) e " ^ ) -t- 2^. (7.77) 
In this limit, (7.61,7.62) become 
1 
^ = 7 7 T ^ 2 ( A 2 + 7 ) + V<52 + 4(A2-F7)^ , (7.78) 
^ = J7T—^ (2(^2 + ^) - ^Jql + 4{A2 + k y ) . (7.79) 
These additional solutions look similar to the exterior solution in the famihar 
BPS enhangon to some extent; they have a singularity at some r > 0, where X2 
- 0 0 , implying that the volume of the K3 goes to zero. We wish to ask if we can 
build a physical solution where this singularity is resolved. To resolve the singularity, 
we need to be able to consistently excise the region inside the radius where the K3 
volume reaches the self-dual point, replacing it with fiat space by introducing a shell 
of branes at this radius. 
If we consider the junction between this solution and flat space, we can define the 
shefl stress tensor in terms of the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature [129,193], 
as we did in Chapter 3. 
Assuming the interior metric is flat, K^^ = 0, so ^AB = ^AB- The components 
of the stress tensor for a general metric of the form (7.27) are then 
Sit = -T -77^ (4c ' + 4 + x'^)Gtu (7.80) 
= , L^(2a^ -t- 2c' + + x'2 + x ; )G , , , (7.81) 
ft' V L T , . , . 
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= - T 7 7 ^ 2 a ' G , „ (7.82) 
K, y/Urr 
Sab = -A^i^ci' + 2c' + <^', + x',)Gab, (7.83) 
where indices run over the non-compact longitudinal directions, i,j run over 
the 5^ directions, and a, b run over the K3 directions. We thus see that Sij = 0 for 
any solution with = 0, as we would expect for an extremal solution. 
Since the stress tensor in the sphere directions vanishes, it is natural to see what 
happens if we try to model the source for this sheU by a collection of fundamental 
branes, generalising the BPS enhangon solution. The DBI action for wrapped D6-
branes is the same as earher (3.53) and plugging in the metric (7.27), we obtain 
S = - j d^^e^'-'ii^ee'^' - l^2e"''). (7.84) 
Since the action does not couple to the 4d dilaton $ 4 , it cannot source a discon-
tinuity in this field; thus, we must set Ai = 0. The action has a Lorentz symmetry 
relating the time direction and the non-compact spatial directions; we can therefore 
only use it as the source if the shell stress tensor also respects this symmetry, which 
forces us to set A2 = 0. We are then just left with the terms coming from x'2 and X'Q 
in the stress-energy. If these are to be sourced by the brane action, these functions 
need to satisfy X2e'^2 — constant, XgC^" = constant. These constraints force us to set 
7 = K = 0. This gives us back the usual BPS enhangon solution. 
Thus, while we have found additional solutions with = Q, these are not phys-
ical extreme enhangon solutions, in the sense that they do not correspond to the 
geometry sourced by a collection of BPS branes. Requiring that the shell stress 
tensor have the appropriate form to correspond to the brane sources completely 
fixes the constants of integration in the solution. That is, in the extreme case at 
least, our usual no-hair intuition continues to hold. The additional parameters do 
not actually correspond to a family of generalised physical solutions; the only truly 
physical solution is the usual one. 
In passing, it is interesting to note the effect of the deformations in the more 
general solution on the asymptotics of the solution—in particular, on the A D M mass. 
If we just consider turning the k parameter on slightly, modifying the behaviour of 
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X2., its asymptotics will be 
+ . (7.85) 
Assuming k <^ q^, 
so 
, (7.86) 
4 K V 1921 y 
e- ^ 1 - M + 1^ . (7,87) 
r r 
The effect of this will be that positive values of R increase the A D M mass. This 
teaches us two things: first, the solutions with K ^  0 are clearly not supersymmetric, 
since they do not saturate the BPS bound. Second, this suggests a potentially useful 
way to correct the problem with the WEC in the non-extreme case. 
7 .2 .3 S h e l l b r a n c h : N o n - E x t r e m a l s o l u t i o n s 
Let us now consider the non-extreme shell branch, where we take r/, ^ 0. We have 
the freedom to consider any solution in the general family (7.63-7.67). However, in 
this section, we will focus just on the effects of turning on the parameter K which 
modifies the behaviour of X2. The philosophy underlying this approach is that we 
need to focus on a subset of the possible deformations to keep the formulae arising 
in the discussion of manageable complexity, and this seems to be the most natural 
deformation to consider, since it is X2 which already has 'unusual' behaviour in any 
shell branch solution. We will show that turning on this deformation is sufficient to 
produce solutions which do not violate the WEC. 
Let us first review the argument that the WEC is violated in the usual non-
extremal shell branch solution using the notation of this chapter. The non-extremal 
solution considered in Chapter 6 is the special case of the general asymptotically 
fiat solution (7.63-7.67) where Ai = A2 = ' j = n — 0, and we take the negative sign 
in (7.62). From the metric (7.27) we see that the enhangon radius is given by 
e^-2-^« = y . (7.88) 
For the non-extreme shell branch solution of [129] in our coordinates, this becomes 
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We assume that we excise the portion of the sohition inside this radius and replace 
it with either fiat space or a horizon branch sokition. There is then a discontinuity 
at this radius, corresponding to a shell whose stress tensor is calculated as in the 
extremal case in the previous subsection. Assuming the interior solution is still flat 
(which maximises the shell's contribution to the overall ADM mass), we see from 
(7.80) that the shell energy density is 
p (X - x'e - 4c'. (7.90) 
The Xg and c' terms make positive contributions to the energy density. However, 
the choice of the negative sign in (7.62) imphes that /3 < 0, and as a consequence 
the first term is negative; 
To see that this negative term dominates, we first write the first two terms together, 
using (7.89), 
This expression is vaUd only at the enhangon radius z = z^, where (7.89) is satisfied. 
Now 
( « - i ) _ y Q f T 4 ^ - 2 u ^ y 
( 1 - . ^ ) v / i T 4 ^ + 2 u v: ^ • > 
since |Q2|/|'?2| = V/V^. Thus, the first two terms together give a negative answer. 
Furthermore, for this supergravity analysis to be relevant, we need to assume that 
K 3> V, so that higher-order corrections involving the K3 curvature are suppressed. 
This implies by (7.89) that {(3 — {(5 — 1)6^^") <C 1, so these terms will dominate over 
the remaining positive term, —4c' = ^^f'"^^^^ • Thus, p < 0, and the shell violates 
the WEC. The usual non-extreme enhangon solution thus cannot correspond to the 
geometry sourced by a physical collection of branes. 
A primary motivation for looking for more general solutions was to see how 
general this problem is. We will now show that we can produce solutions where the 
shell satisfies the WEC by generalising to non-zero values of K. First, we note that 
changing K will change the enhangon radius; (7.88) now implies 
( / 3_ ( ;3_ i ) , 2 ( .+ i ) . ) v; 
[a - (a ~ W'-) V 
= (7.94) 
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The first two terms in tlie energy density are tlien 
drz. (7.95) + K + 
(/?-(/?-I)e2(-+i)^) (Q, _ (a _ l)e2.) 
Using (7.94), we can rewrite this as 
-Xr, Xc 
-2(K + l)(l-/3)e^("+^)^ 
{ f 3 - { p - l)e2('-+i)^~) 
. - 1) V* 
(K, + 1)(1- /3) 
+ /ta,2(.7.96) 
In this generalisation, it is still true that 
( K + ! ) ( ! - / ? ) V d + 4(^ + l)2r^ + 2(AC + l ) u 
However, this does not imply that the factor in square brackets in (7.95) is positive. 
For positive K,, the factor of e""^  > 1, and it can easily be made sufficiently large 
to make this factor negative, at least for small values of r^. Note also that the 
additional KdrZ term is also acting in the same direction for positive K. Thus, the 
contribution of the X'Q term can dominate over that of the X2 term for suitable values 
of K, leading to a shell stress energy which satisfies the WEC.^ 
However, we still have the problem that the solution depends on constants of 
integration, which seem to represent an unphysical freedom to modify the geometry. 
Simply imposing the WEC cannot completely fix the constants of integration in the 
solution. These parameters are best thought of as parameterising the shell stress 
tensor, and are not wholly fixed at the supergravity level, because supergravity on its 
own cannot completely determine the shell stress tensor. At the fundamental level, 
there should be a definite form for this stress tensor, which will fix these parameters 
(possibly up to some discrete choices). However, this will require some input from 
physics beyond supergravity, which provides a real microphysical model for the shell 
stress tensor, as the DBI action did in the BPS case. 
Thus, we have a complete description of the solutions at the supergravity level 
which satisfy the appropriate symmetry assumptions, and we can see that some of 
them will satisfy the WEC, which is our primary physics constraint on them at this 
'*This seems a natural way to modify the solution to satisfy' the WEC; however, other possibilities 
certainly exist. For example, turning on a positive 7 wil l modify the stress-energy in a very similar 
way. and can also lead to solutions which satisfy the WEC. 
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level. However, since we do not have a microphysical model for the shells in the non-
extremal cases, we cannot determine which (if any) of this family of solutions actually 
correspond to physical non-extreme generalisations of the enhangon mechanism. 
7.3 Summary 
We have been studying the extension of the enhangon mechanism to non-extremal, 
finite temperature geometries. There are non-extremal versions of the enhangon 
geometry, and there are two different branches of solutions: the horizon branch, 
which always has a regular event horizon, and the shell branch, which always has 
an enhangon shell outside of the horizon (if any). 
In this chapter, we have extended this work by finding the most general solution 
consistent with the symmetries and charges associated with the enhangon. These 
solutions represent generalisations of the exterior geometry in the enhangon solution. 
One of the constants of integration, r^j, can be interpreted as a non-extremahty 
parameter, so these are generally non-extremal solutions. We find that the branch 
structure noted in [129] and reviewed in Chapter 3 arises when we impose asymptotic 
flatness: this results in a quadratic equation for one of the constants of integration, 
with the two roots corresponding to the horizon branch and the shell branch. 
Considering the horizon branch, and assuming that there is no shell outside of 
the horizon, we showed that imposing regularity of the solution at the event horizon 
fixes the remaining free parameters, showing that the unique solution with a regular 
horizon is, as expected, the horizon branch solution. This solution reduces to an 
uncharged black hole at large mass. 
Considering the shell branch, we saw that we had a family of solutions at = 0. 
On the shell branch, we are considering singular supergravity metrics (there is a 
delta-function singularity at the location of the shell), so we can no longer fix these 
constants of integration by imposing regularity of the solution. However, the only 
solution in this family for which the stress tensor of the shell inferred from the 
supergravity solution is of the form predicted for a collection of wrapped branes by 
the DBI action was the familiar BPS solution. Thus, we find that if we specify a 
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particular form for the shell stress tensor, then as expected, there is no remaining 
freedom in the form of the solution; the solution is completely described by giving 
its conserved charges and A D M mass. 
In the non-extreme case, the shell branch solution obtained in [129] is unphysical, 
as it violates the weak energy condition. We have shown that this problem can be 
circumvented by considering more general solutions. This provides us with a multi-
parameter family of solutions which satisfy all the constraints on physical solutions 
at the supergravity level. This freedom to add 'hair' to the exterior solution arises 
because the form of the shell stress tensor is not completely fixed. Indeed, the 
four free parameters in the exterior solution correspond precisely to the freedom 
to specify three components of the shell stress tensor and the discontinuity in the 
dilaton, although the translation between the parameters and the stress tensor is 
quite non-trivial. (The freedom to specify the shell stress in the sphere directions, 
which is not affected by these parameters, corresponds to the further ambiguity 
previously noted in [129], in the division of the energy above extremality between 
the shell itself and a black hole inside the shell.) Thus, if we had a microphysical 
model of the shell, we would expect to be able to fix all of this freedom. However, 
this requires further input from physics beyond supergravity, which we do not have 
available for the non-extreme cases. 
Let us reiterate the essential difference between the two branches: on the horizon 
branch, we seek a smooth supergravity solution. We can then determine the solution 
uniquely without requiring additional input, as it does not involve explicit sources. 
On the shell branch, the singularity can never be clothed by a horizon; we want to 
describe its resolution by the expansion of the branes sourcing the geometry. We 
cannot determine the appropriate geometry uniquely, as it involves explicit sources, 
and we do not have a fundamental description of those sources for the non-extremal 
case. 
In fact, our lack of understanding of the non-extremal physics goes deeper: we 
cannot exclude the possibility that none of these solutions provide an appropriate 
physical description of a non-extremaJ enhangon. It is possible that the shell thickens 
once we acid some energ}' to it, invalidating the thin-shell approximation used here; 
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alternatively, the non-abelian gauge fields which become light near the shell may 
become important (this may even lead to violations of spherical symmetry) [147. 
Conclusion 
One of the main problems of classical gravity and the theory by which it is de-
scribed (General Relativity), is the existence of curvature singularities. One of the 
motivations of a quantum theory of gravity is the resolution of these singularities. 
By resolution we mean that quantum gravity should render as physical these sin-
gularities and explain the way we can do that. Nowadays string theory is the most 
promising candidate of a quantum theory of gravity. String theory has a way to 
resolve singularities in certain spaces such as orbifolds and conifolds. This hap-
pens because there are extra degrees of freedom, coming from the strings, which 
resolve the singularity. We would like to do something similar with other spacetime 
singularities. 
A new mechanism for singularity resolution in string theory is the enhangon 
mechanism [127]. This resolves a class of singularities dubbed the repulson [223], 
224]. This kind of spacetime preserves eight supercharges and has a naked singu-
larity. A test particle feels a repulsive force near the singularity, hence the name 
repulson. 
One can naively construct this spacetime using D-branes. In the prototype 
example [127], one uses D6-branes wrapped on a K3 manifold. This manifold has 
a non-trivial curvature which induces a negative D2-brane effective charge on the 
unwrapped part of the worldvolume [177]. This brane is a composite object with a 
modified effective tension, which can become zero or even negative. Using such an 
object as a probe we see that the effective tension becomes zero at a special value 
of the radius, called the enhangon radius, which is always 'outside' the singularity, 
a,nd is negative below that radius. This means that the probe cannot move further 
to the origin. Trying to construct the repulson spacetime by bringing individual 
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branes from infinity fails, because the branes cannot move further then the enhangon 
radius. At that radius they stop being pointlike, in the transverse directions, and 
smear around over a two-sphere forming a locus. 
New degrees of freedom become massless at this locus which are not described 
by the supergravity. Since there are no brane sources in the interior of this locus the 
spacetime must be flat to a first approximation. Therefore, the repulson singularity 
gets excised as it was a remnant of the inability of the supergravity to describe the 
new light degrees of freedom. These are described by string theory and are needed 
in order to determine the correct geometry. 
This excision is consistent with supergravity [129]. The stress-energy tensor of 
the thin shell, separating the interior flat space and the exterior repulson-like geom-
etry, using Israel's junction conditions, is equal to the stress-energy tensor of a thin 
shell of wrapped D6-branes smeared over a two sphere. Although supergravity can 
not grasp the string physics needed to describe the enhangon mechanism properly, 
it displays some awareness of the behaviour of the branes that source this geometry. 
Non-extremal generalisations of the enhangon can be written using the har-
monic function rule. These are difficult to study from the string theory point of 
view, mainly because they break all the supersymmetry. There are two branches of 
solutions, arising from an ambiguity of a choice of sign in the solution of the super-
gravity equations. One branch has a regular horizon and it looks like a black hole 
with R-R charges. This branch, known as horizon branch, appears above a finite 
value of mass. The other branch always has a shell of branes outside the horizon 
and in the extremal limit joins on to the BPS solution. This is the sheU branch. 
Different solution families provide the physical description in different regimes of 
parameters. There might be a classical instability which could provide the mecha-
nism for transitions between them. This would an interesting phase structure of the 
dual gauge theory. 
We can further examine the physics of the enhangon mechanism using supergrav-
ity. For this reason we study its stability under small linear perturbations. We can 
write down the most general radial perturbation ansatz that respects the symmetries 
of the extremal an non-extremal solutions. Of course this is still very limited but 
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the instabilities that we expected to find were not breaking the symmetries of the 
enhangon solution. This ansatz produces an over determined system of equations, 
which we can simplify considerably by using some diffeomorphism invariance left, 
to determine a certain gauge. 
We can also find more generaUsed supergravity solutions that describe non-
extremal enhangon. We compactify supergravity on the K3 and the two longitu-
dinal directions and solve the equations of motion for an ansatz that satisfies the 
symmetries of the enhangon. 
Regarding the extremal enhangon both investigations give pleasing results. Start-
ing from the stability analysis, we find that it is , for the whole range of parameters, 
stable under perturbations described by a sufficiently general but still quite limited 
ansatz. This strengthens the case of the excision. Although far from completely 
proving gravitational stabihty, we beheve on the ground of supersymmetry that this 
solution will be stable. The extremal enhangon shell is constructed by BPS objects 
and we expect this to be stable. 
The initial enhangon solution was first written using the harmonic function rule, 
that is using a restricted ansatz for the metric. Actually the supergravity equations 
of motion can be solved explicitly, with the appropriate conditions, and give a family 
of extremal solutions resembling the enhangon. The only solution in this family, for 
which the stress tensor of the shell inferred from the supergravity solution, is of 
the form predicted for a collection of wrapped branes by the DBI action, was the 
familiar BPS solution. 
So the enhangon solution not only is consistent with supergravity, but it is also 
a unique solution of the equations of motion. This solution is supersymmetric, so 
it seems that supergravity can grasp the physics, without any additional data from 
string theory. 
As for the horizon branch the situation is almost similar. A numerical investi-
gation has shown that it is stable, under perturbations described by a cjuite general 
ansatz. Again this is something expected, because for very large masses, the horizon 
branch looks like a four-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole smeared over the A'3 
and longitudinal directions, and we know this to be stable. 
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What is quite interesting is that stability of the horizon branch persists over 
the whole range of parameters. An instability of the horizon branch could have 
been interpreted as evidence for the existence of a new family of solutions, which 
might connect to the extremal enhangon solution. While absence of evidence is not 
evidence of absence, the stability of the horizon branch makes it seem plausible that 
it provides the full description of non-extremal enhangon physics for the range of 
parameters where it exists. 
We can find generalised solutions of the horizon branch, by solving the equations 
of motion. If we assume that there is no shell outside the horizon, then the unique 
solution is the horizon branch. A l l the free parameters are fixed once we impose 
regularity of the solution at the event horizon. 
In order to understand the horizon branch better, we can add extra D2-branes 
and take the extremal limit. In this limit there is an enhangon shell. We can 
model it by wrapped D6-branes. As we saw earlier, when extra D2-branes are 
present, some of the wrapped D6-branes are allowed to move in the interior. A 
straightforward calculation of the Israel junction conditions shows that the stress-
energy tensor of the shell is not exactly that of the wrapped D6-branes. It seems as 
if there are also pairs of D2 and anti-D2-branes, which contribute. There is a finite 
difference in the energy in the extremal limit of the shell and the horizon branches of 
solutions. It might be that such a difference could be explained by such an argrmient. 
Unfortunately there is no physical interpretation of the existence of these pairs. This 
is just a conjecture based on the results of a supergravity calculation, which lacks 
any physical input. 
Supergravity also succeeds in describing the horizon branch as it did for the 
extremal enhangon. Unfortunately this is not the case with the shell branch of 
solutions. 
The shell branch has various puzzling features. First the solution depends on 
a free parameter r(), which can not be calculated from the other parameters of the 
solution. We do not know the physics of the shell in this case in order to determine 
it. A more important problem is that in the large A'3 volume limit the solution does 
not rei.Moduce the unusual non-extremal D6-l3ranes. 
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The shell branch of non-extremal repulson solutions appears to be generically 
unphysical. If we remove the singularity in this solution by excising the region 
inside the enhangon radius and matching to a smooth interior across an enhangon 
shell, then this shell violates the Weak Energy Condition. 
We can find more general solutions of the shell branch of the non-extremal 
solutions. These solutions have additional parameters ('hair') which can be used in 
order to solve the problem of the WEC violation. The freedom to add hair in these 
solutions comes from the fact that the stress-energy of the shell is not completely 
fixed. We do not have a fundamental description of the physics of the shell in this 
case, which could determine all parameters. This requires information from physics 
beyond the reach of supergravity, which is not available for non-extremal cases. 
In fact it is possible that the thin-shell approximation breaks down for small 
departures from extremality. There is some evidence coming from the study of 
probe branes. In the BPS case considered previously, we had a moduli space of 
solutions of the classical equations of motions, and we argued that we could choose 
all the sources to lie at as small a radius as possible, justifying the thin shell picture. 
In thermal equilibrium at some non-zero temperature, the constituent branes will 
carry thermal kinetic energy, and it is not clear that the inter-brane interactions 
will be sufficient to restrain the branes within a narrow range. I t is not clear that 
branes in the enhangon shell will remain confined to a thin layer when we add some 
thermal energy. 
Thus we conclude the study of the enhangon mechanism in general and the non^ 
extremal enhangon in particular. We found that the extremal enhangon solution and 
the horizon branch of the non-extremal solution are unique solutions and moreover 
stable to small linearised perturbations. Although the ansatz that we used was quite 
restricted, this results were expected and can, we think, be trusted. 
Regarding the shell branch of the non-extremal enhangon solution, we saw that 
the initial solution [127], [129] is unphysical because it violates the Weak Energy 
Condition. We constructed more general solutions and saw that this problem can 
h)e circumvented by the addition of 'hair' at the exterior. Unfortunately, we can not 
say anything more on the subject because we do not understand the ph}'sics of the 
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shell completely. 
So there go our hopes to try and use supergravity to understand non-extremal 
solutions. Regarding the extremal enhangon, supergravity described the wrong so-
lution but still one could see that the excision was sensible from its point of view. 
It did not describe or explain the physics behind the excision but one could use 
supergravity arguments to see that it is consistent. In the case of the shell branch 
of the non-extremal enhangon, supergravity alone is unable to give even a solution 
to the problem. 
It is also worth noting that our study of more general solutions has not resolved 
the issue of the branch structure and phase transitions. Assuming the near-extremal 
behaviour is described by some shell branch solution, while the behaviour at large 
masses should be described by the horizon branch, one expects that there will be 
some phase transition between the two branches as a function of mass. Unfortu-
nately, since we are unable to identify the correct shell branch solution on the basis 
of supergravity information alone, we cannot even set up the problem of studying 
this phase transition. 
Appendix A 
The m manifold 
A . l Features of the K?> 
K3 is a four dimensional, Ricci flat, simply connected, compact Kahler manifold 
with SU{2) holonomy [225]. It has the orbifolds TV^yv, e 2, 3,4, 6 as geometrical 
limits [226,227]. I t contains one four-cycle and twenty two independent two-cycles. 
Nineteen of them are self-dual and three are anti-self-dual. 
Although the metric of the K3 is not known, the properties of the manifold can 
be determined. Such a quantity which we will use later is the Euler characteristic 
which can be computed using the orbifold limits of the manifold, 
X{K3) = ^ ^ ^ V ^ ( / ? a 6 c d i ? ° ' ' ^ ' - 4 i ? „ f c i ? " * + i ? 2 ) 
~ or , 9 / \/9^ahcdR''^ Red 
167r2 
TvRAR 
K3 
= 24. (A.1.1) 
A.2 Type I I A on K3 
Compactification of type I IA superstrings on K3 breaks half of the supersymmetry 
and gives the following massless fields. The six-dimensional metric .g j^j, and anti-
symmetric tensor field B,,^ from direct dimensional reduction of the NS-NS sector. 
From tlie R-R sector we get the one-form C\i) and three-form C'(.j). In addition 
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we have fields coming from the dimensional reduction on the various cycles of the 
manifold. Starting with the ten-dimensional R-R three-form we get twenty two 
six-dimensional one-forms by integrating on the various two cycles of the KZ. In 
six dimensions a three-form field is dual to a one-form field. In total we have twenty 
four massless one-form fields in six dimensions. In addition we get eighty one scalars: 
fifty eight moduli parameterising the KZ metric (corresponding to independent de-
formations of Kahler structure and complex structure), twenty two moduh from 
integrating the B-field over twenty two two-cycles, and finally the dflaton. 
Appendix B 
Type I I A Supergravity 
The bosonic part of the type I IA action in Einstein frame is 
+gll\'^''F, A *F2 + g'J'e^/'F, A *F, + g'^B, A F, A F,) , (B.0.1) 
where 
F^ = F^-CiAH^ , F4 = dC3 , F2 = dCi. (B.0.2) 
We define the Einstein metric by (G^t/)Einstein = 5y^e~*/^(Gpi.)stiing- As a result 
gs appears in the action, explicitly and also through 2K^ — {2nya"^g'^. The field 
equations are [228 
= _ M _ i / 3 A * / / 3 + : ^ ^ f - ^ A *F2 + ^ ^ ^ F 4 A *F4 
d(e^*/2*F2) = g^e^'^H^A^F, 
d{e^'\F,) = -gl'^F.AH, 
IF4AF4 = d(e-**//3 + p y V ^ / ' C i A*F4) 
H ;^  {FM^F^P — —GMNF^^FPQ) 
+ ^ ^ ( F M ^ ^ ' ' F A . P Q i . - |GM;vF^^^^'^FpQ/^5)e*/^^ (B.0.3) 
We use indices M, N,... in ten dimensions. The Bianchi identities are 
f/Fi = -FoAHs ., dFo = 0. 
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Relaxation Method 
We have to solve a system of ordinary differential equations which satisfy boundary 
conditions both at the beginning and at the end of the range of the independent 
variable. This type of problem is called a two point boundary value problem. In 
order to solve it numerically we will use the techniques and routines described in 
210 . 
The basic idea as explained in Section 5.3.1 is quite simple. We replace the 
continuum of the range of r, the independent variable, with a lattice of points. 
We then write the differential equations as an approximate algebraic system of 
finite difference equations on each point of the lattice. Similarly we replace the 
boundary conditions with such an algebraic system. Then we use a test solution 
for the dependent functions. This solution does not satisfy the equations and it 
does not have to satisfy the boundary conditions. Using this test solution and the 
finite difference equations in the interior and at the boundaries one can calculate 
corrections which are then added to the test solution. If the problem has a solution 
satisfying the boundary conditions, then this corrected solution is closer to it than 
the initial test one. If this procedure is iterated, then the final result is very close to 
the true solution (if there is one) satisfying the correct boundary conditions (even 
though we started with one that did not) to a degree of accuracy that we CcUi control. 
It is necessary that a good initial guess should be made so that the method is quick 
and efficient. 
In the following we will give some technical details about the method and we 
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will present the source code of the programs that we used. 
C . l The method 
We have a general set of A'' first order coupled differential equations in matrix form 
| = g ( . ,y ) (C. i . i ) 
that satisfy Ui boundary conditions at the one end of the range and n2 = N — rii 
boundary conditions at the other end. We first define a grid by a set oi k = 
0 , . . . , M — 1 points at which we supply values for the independent variable Xk- XQ 
is the initial boundary, while is the final one. is the entire set of dependent 
variables yo, • • • ,yN-i at point x^. At an arbitrary point k we approximate the 
system of ODEs by algebraic relations of the form 
Efc = Yk - Yk-i - (xk - Xk-i)gk{xk,Xk-iyk,yk-i) = 0, k = 1,... , M - I . (C.1.2) 
gk can be evaluated using information from both points k,k — 1. These are 
equations coupling 2A'' variables at points k,k — 1. 
At the first boundary we have 
Eo = B(.To,yo) = 0. (C.l.3) 
These vectors have only ni non zero components corresponding to the initial rii 
boundary conditions. At the second boundary we have 
EM = C { x M - i , y M - i ) (C.1.4) 
where again only n2 components of these vectors are non zero, corresponding to the 
boundary conditions at the second boundary. 
The solutions of the finite difference equations problem in the above ecjuations 
consists of a set of variables yj ^-i the values of the A*' variables at the M points Xk-
We provide an initial guess solut ion to this problem. Tlien we determine increments 
Ayj k such that y^ ,/,. + A(/j,t is an improved approximation to the solution. 
W'e can find the equations that the increments should satisfy by expanding the 
FDEs in first order Taylor series with respect to small changes Ay^. At an interior 
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point this gives 
Ek{yk + /^yk,yk^ik+Ayk-i) ~ Ek{yk,yk-i) + y] — — A y m , k - i + y ] ^^Aym,k 
(C.1.5) 
For a solution we want the updated value to zero so the general set of equations at 
the interior can be written in matrix form as 
N - \ 2N-1 
J2 Sj,nAyn,k-l + Yl Sj,nAyn-N,k = -E,^k, J = 0 , . . . , - 1, (C.1.6) 
n=0 n=N 
where 
S j , n ^ 4 ^ ' •5,,„+iv = P ^ , n = 0 , . . . , i V - l . (C.1.7) 
dyn,k-i dyn,k 
Similarly the algebraic relations at the boundaries can be expanded in Taylor 
series for increments that improve the solution. At the first boundary we have 
iV-l 
J2Sj,nAyn,o = -E,^o, J = n2,n2 + l,...,N -1 (C.1.8) 
n=0 
where 
At the second boundary 
N-l 
YSj^nAyn,M-l = - E j , M - i , J = Ui, n2 + 1,..., N - I (C.1.10) 
n=0 
where 
dyn,M-i 
We have the system of equations (C.1.6-C.1.11) to solve for the corrections Ay, 
iterating until the corrections are sufficiently small. Then we have the solution to 
our problem. 
C.2 The routines 
We use the routines provided in [210]. They are the routines which solve the algebraic 
system. We have to provide them with two additional routines. The one is the 
main program which controls the whole process, gives the initial guess and calls the 
S,n = P ^ . (C.1.9) 
dynfi 
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solving routines. We also have to provide a function which is called by the solving 
routines in which we store the information in equations (C.1.6-C.1.11), representing 
the differential ec[uations to be solved and the boundary conditions. 
C.2.1 Extremal enhangon 
01 const i n t M=10000; 
02 i n t mpt=M+l; 
03 DP h,a,r6,re,r0=0.0; 
04 Vec_DP *x_p; 
05 
06 i n t main(void) 
07 { 
08 const i n t NE=7,NB=3,NYJ=NE,NYK=M+1; 
09 i n t itmax.k; 
10 DP conv.slowc; 
11 
12 Vec_INT indexv(NE); 
13 Vec_DP sc a l v ( N E ) ; 
14 Mat_DP y(NYJ,NYK); 
15 x_p=new Vec_DP(M+l); 
16 Vec_DP &x=*x_p; 
17 
18 itmax=50; 
19 conv=1.0e-15; 
20 slouc=1.0; 
21 
22 cout«endl«"Input r6, a:"«endl; 
23 cin»r6>>a; 
24 
25 re=2.0*r6/(a-1.0); 
26 h=100.0*r6/M; 
27 
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28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
indexv[0]=0 
indexv[1]=1 
indexv[2]=2 
indexv[3] =3 
indexv[4]=4 
indexv[5] =5 
indexv[6]=6 
for (k=0;k<M+l;k++) { 
x [k]=k*h+re; 
y[6] [k]=1.0/r6; 
y [0] [k] =exp (-y [6] [k] *x [k]) * (1 -re/x [k] ) ; 
y [ l ] [k]=-(y[6] [k]+y[6] [k] *re/x [k]+re/x [k]/x [k] )*y [0] [k] ; 
y[2] [k]=exp(-y[6] [k] * x [ k ] ) * ( 1 - r e / x [k]) ; 
y[3] [k]=-(y[6] [k]+y[6] [k] *re/x [k]+re/x [k]/x [k] )*y [2] [k] ; 
y[4] [k]=exp(-y[6] [k] *x [k] ) * (1-re/x [k]) ; 
y [5] [k] =- (y [6] [k] +y [6] [k] *re/x [k] +re/x [k] /x [k]) *y [4] [k] ; 
} 
s c a l v [ 0 ] = l . 0 / r 6 ; 
s c a l v [ l ] = ( y [ l ] [M] > s c a l v [ 0 ] * r 6 ? y [ l ] [M] : s c a l v [ 0 ] ) ; 
s c a l v [ 2 ] = (y[2] [M] > 1.0 ? y[2] [M] : 1.0); 
s c a l v [ 3 ] = (y[3] [M] > s c a l v [ 2 ] ? y[3] [M] : s c a l v [ 2 ] ) ; 
s c a l v [ 4 ] = (y[4] [M] > 1.0 ? y[4] [M] : 1.0); 
s c a l v [ 5 ] = (y[5] [M] > s c a l v [ 4 ] ? y[5] [M] : s c a l v [ 4 ] ) ; 
scalv[6]=1.0; 
for (;;) { 
cout << endl « "Enter V/V* or 999 to end" << endl; 
c i n >> a; 
i f (a == 999) { 
delete x p; 
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61 r e t u r n 0; 
62 } 
63 
64 NR::solvde(itmax,conv,slowc,scalv,indexv,NB,y); 
65 cout « endl « "rO = "; 
66 cout « f i x e d « s e t p r e c i s i o n ( 3 ) « setw(7) << rO; 
67 cout « " omega = " « s e t p r e c i s i o n ( 6 ) « y [ 6 ] [ 0 ] ; 
68 cout « endl; 
69 } 
70 } 
We will briefly explain the structure, the constants and the functions of the 
program. Starting from line 01, M is the number of the points of the grid. The 
more we have, the more accurate, but slower, our calculation. 
In line 18, itmax is the number of maximum iterations. If the program can 
not find a solution after that many iterations it stops. In line 19, conv is the 
convergence criterion. In line 20, slowc controls the fraction of corrections used 
after each iteration. 
In lines 21-22, the program asks for initial values of re and a = V/V*. These 
are the parameters of the program. Then in line 26 rg is calculated. 
In lines 28-34, indexv lists the column ordering of variables used to construct 
the matrix s of equations (C.1.7, C.1.9, C.1.11) 
In lines 36-46, we write initial random guess for the functions. The program 
assigns a value for the functions y[j] at every point k. The program starts to relax 
from here. y[6][k] is cr, y[0][k] is y[l][k] is y[2][k] is ^ '2 , y[3][k] is ^'2, y[4][k] is 
ZQ, y[5][k] is Zg, all calculated at the grid point x[k . 
In lines 48-54, the typical values of the variables are set. These are used to 
calculate the errors and to check convergence. 
Finally in lines 56-70 is the main loop. It calls the function that calculates the 
corrections (solvde line 64), applies them and checks them if they converge. In case 
the}' do it returns here, prints the value of a (line 67) and asks for another value of 
the parameter a to restart or 999 to finish. In case there is no solution the program 
stops after a pre-arranged number of iterations. 
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C.2.2 Horizon branch 
01 i n t mpt=M+l; 
02 DP h,r0,a,r6; 
03 Vec_DP *x_p; 
04 
05 i n t main(void) 
06 { 
07 const i n t NE=7,NB=3,NYJ=NE,NYK=M+1; 
08 i n t itmax.k; 
09 DP conv,slowc,rsig; 
10 
11 Vec_INT indexv(NE); 
12 Vec_DP s c a l v ( N E ) ; 
13 Mat_DP y(NYJ,NYK); 
x_p=new Vec_DP(M+l); 
Vec_DP &x=*x_p; 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
itmax=100; 
conv=1.0e-15; 
slowc=l.0; 
cout«endl«"Input r6, rO, a:"«endl; 
c i n » r 6 » r 0 » a ; 
rsig=sqrt(rO-rO*0.5+sqrt(r6*r6/a/a+r0*r0*0.25)) 
*sqrt(rO-rO*0.5+sqrt(r6*r6+r0*r0*0.25)); 
24 
25 h=100.0*rsig/M; 
26 indexv[0]=0; 
27 indexv[1]=4; 
28 indexv[2]=2; 
29 indexv[3]=3; 
30 indexv[4]=1; 
31 indexv[5]=5; 
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32 indexv[6]=6; 
33 
34 for (k=0;k<M+l;k++) { 
35 X [k]=k*h+rO; 
36 
37 y [ 6 ] [ k ] = 1 . 0 / r s i g ; 
38 y[0] [k] = (1.0-r0/x[k])*exp(-y[6] [ k ] * x [ k ] ) ; 
39 y [ l ] [ k ] = 
= (1.0-rO/x [k]) *exp (-y [6] [k] *x [k ] ) * (rO/x [k] /x [k] +y [6] [k] *rO/x [k] -y [6] [ k ] ) ; 
40 y [2] [k] = (1.0-rO/x [k]) *exp (-y [6] [k] *x [k] ) ; 
41 y [ 3 ] [ k ] = 
= (1.0-rO/x [k]) *exp (-y [6] [k] *x [k] ) * (rO/x [k] /x [k] +y [6] [k] *rO/x [k] -y [6] [ k ] ) ; 
42 y[4] [k] = (1.0-r0/x[k])*exp(-y[6] [ k ] * x [ k ] ) ; 
43 y [ 5 ] [ k ] = 
= (1. 0-rO/x [k]) *exp (-y [6] [k] *x [k ] ) * (rO/x [k] /x [k] +y [6] [k] *rO/x [k] -y [6] [ k ] ) ; 
44 
45 
46 } 
47 
48 
49 scalv[0]=1.0; 
50 s c a l v [ l ] = ( y [ l ] [M] > scalvfO] ? y [ l ] [M] : s c a l v f O ] ) ; 
51 s c a l v [ 2 ] = ( y [ 2 ] [M] > 1.0 ? y[2] [M] : 1.0); 
52 s c a l v [ 3 ] = (y[3] [M] > scalvfO] ? y[3] [M] : s c a l v [ 2 ] ) ; 
53 s c a l v [ 4 ] = (y[4] [M] > 1.0 ? y[4] [M] : 1.0); 
54 s c a l v [ 5 ] = ( y [ 5 ] [M] > s c a l v [ 0 ] ? y[5][M] : s c a l v [ 4 ] ) ; 
55 s c a l v [ 6 ] = 1 . 0 / r s i g ; 
56 
57 f o r (;;) { 
58 cout « endl << "Enter V/V* or 999 to end" « endl; 
59 c i n >> a; 
60 i f (a == 999) { 
61 delete x_p; 
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62 r e t u r n 0; 
63 } 
64 
65 NR::solvde(itmax,conv,slowc,scalv,indexv,NB,y); 
66 cout << endl « "rO = "; 
67 cout « f i x e d « s e t p r e c i s i o n ( 3 ) « setw(7) « rO; 
68 cout « " omega = " « s e t p r e c i s i o n ( 6 ) « y[6] [ 0 ] ; 
69 cout « endl; 
70 } 
71 } 
The structure of this program is the same as with the previous one. The difference 
now is that there is another parameter ro, the mass of the black hole. It is needed 
as additional input in line 20. rsig in hne 23 is actually a in (6.2.13). 
It must be repeated that these two programs must by accompanied by two func-
tions (one each), which have ah the problem specific information about the differ-
ential equations and the boundary conditions. We do not present these programs 
here. 
Appendix D 
Black hole temperature 
In this appendix we will give a few details concerning the calculation of the temper-
ature of the horizon (6.5) and shell (6.7) branch solutions of the the non-extremal 
enhauQon in Section 6.1^. 
We will first calculate the temperarture of the horizon branch solution. We can 
obtain the Euclidean horizon branch solution by analytically continuing t to to real 
values of r = i t in equation (3.32): 
gy'dsl = Z^"'Z^"\KdT^ + dx\ + dxl)^-Zl"zl'\K-''dr^ + Pdnl) 
^V^I^zTzi'l'dsl, . (D.0.1) 
In the Euchdean space we encounter a singularity at r = ro- To examine the region 
near r = TQ we set 
" " " ° = = 4 r o Z 2 ( r o ) 3 / s Z 6 ( r o ) V B - (^'O'^) 
Then we have 
g'Pds\ = R ' d ( - ^ ^ ) \ d R ^ ^ Z - , ' ' ' Z ^ ' ' \ d x \ + dxl) + Zl''zl'\Hnl 
where r is a function of R. It can be seen from (D.0.3), that the coordinate singu-
larity at i? = 0 (?' = 7'o) is of the same nature as the coordinate singularity at the 
[14] for more details. 
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origin of the polar coordinates on the plane. R plays the role of the radial coordi-
nate, and 2roJz2Z6 P^^ ^^  ^^ ^^  '•^^^ °^ '^^ ^ angular coordinate, in order to avoid this 
singularity we periodically identify the 'angular' coordinate with period 27r, in the 
region r > 7 o and then add a point in the plane R — T to extend the space at i? = 0. 
The temperature of the black hole is the period of the imaginary time coordinate, 
which is 
Thb = , ^ (D.0.4) 
4^Tro^yZ2{ro)ZG{ro) 
which reduces to (6.5). 
Similarly we can obtain the Euclidean shell branch solution by analytically con-
tinuing t to to real values oi T = it in equation (3.38): 
g'J' dsl = H^'/'H^'^' ( ^ L d t ' + dxl + dxi) + HI'^Hl'\L-'dr^ + vH^) 
+V"'Hl"H^''^dsl^ . (D.0.5) 
In the Euclidean space we encounter a singularity at r = rg. To examine the region 
near r = rg we set 
i?2 
Then we have 
2 
gy'dsl = R'd 7 ^ ^ = ] +dR' + H^'^'H^'/\dxl + dxl) + 
Hl"Hl'\Hnl + V"'Hl"H^"'dsl, , (D.0.7) 
where again r is a function of R. The procedure is essentially the same. The 
coordinate singularity at i? = 0 (r = r'^) is of the same nature as the coordinate 
singularity at the origin of the polar coordinates on the plane. In order to avoid this 
singularity we periodically identify the 'angular' coordinate with period in the 
region r > T'Q and then add a point in the plane R — T to extend the space at R = 0. 
The temperature of the black hole is the period of the imaginary time coordinate, 
which is 
1 / Kin^ ^ '^"^ 
47r'-(, U(^e)^2(r^)i/6(r^), ' ^^'^^ 
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